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LAW

What a subject is this in which we are united ' this abstraction called the Law, wherein,
as in a magic mirror, we see reflected, not only our own lives, but the lives of all $

men...disclosing every` painful step and every world- shaking contest by which mankind
has worked and fought its tvgy from savage isolation to organic sociallife.

Oliver Wendell Holmes

If we desire respect for the law, we must firs; make the law respectable..
0

- Louis D. Brandeis

It is the spirit and not the lowthat keeps justice alive.

Ear/ Warren

A law is valuable not because it is law, but because there is right in It.

Henry Ward Beecher'\
c_
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I
FRE EDQM OF SPEECH

I disapprove of what yorty, but will<defend yo

. .
Free speech is to a great people what winds are to oceans and malarial regions, which wa t
away the elements of disease and bring new elements 23f health;, and where free speech is . ,

stopped; miasma is bred, and death comes fast. r,
. ' tz.

. i

. Henry Ward Beecher
- -.

1 .

. a . a .,
Everymanman has,a right to be hefid, but no man has the right to stra4e democracy Wily
single .set of vocal chords. - .,)

, ; , 6
.

4
I

g k- >

71dlai Et 'Stevenson

.t

Betterb-thousa.ndfold abuse of free speech than denial of free sPeeth.,The Ouse dies in a
day, but the denial stays the fife of the people, and entombs the hope of &trace.

r

tharles Bradlgugh
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1 'PREFACE/ -
..

... r
A. iivw constituency has .been created in America following ratification of the 26th Amendment'to the*
United States Constitulion which lowers thevoting age to eighteen.

<,>

Surveys across the nation of students approaching the age of eighteen have revealed similar and disappoint-,...
-Ing results. The majority-of high 'school students do riot know their local, state, or federal representatives;
do not know how t?) regiker vote; do not understand the Bill of Rights; and express disillusionment and

, 'frustration with the system. (-`,-.. - . . ,,,k
'7' . ' ° .. . .

. .
There is an obvious need for an awareness and understanding of the political,loverntnental, and legal

process. The logical approach for corFecting the situation is education within the schbol system. i
The function of the Institute for POiitical'ad ?Legg Education (IPLE) is to provide a program to instruct ,
secondary level students in the political, governmental, and legal process!-Through IPLE, students demon-

.strate a significant positive increase in their knowledge and reveal an inclination to participate actively in '

the political process add law-related fields?

:. . . .
A unique feature of the program lies in the view of the total community as a classroom since it attempts to
utilize all resources in the community and State as a real and practical base for learning. Students are out of
school approximately thirty -five days per sclio4 year, involved infield study and interning. Working 4 the
community proVides.students, 'through experiential learning; an opportunity to apply the skills acquired in
the classroom. This can be accomplished at the local, county; and/oi- state levels.

Through surveys, problem 'solving, issue analysis, research, simulations,.field study, and interning, students
eventually possess the-ability toinitiare projects which affect their communityin a positive manner:.. . . ,. ..--.

6, .1' #.` t'i o .

The year-long curriculum . is subdivided into three areas of concentration, alterable by the interests and
selections of the students and' teacher. An integrated combination of innovative informational and instruc-
tional manuals is utilized within each unit of study, along with simulation gamings, surveys, projects,
audio/visual materials, and appropriate interning. In addition, individual classroom, regional, and state-wide
training conducted by professional experts provides participa'nts with an active overview of the unit.

The Voter Education unit includes the process of issue analyiisAcanvassing, and registration with insights
.into media publicity/p'r.opaganaa techniques, and election strategies. Voting reforrq, rights and procedures,
party structure, and the electoral college are 'examined intensively. An optional political assembly and
simulated election are, hiihlighted yith- historical review, candidate speakers, and local party camAigning.

.,..

Activities which are encouraged during the unit iriclUde a voterjegistration drive in and out of school; d ( ,T

campaighingfor actual candidates (working in campaign headquarters, telephone canvassing, dootoldoor/
canvassing); working as challengers at an 'election; organizing transpo[tation.and /or babysitting fot election;,
and conducting survey Rolls for election in ancLout of school. *

, l e

...-

The §tate Government unit examines- the structure and function of the state, county, and local levels
intertwined with previous unit .issues such as environment, housing, and transportation. Included are policy

. formation.,,lobbying, media techniques, sociologial surveying, and value orientation. Simulation gaming is
used for the,pwose of revealing to the student the decision-making process, of governmental bodies. In

0
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addition, students learn the operation of intergovernmental contnunication and are provided 'wIth,a prac-
tical knowledge of labor-manigement relations. Student awareness of the -passage Of laws not only is
experienced in out-of-school interning at the State Legislature and/or a professional lobbyist's office but

also is,simulated at a'three-day Modeltongr. ess.

The InSival, Rights: Freedom, of Expression Fair Trial v. Free Press unit concentrates on the freedom
of speech (including expression) and fair trial v. free press as intricate parts in the study of the court
system, criminal procedures, and the basic foundations of, law. Case studies are presented, e.g., Roth v.
United States, New York Times v. Sullivan, whereby students analyze the decision rendered. Students are
expected to formulate their own law, evaldate its predision, jurisdiction; limits of enforcementiand possible
alternatives. Included is the Mock Trial: Tinker v. Des Wines, a simulation activity,where students assume
roles of individuals associated with this freedom orexpression case. Students learn,- through role playing,
the process of a District Court evidentiary hearing and a Supreme Court session. Field study or interning
might include the Bar Association cir the Office.

.
Activities and projects throughout the curriculum have been designed to provide students at lower, middle,
and upper ranges of ability the opportunity to overcome challenges at their appropriate level. In this way,
more flexibility is afforded to the teacher in selecting curriculum options.

The key) to IPLE's popularity with students, teachers, adm inistrators, and community leaders is its founda-

tion in the real world of political action. Students do not watch anelectionifrom the sidelines they are a

part of it! They do not memorize the names of Supreme Court justices they actually see the court system,

' in action!

11 I
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FOREWORD

Reflections on Lgoltuaies in the Schools Today 1

by Isidore Starr.
Fomier Professor of Education, Queens College

When did law-related educationitalk begin?, If 'you/give this question some thought, you may agree with

me that law-related educatior$probably began at that great moment in history when Moss laboriously

climbed to they top of that mountain metAjtIlistinguished Party of the First Part, had an extended

conference, and when he returned, beCiine ilOist law reporter in history. As a result of that Conference

there was a tremendous multiplier effect ,thraUghout the world, a development described as the greatest

contribution of Western civilization.

c

ti
Our approach will be to arrange the aims into four traditional categories: knowledge and upderstInding,

skills; attitudes, and appreciltions.

With reference to knowledge and understanding, it seems to me that there are five threads which weave

their way thrdugh the delicate and fragile fabric of American life. These threads or major ideas are: liberty,

justice, equality, property, and power. The dimensions of each of these ideas can and have been explored

through .history, through _economics, through political science, through sociology, through anthropology,

and through philosophy- I would Ilke to suggest toyoulthat one 'of the ?host effective ways of looking at

each of these ideas is through the pekpective of the law.

For4eaching purposes I-know of no better definition of liberty than the First Amendment Freedoms. For

me, as a teacher, there is no,better explanation of due process of law or criminal justice than that delineated

in Amendments ty, v, VI, and VIII of the Cansitution of the United States.

The idea of eqUality is.also engraved in our.Constitution, but not by way of a simple dictiorary definition.

Amendments XIII, XIV, and XV speak to us in the words' of racial equality. Amendment XIX opens the

door to sexual :equality in Politics, This May be extended in the' very near future by the Equal Rights

'Amendment_ Amendments"XXlit andXXiii speak of political equality in the District of-Columbia and the

abolition of the poll tax, while the 26th' Amendment extends suffrage to American youth. To all these

dimenskins of equality the Supreme Court has added its famous one-man, one-vote rulings, which should

tread today one-person, one-vote rulings.

)
.

Willi re erence to pioperty, the, iclea' is mentioned in Amendments V and XIV. The nature and uses of

proper n our society must be examined w,ith our students because they live in a priperty-minded society.

The'Natl *p today between the reality of economic bigness and the theory of competitive, capitalism

must bay e d because this development has law-based implications. In addition; the uses of property

%today ark_ running Into the paths of the guardians of our ecological environment with the result that we are

faced with a confrontation between the right to property on the one side, and the quality of life on the

other.

lEpeech at Regional Conference, on;Law-Related Education. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, May 1973, reprinted in "Reflec-

tions on Low Related .,Eductition, "'Working Notes No. 3, American Bar AsSociation, Chicago, Illinois. 1973.

xxi
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The fifth major idea is power, and if the founding fathers of this country knew anything, they knew what it
meant to be confronted with power. They respected power, feared its abuse, and decentralized it. Power ,

has been decentralized in our Constitution in the form of the division of powers between federal govern-
ment and state, and separation of powers among the legislative, executive, and jtidicial.

The inevitable by-product of a ,law-oriented inquiry into the dimensions of these five major ideas is the
k ,asking of important questions and the explorations of significant answers: For example, how- do we

Americani differentiate Liberty from license? Is there-a law for the rich and a law for the poortThe more
searching question is: Is there a raw for the rich and a law for the poor and a law for the middle income? Is
the adversary system' of this country obsolete? Is there a better method of arriving at the truth? Is the
decentralization of powers which was incorporated into our Constitution passing into.the linibo of history?
Are our states obsolete entities? What is happening to our system of separation of powers and checks and
balances? Is the policePower;of the state being blunted by the power of property? What happens when a
ruling of our High Court, which is the supreme law of tlie land, is confronted by local, state, or regional
resistance? We have tb examine what happens when this occurs and then we should ask the question: What
should be done about this resistance? These are some of the thoughts that ought to be uppermost in our
minds as we look at these five major ideas...

It has been my experie6ce that the introductik, °Haw studies in the schools adds a sophisticated dimen-
sion to skills development. Law materials, by their very nature, force students and teachers to analyze the
issues in value conflicts. If law-related education is taught properly the students are not lawyers. They
become American' citizens who begin to look at value conflicts a little differently than they had. For
exaiitple, what happens when an individual confronts another individual in an ideological confrontation, or
an individual confronts a group, or the group confronts an individual, or an individual confronts the
government? Each of these confrontations involves a _conflict of values. The conflict is very seldom the
conflict a good value and a bad' value. The conflict is usually between a good value and a good
valueond how do we resolve that? Here is an opportunity for thinking in depth.

In addition, case studies develop in 'us skills in briefing cases, in looking at a case and deciding what are
relevant facts against non - relevant facts and what are relevant laws against non-relevantrlaws?,What are the
plaintiff's arguments and the defendant's arguments? What are the issues in the easel; rat is the decision?
What .are the opiniori supporting the decision? And lastly, of what significance it this dedition?,Our_
students; and I suppose many_of us too, feel that when the Supreme Court hands down anopinidn that
ends the case. I would like to suggest that, more often than not, that begins another casefFor example, the
Gide6n case held that an indigent defendant accused of a seriouepirne is entitled to the assistance of '
counsel: What kind of counsel is he going to receive under our system? Skill in analyzing the chain inaction
of problem-sblutionproblem is invalu le in breaking through the jungle of data which impinge on our
senses.

04, tjr

Case studi& in law materials develop ill in reasoning. Most of us at acquainted with the traditional
analytical 'kills of the inductive method and the deductive method. Charles Sanders Pierce, in one of his
great essays, speaks of the abductive method...

Paul Freund, who has done some of the most perceptive writing in law-related education, has published an
essay on inquiry skills which merits the attention of all who are involved in law studies. Entitled' 6The Law
and the Schools," the essay appears in The Law and lustke. Freund distinguishes seven modes oflhought
or legal reasoning which can sharpen the thinking of students. One is dialectical thinking, and the law lends

_06016
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itself especially to that. Justice Holmes, it is said, had the habit df entering his office each morning,
throwing his hat on the rack and challenging his law secretaries with the teaser: "State any proposition and /
I will deny it." This is one way to develop analytical skills. . ;A

/There is thinking. What is the ,cause of an event? There is ethical thinking. What is fair? What
conduct is\just? What conduct is unethical? There is generar thinking, or the organic development of an
idea. Many of our students tend to think of the privilege against'self-incrintination as the shield used by
Communists and racketeers. to understand the privilege against self-incrimination we have to engage in
some, genetic thinking about how this came into being,' and the blood, toil, sweat, and .tears that ac-
companied its emergence as a principle. Then there iftspkiative thinking. I like especially is littl uote

from Freund, who says, "We live by metaphor, we advance by simile, and we iise by conce " We ave
such tantalizing phrases in the law as "a wall of sepiration-between church and state." "Ignorance ofthe
law is no excuse," "the reasonably. prudent man," and "a gOvernment of laws and not of men." Each of ,

these has little meaning unless it is'subjected to the scalpel, of reason so that its thrust is measured by the
mind:

Then comes institutional thinking a the legal, process, as it unfolds in the:legal forum. And last and perhaps,
-Most important, according to Freund and accordineto myself, is self - critical thinking., I can best explain
self-critical thinking by telling you my favorite story. Up to this point 1 have quoted, freely from Paul

4 Freund. This story is my c6ntributicn to the nature of self-critical thinking. This is a Story of'a professor
who gave the same final examination each semester. His course was very popular. Students flocked to it in
great numbers and for a time they got their predicted 4..Then there came a tirrk in the life Of the professor
andhis students when his grades began-to folio* a bell-shaped curve and some of the students began to fail.
'One of the students, quite upset by failure, went up'to the profess& and said,."Look, sir, the day I took
you course I knevi the flnahexam. One of the A students in the past helped me to prepare for this final
exam. He got an A in the past. How is it that you failed me today?" The professor Irked at him arid said,
"Young man, all that you seem to know is that each semester I ask the same questkins,on my final exam.
What you do not seem to understand is that each semester now I change the answers." And that is one of
the great stories in law and in social studies. We d6 change the answers to the "big questions," "the
cosmological questions of our time," the questions thal call, forth the nature and meaning and scope of
liberty, justice, equality.

There is another type of skill that we can develop hi teaching law-related materials, and that is skill in
role-Playing. Role-playing of a very important rt takes place in moot court cases..and,rnock trials.
Simulation adds the dimension of emotional involv ent to intellectual analys4,.

There are forums and debates, which require skill. There are symposia and mock legislatures in which our
students can engage, as well as mock episodes like the Xanadu crisis, a,complicated episode involving
separation of powers. There are other exercises like rewriting thb Constitution of the United States, or if
you are less ambitious, rewriting the Bill of Right4in order to bring it up to date.

There is a very rich literature in the law which we can use with our students. Lard of the Flies, the'great,
Japanese Story, "Rashomon," in which a group of people seethe same episode quite differently, To Kill A
Mocking Bird, and The Story of the OK Corral. There are many interesting tales which we can incorporate
into the literature of the law to stimulate the flow of intellectual and emotional juices.

fr
° .:I
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In law there are sortie memorable quotations, some great quotations which lend - themselves to skill

develo ment. The simple ones you all know. Your fight to swing your arm ends just where., he other man's

nose begins. Freedom of speech does not include the right to yell fire falsely in,a crowded.theater. Again
from Hblmes: 'If there is any principle of "the Constitution that law imperatively calls,for, it is the

principle, of free thought,. not free thought for those who agree with us, but freedom for the thOughwe

hate." There are many others that will sharpen the mind and, at the same time, lead the student into the

domain of attitudes. ic";

t So now a word ab out attitudes. I said a little something abOut knowledge,and understanding and skills. The
attitude developed by law studies should be one of honest inquiry. ManyAof the educators in, thisaudience

know that the wordinquky is being used'today with "systematic ambiguitt," to thename of inquiry, many
stucknts are being led through a Complicated series of exercises to foregone canclusions. This is not inquiry.
Law-related education, like all effective education, rejects that. By inquiry, or critical thinking, or reflective

thought I mean an honest search for answers to really important questions important to students and to

ourselves. There are all kinds of attitudinal predilections or positions that we can study by using cases. For

example, we can present students the facts of a case, ask them to resolve it, then have them compare their

decision to that of the court. Or we can give them the decision and ask them whether in the irj_terest of

liberty, justice, or,equality the decision is justified.

.
Honest inquiry, as I view it, is a never-ending search for viable alternatives in real-life situations. Contro-

versial issues, v, Aien -law-related, force each of us to face issues realistically and nOnestly. Inquiry is an.

..attitude that recognizes that all of life is the story of never-entling value di erences, forcing us to live with

questiohs that defy instant solutions. The great equations of life aiqd of e law seem' to me to be the

following: My right and your need, liberty and equalitAfree press and fai trial, the right of property-and

the quality of life. Some of these rights, and val7(are on a collision co rse. We knoii thai in many
neighborhoods peaceful resolution of disputes is, on a collision course with il, disobedience and even

violence. All of these, equations are, for me, ftre calculus which forces us to think in terms of priorities and

hietarchies,,of values. That is part of the griallstory of the law. We have to make decisions. We cannot wait

for the long run. We make decisions the best way,we can, provided we have some conception of what it

means to be livingin a Country of liberty, justice: equality, Property, and power.

And now for the' ourtif of the categories appreciation. I use apprec iation a little differently from my
colleagues. Appreciation to me means getting-tmder the sidn of your students, because many of our

students today are turned out, turned off.

Our' students, in view of the fact that many pf them of most of them are the television generation, are

acutely aware of the human condition as it has been portrayed on the news. This is .a condition of creeping

corruption in our lives, a corruption that has found its ,way, not only into members of our families, but the

people in high offices. Corruption and lawlessness ire facts Of life, and are very .clitttessing,:especially today.

What does the law offer us and or students, many,whose lives are built around despair about the-future? I

hive no answer to this problem, but I would like to suggest something0 think about. We must explore
with our students the causes of...lawlessness in our society. There are reasons for it and-there are conse-
qUencei 'for each of us if4e permit lawlessness to become the law of 'the land: A. s-,pnenewspaper
commentator recently sai44,10rnerica is passing from the age of the common man to the -age.of Abe

'common crook." ,
elt

A

#

Law materials can show the use of taw as a pdssible tool in the confrontatiog andclarification of societyl
.4

and,clarification
For example, the law has done some remarkable things, which we tend,to forget:" It is the law

that has'exposed and will eventually try' the)awless, We can show our students in a variety of ways how the
. . .. .

ti
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.law has been grappling with contemporary issues with varying degrees of success. Fo example., we are(

developing in this country a law of poverty. It is something new. We are developing a lavf of ecology. That

is new too. Civil rights cases and the laws are not so new, hist the law is helping us to clarify the questions

which we should beasking. ' , .
\

A
Criminal justice was transftomed by the Warren Court; and those principles of procedural due process are

still,With us. One-person, one-vote law is being modified, but that also is still with us. The decisions relating

to the juvenile accused is an emerging field of law. Education law'is being clarified in a variety of ways.

There are a multiplicity and variety of cases dealing with students going to the federal courts today.
taw has been, in my judgment, a constructive and positive influence on the implementation of American
ideals. The picture is a mixed one. We have to explore the various dimensions with our students.

Tofte use of law materials furnishes an outlet for-students' needs to do something constructive. By apprecla-

tion I mean doing something about what you believe. In some communities students are being ur ;ed to use

he law to change the law'. For example, some students in New Jersey are engaged in realistic activities,

using the instruments of the law to effect constructive change.

A principle that runs through our history is that ours is a govel-nment of law and not of men. An

appreciation of the rule of law as a means of approaching society's probleths may mean that recourse to the

courtrooms and legisPative chamberS' should have priority over recourse to the street. Recourse to the street

should be a last resort, and it becomes a last resort for those who understand the uses of the law as

instruments for societal change.
s*.

The schools cannot escape the clash of value systems and ideas whicp resound in our society. We cannot
-escape and none of us is a bystander. Educators, lawyers, criminal justice.officials, police, the community,

students at laW school and elemennry, junior andisenior high, must work together to devise ways of
bringing.the great issuesof our times into the classrooms and into the schools.`One way to accomplish this

is to utilize the many materials and resource pe9ple we hay available in the law as tatalysts for _probing

value conflicts. The use of the law, in its best sense, seeks to 'reconcile the past with the present, continuity

witl) change, and, as the Chinese say, since it is now respectable tctquote the Chinese the use of the law

helps us to reconcile yin and yang. The study of I w even helps us to produce a generation of Citizens who

are users of the law, because they understand the nature and the potential of the fay' and its great
accomplishments, both in the past and in the future.

By Way of conclusion, I think I have found .the proper ending to these remarks. Forty years ago justice.

Holmes said something that has a flavoreThpliscent of John Dewey. Since both cart be considered great

educators and since the thought is representative of both, it is fitting to end this taI by quoting from

Holmes: "Man is born a predestined idealist, for he is born to act. To act is to affirm the worth of an end

and to persist in affirming the worth of an end is to make an ideal. We all, the most unbelieving of us, walk

by faith. We do our work and live our lives not merely to vent and to realize our inner force, but with 'a

blind and trembling hope that somehow, the wAld will be, aiittle better for our itrjving."

Perhaps all of us involved in law education will rnarshall-our forces to make this world a little more civil, 3

little more dignified, a little more sensitive ta.,liberty, justice, and equality, and hopefully, a little. more

honest: a

xxv
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INTRODUCTION

I

O

Thge exists a critical need for law-focused education in the school's. Students constantly inquiCe into the
relationships between government, particularly the court system, and their individual rights as citizens. How
can the educational system address the problem in The midst of ever-changing sociological, economiccanti
political circumstances to a satisfactory manner to the students awainting answers?

In an attempt to solve the problem, this manual, individual Rights, the first part of the third unit of study
in a year-long social Studies curriculum, presents the basit foundations of law and the concept of freedom
of expression guaranteed under the BiN of Rights. The second part of the unit is the manual Fair Trial v.
Free Press.

The inquiry-Oriented approach presented herein demands active participation of students thus develbpirig
analytical and evaluative skills in addition to fundamental knowledge. Directed discussion, role-playing
simulations, and debate are emphasized.

Pre-planning will increase the effectiveness of each section. Since an inquiry approach is essential, questions

shOuld be of a nature that analyze ("why," "how would"), evaluate, compare or contrast, and describe.

The design layout of Individual Rights provides maximum flexibility. The curriculum material is diyided
into self-contitned sections with no specified time limitations for presentation. Each section contair4 four
parts. Directive indicates the behavioral objectives to be acquired. Informat provides introductory informa-
tion in a simplified, condensed fashion for easy scanning. Motivat itescri6es stigent activities, inquiry
methodology, and interning TecommAiiidations. Finally, Reference explains sources of additional material

randsugges alternitive uses of the cti riculum section. For additional information. and assistance, the
Resource Ma rial should be used by both the teacher and studentsMaterial to be lsed by the students
appears.on bl e-tinted pages.

AP

Lastly, this is a learning experi irkd no one expects an instructor to possess the legal expertise to answer

every point discussed. As an o II objective, speakers, workshops, and interning activities are encouraged

as a critical component of instruction.

r
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CHAPTEg

FOUNDATIONS OF LAW

INTRODUCTION

/
This chapter introduces students to the fciundations of law through a series of classroom activities designed
to stimulate individual assessment of both values and concept of the need for laWs, plus a basic understand-

.
ing' of the criminal procedure.

Through thp Value Survey students will have an,ropRortunity to retdt to Critical topics associated with legal
rights and responsibilities. -

Why Do We Have Ldp.'s? provides the base for a general discussion where students are requested to
formulate ,their own law and evaluate its precision, jurisdiction, ,limits of enforcement: and possible ';

alternatives.

.
The activity, Defend Your Case, allows students not only to present their arguments.for or against the law

",written in the previous section, but also.to examine their reasoning and-presentation.
.

East Africa Hypothetical, is a case study that requires students to judge the actions of an African villager in
a murder trial..Positiie law, legal realism, and sociological law are discussed. A suggested _lesson plan is

provided.

The Constitution is the focus of the Bill of Rights and Criminal Procedure section wherein, students are
requested to iaentify, the basic rights of individuals and define some preliminary legal terminology.

.

Upon compl4tion of this chapter students will have acquired a fundarnental kpowledge and understanding
of the law in order tci interpret particular case studies presented in subsequent; hapters.

4 . 4' . .

r
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°

VALUE SURVEY
,

3, Directive: To provide the students with an evaluation of critical facts relating to. individual rights and
- freedoms.I

i ,f1, informat: Distribute the lurvey,contained on the following page.
.

k,",, ki . 4
i. . . ,.

.. . Motivat: ', After a istributing di% survey, have the cesults compiled gn I class tally board so that they may
be examinecrfor a post analysis. Students should discuss their opinions on the various topics
noted on thesuryey.

...,
e . .,

- ,, . .,

Reference:' R%fer to Audio-Visual section.
r. T. ., .. .

,

-

cZt

°
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4,0,/1-1V O0 YOU THINK?

The subject of, Individual Rights has become of paramount concern among high school students. There is a
growing request for legal education and case study analysis among school

pro,
and curriculum

developers. Indicate your opinion' on the following topicsby-6placing P for pro, C for con, U for undecided.

Individuals should be guaranteed rights against search and seizure without a warrant.

Individuals should be stopped and frisked only under suspicion of a serious crime.
!*,

The legal court system should be computerized to alleviate delay.

The death penalty should be imposed for serious crimes.

Individuals should be allowed to say anything they wish in what ever ;harmer they prefer.

School administrators shduld permit pregnant girls in school throughout their term.

Individuals should be inforkd of more rights than those normally explained at an arrist.

The juvenile system should be revised to include more rights.

The press media should' be prevented by some government imposition from printing
unsubstantiated speculations.

N,

Consumers should be guarded against warranty or liability technicalities by law.

Abortions should be prevented since they violate the pursuit of life and liberty.

Laws should be made to eliminate interpretations.

.00023
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WHY DO WE HAVE LAWS?

Directive: Jo provide the student with an opportunity to construct a law relevant to his school situation.
6.

To encourage the examination of existing laws for their form and Clevelopmentlas described via
discussions.

Inormat: The world of law and legal terminology can be both interesting and at the same time extremely.
confusing. Laws are not definitive and, therefore, are subject to interpretation. This factor
provides for flexibility, depending upon varied circumstances and social morals. Justice Oliver
Wendell Holmes stated that "Precedents should be overruled when they become inconsistent
with present conditions." Law can be clasiiiied depending upon their origin or jurisdiction.
Common law is bench-made law rather than stricefixed bodies nitie rules such as modern

civil codes. In Roscoe Pound's 1,Vords,."1t is a mode of judicial Istic thinking, a mode of
treating legal problems." Under it the judge is creator, interpretOr, Modifier. Statutory law
is concerned with society, as a whole rather than private citizens. It is:allawlhat originates with
specifically designated, authoritative lawmaking bodies, presumably 1pgislators or congresses,
but it also may include executive and administrative decrees, treaties, ordinances, and forms of
protocol. Private law governs the relationship between citizens such as contracts. Public law

e
deals with definition, regulation, of enforcement of those rights where the state is viewed as
the subject of the right. It is the'portion of th law concerning the political situations between
individual and state. Subscripts of public law are administrative law (agency activities), Con-
stitutional, law (interpretation of existing laws), and civil law (legal rights of private oej-sons
and/or organizations).

Motivat: Students are to be directed to isolate a nuniber of local concerns preferably those involving
their school. One topic which illustrates some controversy shoulebe selected as the topic for
forminga law. Students are to,be instructed to write a law via discussions of various Apectsof
the topic selected. The instruction should ask questions that will indicate the following factors:

1.
2.(

precision of language used
portions conflicting with existing laws.,
extent of jurisdiction 4

4. degree 4ambiguity open to interpretation
5. limits and means of enforcement
6. implications and stoke of languageip 7. alternate means of handling situation
8. consequences of enforcement or non-enforcement
9. - acceptability by majority

1
10. historical references.

a

4

An example would be the topic of a school newspaper publication written into a law stating
"Student$ shall be permitted to publish any material in a school newspaper and distribute it to
any individual." 'Questions would have to define: (1) what material can be published, (2) who
would have right of censorship, (3) what criteria should be esta shed to govern policy, (4)
who shall review the final copy, (5) has a newspaper been previo ley.published and banned

why, (6) how will distribution be limited, (7) what punishrkent be levied' by misuse, (8)

414

I ,..

, ....
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. What limitations will be placeckon staff; reviewing body,. distributors, etc.-Students can be
given roles of various key persons and reflect their positions. A student should be designated as
a -r'ecorder of howthe law evolve's so that the notes can late .be ...xamined

N

Reference: Some legal termitrOlogy can be introduced and explained. Refer to the glossary provided, page

t 1p . A lawyer or judge can be a guest speaker to discuss law formations and decisions. (Refer
to Resource Material appended.) . 1

\
.,

. --f-,
. %

... .
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s
DEFEND out CASE

I^

---

la

4, ,

.. Direptive: To provide an awareness into) legal. defense and prosecution. a ,

-)1% 44t 44,
I.

Informat: ° The _purpose of, a defense o cution is to win the-case. In most,cases this involves a

thorough knowiedge of the la -ciuestion and the abilitifr to detect flaws. -

1 . - ..) -. :
- ,

.
.

.
Motivat: The main portion of the information proVitled ih this section is-unwritten and gained from

FexpOeRce. This activity is an actual preparation for understanding ease studies and a reference
._ .

°*poirit in the monk trial of Tinker v. Des Mines in Chapter Three, Students should be divided
into groups of three: one defender, one pus:set:RINI, and oneobserver. The :'law" composed in
the previous section cart be used in this gamint = or any local law, The defepder and, prose-.
tutor are to present their opposing views while the qpserver (or judge) records the movement
of the arguments. After allowing 20 minutes for aeuninterrupted rebuttal portion, be
server should be given 10 minutes tq discUss his observations. The cliss should then be reunited

with defense, prosecution, and obsiervers grouped together. Basically, these points Should be

noted: I-.. ..

l , G. 0,
0

6
1 ,0 . . 1

, te ' \ .0

1 hich role was more`difflcult and why? P
1

I A
2. at was the major order of most Presentations or how did each side present their views? '
3. Which side won inithe observers' views? %. .

4. ' What corelusion can be drawn on these roles?
...- - .

As noted the intrpduction, page ;xvii, interning is an important portion or this unit. Stu- :
4 dents now are to visit other classes, the -facutty, and principal and, presen t the law and theh

their argunlents-. The host ?lags should decide the "winner,"-basing their judgment, upon the

above points. ADVANCE NOTIFICATION TO OTHER CLASSES SHOULD-BE GIVN TO
AVOID CONhUSION.

,
C

.
4.,

a . . .1

I 4.

Reference: Because of the nalture of this activktY,,..qtailed explanations 'would not be profitable. A spb- ,...

stitute gaming would be to rewrite the intrpductioneto the ConsAtion. Or, perhaps the aboye
format could be used to resolve why ;'all-men ire created. equal" and kvpmen's rights can

1

coexist.

9
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EAST AFRICA HYPOTHETICAL;

- Directive: To providestudentswith an uncIerstancling into thedifferent approaches to law. .

,
Informat: This section is an introduction into the case study approach and legal precedence. There, are

several outlooks on a law such as positive law (applies laW to case without interpretation), regal
realism (accommodates or appropriates law to circumstances), and -sociological law (applys or
blends custom with, law):

motivr' The actual case study should be either read or distributed as it appears on the following pages.
The subsequent three legal opinions demonstrating the approaches -to.faw should be noted
after thactivity.

.

Students are to 'G divided into groups of judging bodies in order to examihe the case. Ask
them to devire a rationale for and /or tgainSt The man's conviction. After an appropriate lapse
of time list the results and via discussion separate the approaches to law. If not al{ of them.
appear, ask questions to stimulate their fOrm.ulation. Students could be asked to compile a case
study containing thvase and the majority group, or class opinion with the dissent, as a
familiarization with up-coming case studies. This first case study_is included within a suggested
lesson plan designed.byJtorman Gross, Director, Special Committee on Youth Education for
Citizenship,- American ha" Association, to demonstrate its effective use in legal education.

(ecrence:, 11-efer to Resource B for additional information. If possible, a field trip to a court is suggested
in order to intervjw a judge with regard to legal bias and rationale. ADVANCE NOTIFICA-
TION TO SCHOOL ADMINISTRATION AND COURTS .IS REQUIRED FOR THIS
-ACT.1 VI TY.

I
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FOUNDATIONS OF LAW 2

(to extend for several class periods)
.

This lesson focuses on'the nature of law, highlighting several of the different approaches to law, and also

illustrates the use of the case study method in iegal education.

1. Teacher should ask the class: What is law? Write down on an overhead projector or the blackboard
the responses given by students, and ask them to explain ot''clarify what they mean. (NO real

judgment on the right or wrong of Veir input is necessary at this time.)

2. After a period of general, open discussion, the teacher takes the lead by asking questions,which will
bring the class eventually to some consensus on a definition of law. For instance, a discussion might

conAider:
w

is there an element of morality in law?
Is there a, relationship between morality and self-interest? (How would ytehandle a situation in
which a person comes onto your property to take' something which he claims as rightfully his?)

How do people use law for their own ends, even though the law itself is an attempt to establish
morality and justice?
Is law the will of the strongest? (not necessarily
Would anyone argue that a society (or people living together) could exist without law .(whatever

form it takes)? tit
Is law rules and regulations generally accepted by soc iety? (Some-,laws will not hold up to this

definition.)

Eventually, 'class should come to see that: law Is some framework that p ositively or negatively

stabilizes life among a group of people.

3. Hand out the hypothetical case (page 17) and have thestudents read it over on their own..

4. Have students write down in class(or for homework):

a. a //st of the facts in the case (as knowp from handout)

b. the Issues involved
c. what decision they would reach (assume that students are members of an outside tribunal)

d. the,opinion, i.e., why the decision turned out to be what it was.

Students should assume only the facts as given. Note that some of the facts may be hearsay and
shouldt stated as'such, e.g., "The young man said that ..."

2Norman Gross: adaptation from tape recordIngof Individual Rights Workshop, IPLE, April 2, 1974.

13
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...

. 'After sufficient lim,theteilher shouldgoover the points listed above. First, what are the facts?
What happened? List them on the board or overhead projector as students volunteer their responses,

: taking time to discuss each one. , .

He killed Woman, after creeping into her hut.1
Two tkildren died.
He alleges-self-defense.

li He was convicted ittrial level and sentenced to death.
, He turned himself it
la The accused haa'irdn-Western background. t

etc.

4 6. JHave studenti try to separate the important facts from the unimportant.

0

7. Ask diem what facts can be Inferred as reasonable assumptions. Students should support their re-
spOnses (e.g., he thought woman would kill him).

10, -',',
s

1

II, candt,be inferred that there is a tribal belief in witchcraf t? (Not usually. It is not given and
-cannotkally be assumed.) .

7f--, Would it make a difference if only he believes in witchcraft as opposed to the whole tribe?

- ___,.., .a : . ,

8. Use the witchcraft question. d into a discussion of what facts are not given that need to be
known. ':.,..7

,-

4
,

Exam ples:

What did children die of?
.

Did other children die mysteriously during this period? ,
- II-Does the tribe believe in witchcraft's : L

`t, ; What arethe general customs and ? of this tribe?
Is there a difference between.witchcraft usect'as a power to heal tather than-to-kill?
Was the woman a witch? If so, what kind?
-Does the tribe have laws against evil witchcraft?
If so, is the young man the proper person to enforce these laws or should he go to the headman,
first?

9. Turn discussion to Issues involved. The most critical part of any case study is the issues. The decision
in a case -is based on what the issue(s) is (are) perceived to be. In aski9g the students to give the

, issues, have them define and frame them into "Whether or not..." questions.

Examples:
4

Whether.er not the murder by the man was self- defense?

Whether or not a Western court should apply Western standards?
Whether or not witchcraft-was involved?

c

Ask class: Assume that the man honestly,,believes in witchcraft: how many would support his claim
of self-defense? What is the Western definition of self-defense? (A reasonable person would believe
thatto do otherwise would lead to imminent physical harm to himself, resulting in death.)

14
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1.

Is this ridiculous, i.e., if a person is in danger of death, can he be expected to act "reasonably?"

10. Hand out the three opinions of the High Court judges (page 19) and have the students read them
over.

11. AM's the students which judge, they agree with and why. (Take an informal poll through a show of
hands: how many agree with the first judge? the second? the third? Any dissenters or fourth
alternatives?)

Note: It can be inferred from the decisions that witchcraft is accepted by the tribe. What did the
judges say about the young man's beliefs in witchcraft? (They said the beliefs Were sincerely held.)

12. Each judge represents a different approach to law.

a: The first judge is practicing Positive Law (applying the law to the particular case in this case,
what a reasonable-Englishman would do).

Note: In the poll of student reaction, usually very few side with the first judge. Ask the students
why more did not agree with the first judge, since he was only "doing his job" as we traditionally
view the role of a judge, i.e., to apply and interpret the law.

b, The second judge practices Sociological Law (applying or blending custom with law). Mapy issues
in the law are a balance of countervailing forces. This judge Says that British law hag certain
criteria for what constitutes self-defense, but this has to be modified under the circumstances. He
even makes political judgments, referring to "neo-colonialism."

Note :*.Many students will probably sK:le with the second judge. Did the students apply the
principle of "what a reasonab man would do" but change thelocation from Piccadilly to an East
African tribe? t

c. The third judge is following what is called Legal Realism (accommodating the law to particular
circumstances defining the law according to what he thinks it should be in the situation). Ask
what the third judge is trying to do in his decision.

the third judge is trying to do in his decision.

achieve a compromise?

set a precedent?

13. Ask the students whether a fourth approach should be included,Watura/ Law (a higher law exceeding
the written law'being applied, such`as that recognized in upholding claims of conscientious objectors

(No military service).-

The judges could have said that none of the approaches was satisfactory, thereby taking the case out
of the realm of the legal system altogether.

14, Point out that there arerany different approaches to the question and that arguments can be made
for each decision. In any .case tinder study; students should investigate what kind of an approach to

slaw is used by the judge. The particular East Africa case is good for several reasons: it is complicated` A

a'
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(crime, witchcraft, etc.); -it considers the question of what is a "r nable" defense; it deals with the
issue:of a Clash of cultures (comparing and contracting laws from ifferent countrie,and cultures can
be very enlightening).

f

15. In conclusion, point out that there are two results of ariycase:

a. guilt or innocence of the individual involved is deteribined;
b. a precedent is set for future cases of a similar nature.

Eyery case makes law for society. There is a need to look at a case's effect on the law. Ask: What
would be the,effects of various decisions possible in the East Africa case?

Due process requires that laws be precise and clear, and that guidelines be set regarding enforcement.
Otherwise, law would have no meaning. People would be unable to determine what they can or
cannot do.

16. Suggestions for further,activities: lb

a. Have students write a law, including the components of rule and enforcement apparatus. They
will find it extremely difficult to frame a law (e.g., a school dress code) that is both general in
nature and yet not open to a wide variety of interpretation's.

b. Have students try to construct a society (e.g., students have been shipwrecked on an island). See
- what happens. Are they at a loss? Do rules and guidelines emerge? This is a good exercise in

teaching the foundations of law.
4
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LAW AND POLICY IN EAST AFRICA.

A young man in a remote village, uneducated in the Western sense, is charged with.murdering a relative, an
old woman. He admits killing her but says he did so in self defense: she was a witch, sworn to kill him by
incantation.

The story, told by the young man is that one of his children came down with an unknown illness, weakened
mysteriously, and died. By tribal custom, the old woman, his relative, should have prepared the funeral rites,
but she did not do so., When he asked her why, she said she had.cast a spell on the child and WoUld kill all
his family.

Then another child 'sickened and died. The man confronted' the old woman and demanded she stop. She
laughed, looked hard at him, and said she would 'see that he died before sundown that day. He went away,
found an axe, crept into the old woman's hut, and killed her. Then he turned himself in to the head man.

The young man was convicted and sentenced to death.

6
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BILL OF RIGHTS AND CRIMINAL PROCEDURE

0 .

,Directive: To provide the students with an opportunity to analyze laws.

. To, provide a knowledge of the criminal procedure in a basic sense, for background into
upcoming case studies.

inforrnat: The constitutional lawsof criminal procedure are contained in two sections of the original
Constitution and five of the amendments. Each rule is restated in its basic form, with its source
In parentheses:

T. The -federal government may not 'suspend the writ of habeas corpusjotpersonswhcasefreedoco,tis...._.7.
limited by federal power. There' is one ex tion. The writ may be suspended it (1) there is either
rebellion or invasion, (2) during such rebellio or invasion the public safety reqirires its suspension.

(Art. I Sec 9) ft-
o

2. Except for impeachment, all federal crimes shall be tried by a jury. (Art. III Sec. 1)

3. All federal trials will be held io the state where the crime was committed. (Art. III Sel. 1)

4. People have a right to no t have their persons, houses, papers, and effects unreasonably searched or
- seized by the federal. government;(4th Am.)

5. Search warrants and arrest warrants can be issued to federal officers only. on probable cause. The
officer seeking the warrant must swear or affirm that the information he is giving in order to receive
the warrant is true. (4th Arr.)*

6, A search warrant or arrest warrant issued to a federal officer must specifically describe the place tobe
searched or the persons and things to be seized. (4th Am.)

7. In order to charge a ,person with a serious federal crime, there musthe a Grand jury indictment..
However, this rule does not apply to crimes committed in the land or naval forces or in the militia
wi.en the alleged crime is in actual service and kis a time of war or of public danger. (5th Am.)'

8. No person charged with committing a federal crime may be placed in jeopardy more than once for the
same defense. (5th Am.)

-
9. No person may be forced by 'the federal government 'to be a witness against himself or incriminate

/ , himself. (5th AM.) .
. , , .

1 .
4

10: The federal government may not deprive any person of his life, liberty, or property, except with due
process of the law. (5th Am.) .,

"

11. In criminal prosecutions in federal courts, the defendant has a right to a speedy trial. (6th Am.)
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12. A person charged with a federal crime hai the right to publietrial. (6th Am.)

13. A perSonAargedwith a federal crime has the right to an impartipjury. (6th'

14. Federal trials must take pliCe in the state and district where the crime occurred. j6th Am.)

1,5. A person charged with a federal crime is entitled to be informed of the nature a d cause of the charges
against him and to o-be confronted with the witnesses against hiin. (6th Am.)

, V\
16. A persPn charged with a federal crime has the right to compel witnessesin his favor to testify at his

trial.A6ttilkm.) . -4,:.-

p'.. .

17. Apersortzharged with a federal crime has the right to have 'the assistance of counsel for his defense.
. (6thAm'A

. t .+

ttO'dr 18. Thellederal government may not impose excessive bail. (80-Am.)

19. The federal government may not impose an excessive fine. (8th Am.)
, 1,. . a

20.*he federal government mayma riot inflict cruel or unusual punishment. (8th Am.)
. ,

-.. 1 .

21. No state may deprive any pet ifs, liberty, or property, 'except by due process of law. (14th
, Am.) ,

22. No state may deny anyone in its jurisdiction the equal protection of the laws. (14th Ana.).

Note that under the Fourteenth Amendment as long as due process of law is maintained, someone may b'e
deprived of his rights. The criminal process in operation can be somewhat reduced for examination. In a
response to a citizen's complaint, a suspect may be arrested on a warrant or sent a summons to appear in
court at some future time. The complaint can also come from the policeman who observes the crime. Often'
the arrest takes place at the scene of the crime and the complaint will follow. If arrested, the suspect may 7.
be released on bail at any time. In addition, the state may be required to hold,a preliminary hearing to show
probable cause for belieVing that the suspect has committed a crime. If probable cause is demonstrated
either a grand jury indictment or a prosecutor's information may be filed. The suspect will appear at court
for a formal arraignment at which time he will be asked to plead. If he pleads guilty, he will be tried and
sentenced in 'the event he is found guilty. The defendant may appeal a conviction on a plea of not guilty.
Sentencing may include confinement or probation or a combintion of both. Parole is supervised freedom
ordered by a parole board prior to his time of release.

The theory behind the bail system is that a person charged with a crime may put upl certain amount of
money, to assure his appearance at trial. This sum will be forfeited if he does not appear. The amount of
bail is supposed to be just enough to assure that the suspect will not "skip," A suspect's prior record, the
seriousness of the crime, his personal wealth; and his roots in the community are all considered. lbe bail
system is intended to mirror the presumption of innocence since all suspects are presumed innocent until
proved guilty, they should not have to spend the time prior to trial in jail. This is the theory. The practice is
often opposite. If-a judge determines that a suspect should not be released prior to trial, he will set bail at a
prohibitive amount. If hetetermines that pretrial release will be safe, bail will likely be nominal.
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In 1967, the P ident's CommisSion on Law Enforcement-and Administration of Justice reported:

.

Althclu gh ball is recognized in the law solely as a met hod of insuring the defendant's appearance
at trial, Judges often use It- as a mix of keeping in Jail persons they fear will commit crimes if released
before trial. In addition to Its being of dubious legality, this procedure is ineffective in many in-
stances.-Professional-criminals Or membersoof organized criminal syndicates have little difficulty in
posting ballralthough, since crime is their way of life, they are clearly dangerous.

If a sdtiseictory solution s hould be found to the problem of the relatively small percentage of
defendetts whO present a:significant risk of flight or criminal conduct before trial, the Commission
would be prepared to recommend that money bail be totally discarded. Finding that solution is not
easy . . . . .

A partial solution for the pro blem would be to provide an accelerated trial process fdr pre -
sumably high-risk defendants ..: .

In dn,v case, money bail should be,Imposed only when teasonable alternatives are not available.
This presupposes an information=gathering Jechnique that can promptly provide a magistrate with an
array of facts about a defindan0 history, circumstances, problems, and way of life.

tr. ' , .

Motivat: Students should be asked to narii as many rights as they can within the Constitution and Bill
of Rights exclusively. After a listing has been compiled, students should examine the items in
relation to 'Appendix A. The students' lists should then be expanded to incorporate the
twenty-two rules previously listed.

X discussion shOuld be initiated -Whereby various newspaper articles or other /media be 'ex-
amined to pinpoint the entire criminal process.

1, What is the writ of habeas corpus ?"
2. What is a federal crime?
3., Htiw ri"unreasOnable" defined in their own words? What constitutes a search?

a seizure?

4. What is jeopardy? How did this originate?
5. How is a "speedy trial" defined?

Why.are there public trials?
Y. -What-is excessive bail? Who' determines this?,
8. 'What is cruel and'unuWal punishmeht?
9. What is due process under law?

10. , Are there any rights that should be added or deleted? Why?
11. 'Why are individuals not informed of all of these 'rights? Are they applicable, to everyone?
° If not, why aren't they? (juveniles, insane, criminals).
12." How are impartial juries selected? Why is this sometimes impossible?

-, ,
A survey could,be produced and distributed to other classes asa test Of their legal rights.

Discuss ,the results. If there is a lack of knowledge, to what tan this be attributed in today's

society? ,
,

. ..
,. e'..

In reviewing the criminal process in light of the secondary discussion,- variances in its general

procedure should be investigated and explained. Students can research, current newspaper
articles'on local, state, and federal-crimes. I
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Reference: Additional material should be obtained on the due process phase of this section. Reference
material should include:

Benton v. Maryland 396 U.S. 784 (1969)
Adamson v. California 332 U.S. 46 (1947)
Rochin v. California 342 U.S. 165 (1952)
Cohen v. Hurley 366 U.S. 117 (1961)
Malloy v. Hogan `378 U.S. 1 (1964)
Pointer v. Texas 380 U.S. 400 (1965)
Duncan v. Lodislana 391-U.S. 145 (1968)
Williams v. Florida 399 U.S. 78111970)

'4 Resource A and C may also be consulted in addition to the glossary.
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CHAPTER II

DUE PROCESS AND JUDICIAL REVIEW

INTRODUCTION
k

, The purpose of this chapter is to provide an introduction to due process and judicial reiew. The historical
case of Marbury v. Madison and other case studies presented herein are illustrative;-of the topics. Directed

questioning with these case studies, plus a hypothetical case, will aid in achieving deeper'understanding.

Directive: To provide students with an insight into the nature and pe of judicial' precedence.

Informat:

To provide students with an opportunity to investigate the raMifications of the 14th amend-
atilt and its applicability to the U.S. Bill of Rights. To introduce the concept of due process.

The familiar case of Marbury v. Madison involves the ipstallment pf William Marbury to
justice -of- the -peace in the District of Columbia. The question centers on the right of the Courts
to decide if Marbury's writ of mandamus is lid. The case study, inclusive of Justice Marshall's
annotated decision, is contained in the manual as it appears on 29-37. The question otaggra-
vated violations of due process is presented in two condensations of Rochin v. Califorhia and
Irvine v. California as they appear on page 37.., In Slaughterhouse cases 83, U.S. (16 Wall) 56

(1873), the Supreme Court analyzed the precise Meaning of the 14th amendment and con:*
eluded that it recognized two distinct citizenships, that of the state-and nation.- Therefore the
power of states to cdetermine and consequently limit the rights of their owncitizenkremained

unaffected by the Amendment (the case a Strauder v. West Virginia pp. 38-39).

, 9
c 4

Motivat: The followingvhypotherjcal case could be presented is a, prelude til,,the case of Mirbury, v.

Madison. V ., ,

- _.,,
, e

Z) m

. The year is- 2009, thirty-three yeqrs after the first installation of the LEGCOM
3225 focal computer system. The unit was designed by a special investigative and
developmental brahch, of the judiciary DepartMent on the request of Pfesldent
Harrison at a cost of $3.5,billionldollars. The analog system is designed to eliminate
the time Involved with court cases. It was piogrammed with the',United States
Constitution and the Declaration of independence, along with any applicable state
or international laws, For example,' If a persofi was searched in a parking lot by a
police office for drugs; the defendant would enter a card with his/her version of the ..
occurrence and cqMplaInt with p pleq of guilty or not guilts. The Oft7cer'or wit-
nesses would entp, sithilar card] In their terminal. The t uter analyzes the ddta

and refers to Arnkndment Illeard,,po. 3947c, and anno at the shopper had

the right tb be searched. r -
..;* f

. . -,..,

Students should be directed thr ugh questioning to the fact that LEGCOM does account for

i any cases decided iri.the past. he case study of Marbury v. Madison is introduced to illustrate
,'what the early Supreme Co utilized to substantiate its position. Thelollcov,ing questions

could be used: . .,.

t.

c:

/
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Is the doctrine of ludicia view," which gives the court theif,ower to declare
an act of a coordinate bran f the government unconstitutional, required because
a contrary rule would "subvert the very foundation of all written constitutions?'

ti

..

Does the 'judges' oath" provision (Art. VI, ci. 3) furnish the necessary textual 4 qi ".
support for the doctrine of judicial review? ', 1 4 IP',

-.. .. What of art. III, 2, ci. 1, extending "the judicial Power" "to all cqses. . Intsing , ,
, I

, t
... A

under this Constitution?"
. k . , 7'

Students albuld note in the Slaughte use case the scope of thel 4th Amendinent as St -.
applies to any privilege of immunity nferred by the U.S. Constitution and that a narrower , - .

construction declares it as a repeti ive note.of previously stated principles. Whatjpi;ear, tb be
reasons for such a narrow interpreta relief against monopoly or equal p4tection under
the laws? It might- be instructive at this point to compare' carefully statements from the

kz.

documents quoted below. , ' ,,,. - I
1,:,

No free man shall betaken.or imprisoned or dispossessed, or outlawed, or banish-ed,
de

' or in any way destroyed, nor will we go upon him, nor send upon him; except by
the legal judgment of ills peers or by the law of the land. ;,1

Magna Calla (1215)
. t

No person shrill be.. . . deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of
law.

.
.

A ' -
I/ No State shall . . . deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, without. dde

process of law: i I.., :-.6,
.6011 ' - Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution (1$68)

I

Fifth AmendmenIto the CdnsgtutIon 0790

-

The following questions shoilld be discussed in c,ohfunctiktiitit fhe Siradker as (pages

37-39).
r

. .. , ,, 4'.

1: In view of the intent of the equal protection clause, are there any additional classes for

whom it should be "construed liberally ?"
,

-

t
2. Why would a law discriminating against "German Texans" be consistent.with the

.
purposed the amendment?

.>

.
3. What "politically poteot minorities" could be singled out for special legislative ...

, ,
advantages oridisadVantages?

oli, 4 ,
., . .

..`
4.. Should Jegislatibn discriminating on the basis of congenital and unalterable, traits for

.

which the person is not responsible fultify the creation of a "suspect" classification? 0
a .

5. 'Are women considered. "politically= impotent minorities" (consider alien, illegitimate, p.., - v

crniinally insane)? '
. '

)
t !

,
1

"N

6
/ 4-
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Students should investigate in the Rochin and' Irvine cases (page -37) the proposition that
although evidence obtained in violation of the protedtion againstAmreasonable search and

lit' seizure *violates the minimal, fundamental standards of due process, the use of such evidence

does not constitute a unique due process violation.
. _

.
.

. x

' Reference: The following cases should bereviewed:
.-....,

\

H.

Madden v.. Kentucky 309 US. 83
Llague v. C10 307 U.S. 496
,Edwards v. California 314 U.5..160 ,

Turner v. Fouche 396 U.S. 346

G

-

Opinions by various individuals are provided herein.

JUSTICE GlaSON, dissenting in Eakin v. Rail), 12 S. & R. 33Q (Pa,
1825):* "The oath to support the Constitution Is not peculiar to the judges,
but Is taken indiscriminately by every office of the government, and Is de-
signed rather as a test of the.political principles of the man, than to bind the
officer ih the discharge of his duty: otherwise, It were difficult to determine,
what operation it is to have in the case of a recorderof deeds, for instance,
who, in execution of his office, hai nothing to do with the Constitution. But
granting' it to relate to the oft7c#I conduct of the Judge, as riell.as every other
officer,, and not to his political principles, stile jt must beg undeiiibod in
reference -to supporting the Conititution, only as far as that miy be !involved
In his official duty;' and consequently, if his official duty ddes not compre-
hend.antinquiry into the authority of the legislature, neither does his oath.. .

"But'donot the judges do a positive at in violation of the 'Constitution,
when they giveiffect to an unconstitutional law? Not if the-law has been
passed according to the forms egglileed In the Constitution: Theidiracy of
the question is, in supposing tPatthe.Judiciary adopts the acts of the legisla-

ture as its awn; whereas, the enactment of a laKand the interpretation of it
are not concurrent acts, and as the judiciary-11,14ot required to concur in the

enactment, neither is it in.the breach of the coast /tut /on which may be:the
p.c(Onsequence of the enactment; the fault Li Impytable to the legislature, and

on it the responsibility exclusively rests." i

THOMAS JEFFERSON, writing in 1804, In The Writings of omas

Jefferson 310 (1897): 'The judges, believing the f Sedit Ioiv constitu-
410

tional, had a right.toPass a sentence of fine and Imprifonme ..:because that

power was _placed their hands by the Constitution. Butt Executive,

believing the law to be unconstitutional, was bound to remit the e ec'utIon of

It; because that power has been confined tb him by the Cons& ion. The
Instrument meant that Its co-ordinath branches should be checks on egch
other. But the opinion which gives to the Judges the right to decide whatlaws

are constitutional, and what not, not only'for themselvesitrthefrowri-sphere-- ' ,

of action, but for the Legislative and Executive- also in their'spheres, would

make the judiciary rdespotic branch.",

?Ire ero to Miirshallirreasoning support! .judicial review.

41-1. -
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ANDREW JACKSON, veto message In 1892 on, act to recharter Bank of
United States (the constitutionality of which had earlier been upheld by the ,

Court), RIchargson, Messages and Papers of toe Presidents 576, 581-82
(1909): "It is as Mlich thq-duty-of--the u e of +Representatives,. of the

1.,Senate,.and of the President to decide imtlY'the?wnstitutionality of any bill
or resohitionw7zich may be presented to them fOr passage or approkl as it is
of the supre-Me Judges when It may be brought before them for judicial

(deelsion. The opi ion of the 'ridges has ho more authOilty over Congress then,.. .,
tire opinion of Con ss has over the judges,;anslOn that point the President is '-
independent of both. authority of the Si preme ,Court_must not there- ^:' A
fore, be permitted to controrthe Congress or the Exectttive when acting in ,

,. their legisktive.capackies, but to hove only such influence as the force of"_r ,.,
......,- . their reasoning may deserve."- .-

i
ABRAHAM LINCOLN, inaugural address in 1861, 2 Richardson Sopra, ,,,

.---... ... 1.6... . .

-at 5, 940: "I do not forget the position' assumed by some that constitutional -
g questions are to.be decided the 5uprerne Court, nor do I deny'that such

,:,-
:' decisions mat a bindin "y case upon ,the parties to a suit as to the.

object of that suit, While are also entitled to. veryhlgir respe,ct any
consideration in pH parallel cases by all other departments of the Govern-
men And'whife ItisObviously possible that such a decision may be errone-

. ous in any given ;case, still the evil effect' folio:wing it, being limited to that
particular case, with the chwtce that It may be overruled and never become a
precedent for other cases, can better be . borne than could the evili.of a '
different practice. At the same time, the candid citizen must confess that if
the 'policy of the Government updri vital questions affecting the whole people
is to be Irrevocably fixed by decisions of the Supreme Court, the Instant they
are made In `ordinary litigation between parties in personal actions thee people
will have ceased to be their own 'mkt*, having to- that &tent practically

- i

-:=;''
re,signed their Government intb the handfof that emident:iribunal. Nor is
there. In this view any assault upon the court or the judges. It is a duty from .

which -they mdy not shrink to decide cases properly brought before them, and'
ft is, no -fault of theirs if others seek to turn their decision's to: political

-purposes." ..: v t ,
. .

HENRY HART and HERBERT WECHSLER, The Federal Courts and 1.

the Federal System 93 (1953): "Both Congress and the President can °by!:
ously contribute to the .sound 'interpretation of the Constitution. But are
they, or can they be, so organized and manhed as 10 be able, without aid
from the courts, to build up a body of coherent and Intelligible:Constitutional
principle, and to carry public conviction4that these lirillscfples are being
oblerved? In respect of experience and firrperament of personnel? Of pro-
cedure for decislan? Of means of recording grounds of decision? Of oppor-
tunity for close examination of partkular questions?" . - ,

00042
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u. °CHARLES BLACK, The People and the Court 176 (1960): '7 cannot
believe anyone seriously, thinks that, in fact rather than in fiction, the Con-
gressman understands, better than the Justice, the history of our country, the
tteory and structure of its political, economic, and social institutions, or
most of the other things that bear on prudent constitutional decision."

LEARNED HAND,, The Bill of Rights 11-15 (1958): ILI et us try to
imagine what would hat4 been the result if the power [of judicial review) did
not exist. There were livo alternatives, each prohibitive, I submit. One was
that-the decisloh of the first 'Department' before which an issue arose should
be conclusive whenever it arose later. That doctrine, coupled with its con-
ceded power over the` purse; would have made Congress substantially omni-
potent, for by far the greater number of issues that could arise would depend
upon its prior action:. .,.

As Hamilton intimated, every legislator is under constant pressure from
groups of constituents whom it does not satisfy to, say, 'Although I think
what you want is right and that yod ought to have it, I cannot bring myself to
belleveNthaVit is withitp my constitutional powers.' Such scruples are not
convincing' to those whose interests are at stake; and the voters at large will
not usually Care enough about preserving 'the balance of the Constitution' to
,offset the votes of those whose interests will' be disappointed..., Moreover,
tfie second alternative would have been even worse, for under it each 'E part-
meat' would have been free to decide constitutional issues as II` thought right,
reOrdiess of any earlier decision of the others. Thus it would have been:the
President's privilege, and indeed his duty to execute only those statutes that
seemed to him t -be, 5onstItutional, regardless even of a decision of the
Supreme Court, would have entered such Judgments as seemed to
them .consonant ith ''' he, Constitution; but reither the President, nor Con-

,

gress, ,would ha n boiind to, enforce them if he oi It disagreed, and
without their help thAiudgments'would have been waste j3aper.

For' centuries it hqs been an accepted canon in Interpretation of docu-
ments to interpolate IntS the text such provisions, though not expressed, as
are essential to prevent the defeat of the venture at hand; and this ,applies
with especial for'CiNto. the interpretation of constitutions, which, since they
are designed'tp cover a great multitude of necessarily unforeseen occasions,
must be cast. in generallanguage, unless they are constantly amended. if:so, it
was altogether in keeping with established practice for the Supreme Court to
assume an :,Outhorityito keep the states, Congress, and the President within
their presciibid powers. Otherwise the government could not proceed as

'planned! -and Indeed would almost certainly have foundered, as in',fact it
almost did 'aminthai very Issue.

However, since this power is not a logical deduction from the structure
of the Constitution but only a practical condition upon ILA successful vpirpl
Hon, it need rot be exercised. whenever a court sees, or, thinks that it sees, an
.invasionotthe Constitution."

MaYirebrgressman vote against a bill because he believes it to be uncon-
stitutional even though the Court has-held to the contrary?Xiay the President
veto such a bill onthis ground?`Ifthe CourtAasrheld the constitutionality
of a federal, criminal statute, may a subse*nt-eresident release and grand
pardrs to all persons convicted under It (see Art II, § 2, cl.. 1)? if the
President altogether refuses to "receive Ambassadors and other public Minis-
ters" (see Art. II, §3), may the Court order him to do so?

29
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J. SKELLY WRIGHT, The Role of.The Supreme Court in a Democratic
Society, 54 Corn. L. Rev. 1, 11 (1968); ,'This argument for judicial restraint
not only overplay? the Court's deviancy but also overstresse) its immunity
from democratic processes. To begin with, the Justices are appointed by the
President, the one elected official whose constituency is the nation as a
whole. On the average a new appointment is made' svery twenty -two months.
And, as Justice Frankfurte7- reminds us, 'Judges are men, not disembodied
spirits' who are blinf Ho the political realiq among them. Moreover, If the
fustkes are not thaselves sufficiently attuned to the times, Congress can
,bring reality, home to them through Its power over the Court's appellate
Jurisdiction. Indeed, if the Court is too far out of touch with the people, the
Congress and the executive can annul its directives simply by refusing to
execute them, or Se people can do so by constitutional amerldment. In sum,
although the Court is,hot politically responsible it is likely to be politically
responsive."

LEONARD LeVY1 judicial Review, History, and Democracy: An Intro-
duction, in uditiqpReview and the Supreihe Court 1, 12 (1967): "Judicial
review would ni:vg have flourished had the people been opposes toll.. They
have opposed only its exercise in particular cases, but not the power itself.
They have the sovereign power to abolish k outright oc hamstring it by
constftutionalamendment. The President and Congress could bring the Court
to heel even by ocdpary legislation. The Court's membership, size, funds,
staff, rules of procedure, and enforcement agencies are subject tothe control
of the 'p-olitkali brunches. Judicial review, in fact, exists by the tacit consent
of the governed.),' =

30
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MA RB,LIRI! v. MADISON

o. .

Thomas Jefferson, an Anti-Federalist (or ReliublicA), who defeated John Adams, a Federaliit, in the
presidential electiog of 1800, was to take office on March 4, 1801. On January 20, 1801, Adams,the
defeated incumbent nominated John Marshall, Adams' Secretary of State, as the fourth Chief Justice of the
United States. Marshall assumed the office on February 4 but continued to serve as Secretary of State until
the end of the Adams administration. During February, the Federalist Congress (1) passed the Circuit Court
Act, which, among other matters, doubled the number of federal judges and (2) authorized th'e appoint-
ment of 42 jtfftices-of-the-peace in the District of Columbia. Senate confirmation of Adams' "midnights'
appointees, virtually all Federalists, was completed ort March 3. Their commissions were signed by Adams
and sealed by Acting Secretary of State Marshall, but due to time pressures, several for the justices-of-the-
peace? including that of Wiliam Marbury, remained undetiverechvhen Jefferson assumed the presidency the
next day. Jefferson ordered his new Secretary of State, James Madison, to withhold delivery.

Late in 1801, Marbury sought a writ of mandamus in the Supreme Court to compel Madison to deliver
the commission. The Court ordered Madison "to show cause why a mandanius should not issue" and the
case was set for argument in the 1802 Term.

While the case was pending, the new Republican Congress incensed at Adams' efforts to entrench a
Federalist judiciary and at the '2,Eederalist" Court's order against a Republican cabinet officer moved to
repeal the Circuit Court Act. Federalist congressmen argued that repeal would be unconstitutional as
Violative of Art. Ill's assurance of judicial tenure "during good behavior" and of the Constitution's plan for
separatiorf of powers assuring the independence of the Judiciary. It "was in this debate that for the first
time since the initiation of the hew Governnient under the Constitution there occurred a serious challenge
of the power of the JudiCiary to pass upon the constitutionality of Acts of Congress. Hitherto, [it had been
the Republicans) who had sustained this power as a desirable curb on Congressional aggression and en-
croachment on the. rights of the States, and they had been loud in their complaints at the failure of the
Court to hold the Alien and Sedition laws unconstitutional. Now, however, in 1802, in order to counteract
the Federalist argument that the Repeal Bill was unconstitutional and .would be so held by the Court,
[Republicans)' advanced the propositionpat the Court did not possess the power." ..

The Repeal Law passed early in 1802. In order to forestall its constitutional challehge in the Supreme
Court until the political power 6f new administration had been strengthened, Congress also eliMinated
the 1802-Supreme Court Term. Thus, the Coust,clidilot meet between' December, 1801 and February,
1803. --0-4,-- .

[0] n the 24th February, the following oprii10 n of the court was delivered by Mr. Chief J ustice
MARSHALL: ...

Ncitcause has been shown, and the present motion 14 for a mandamui: The peculiar delicdcy of
this case, the novelty of some or fts circiinzstances, and the real difficulty attending the points which
occur !it reqpire a-complete exposition 9f the principles on which the opinion to be given by the
court Is founded. ...

.

1st. Has the applicant a right to the commission he demands? . . .
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Mr. Marbury, then, since his commission was signed by the President and sealed by the Secretary
of State, was appointed; and as the law creating the office gave the officer a right to hold for five
years, independent of the executive, the appointment was not revocable, but vested in the officer
legal rights, which are protected by., the laws of his country.

To withhold his commission, therefore, is an act deemed by the court not warranted by low, but
yiolative,of a vested legal right. .

2dly. If he has a right, and that right has been violated, do the laws of his country affo him a
remedy? '

-

The very essence of civil liberty certainly consists in the right of every individual to claim the
protection of the laws, whenever he receives an injury. One of the first duties of goernment Is to
afford that protection. .

The government of the United States has been emphatically termed a government of laws, and
not of men. It will certainly cease to deserve this high appelation, if the lows furnish no remedy for
the violation of a vested legal right. . . .

Where the heads of departments are the political or confidential agents of the executive,
merely to execute the will of the president= or rather to act in cases in which the executive possesses a
constitutional or legal discretion, nothing can be more perfectly clear than that their acts are only'
politically examinable. But where a specific duty is assigned by low, and Individual rights depend
upon the performance of that duty, it seems equally clear that the individual who considers himself
injured, has a right to resort to the laws of his country for a remedy... .

It remains to be inquired whether,

idly. He is entitled to the remedy for which he.applies? This depends on,

1st. The nature of the writ applied for; and,

2dly. The power of this court.

1st. The nature of the writ. .

This writ, If awarded, would be directed to an officer of government, nd its mandate to him
would be, to use the words of Blackstone, "to do a particklar thing therein pecified, which apper-
tains to'his office and duty, and which the-court has previously determined, orstaggstsupposes, to
be consonant to right and justice," Or, in the words of Lord Mansfiell, the applksant,--lifihis case, has
a right to, execute an, office of public concern, and is kept out of possession of that right.

. These circumsta ces certainly concur In this case.

Still, to renter the mandamus a proper remedy, the officer to whom it is to be directed, must be
tone to whom, on legal principles, such writ may be directed; and the person applying for it must be
withOut any other Ipecifleand legal remedy.

1st. With respect to the officer to whom it would be directed. The intimate political relation'
subsisting between the President of the United States and the heads of departments, necessarily

9 renders any legal investigation of the acts of one of those high officers peculiarly irksome, as well as
delicate; and excites some hesitation with respect to the propriety of entering Into such investigation.
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Impressions are often received without much reflection or examination, and it is not wonderful that
in such a case as this tle assertion, by an indIvidualofhis legal claims in a court of justice, to which
claims it is the dirty of that court to attend, should at first view be considered by some; as an attempt
to intrude into cabinet, and to intermeddle With the prerogatives of the executive.

It is scarcely necessary for the court to -discirdm all pretensions to such a Jurisdiction. An
extravagance,,so absurd and excessive, could not have been entertained for a moment. The province
of the court is, solely, to decide on 'the rights of individuals; not to inquire how the executive, or
executive officers, perform duties in which they have a discretion. Questions in their nature political,
or which are, by the constitution and Iary submitted to the executive, can never be made in this
court.

But, . . What is there in the exalted station of the officer, which shall bar a citizen from
asserting, in a court of justice, his legal rights,or shalt forbid a courno- listen to the claim, or to issue
a mandamus, directing the performance of a duty, not depending on executive *discretion, but on
particular acts of congress, and the general principles of law? .

This then, is a plain case for a mandamus, either to deliver the commission, or a copy of it from
the record; and it only remains to %inquired,

Whether It can issue from this court.

The act to establish the judicial courts of the United States authorizes the Supreme Court "to
issue writs of mandamus, in cases warranted by-the principles and usages of law, to any courts
appointed, or persons holding office, under the authority of Me United States."

The secretary of state, being a person holding an office under the authority of the United :States,
is precisely Within the letter of the description; and if this court is not authdrIzed to issue a writ of
mandamus to such an officer, it must be because the law &unconstitutional, and-therefore absolutely
incapable of confering thi authority, and assigning the duties which its words purport to confer and
ass! ,s-gn.. . .

.11 the distribution of (the judicial power of the United Statesj it is dee lorectthat "the Supreme
Court shall have original jurisdictio in all rases affecting ambassado}; other public ministers and
annuli, and those !n -which a state shall be -a part'. In dil other cores, the Supreme Court shall have
appellate jurisdiction." '

It Oar been insisted, at the bar, that as the original grant of jurisdiction,, to the supieme and
inferior court; is general, and the clause, assigning original jutisdktion to the Supreme Cdurt, con-,
tains no negative.or restrictive words; the power remains to the legislature, to assign original junrsilie--
floe, to that court in other cases than Mose specified in tip article which'has been recited;,provided.
those cases belong to the judicial power of the United Statek -

If it had been.intended to leave it-in the discretion of-the legislature to apportion-the judicial
power between the supreme and inferior courts according to the will of thatc.b6dy, it would certainly/
have been useless to have proceeded further than to have defined the judicial power, and the_tribunai--

_in which It should be vested. The subsequent part of the section Is-mere surplusage., it entirely
without meaning, if such is to be the corttriicT1611.- If Congress remains at liberty- to giveithis court

. appellate jurisdiction, where the-Coraltution'has declared WWI jurixlictIon shall be original; and
original jurisdiction where the Constitution has declared-It shall be appellate; the-distribution of
jurisdiction, made in the-Co-ns-tftution, is form without substance.

a
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Affirmative words are often, in their operation, negative of other objects than those affirmed;
and in this case, a negative or exclusive sense must be given to them, or they have no operation at all.

It cannot be presumed that any clause in the Constitution is intended to be wIthokt effect; and,
therefore such a construction Is inadmissible, unless the words require it. . . .

The authority, therefore:given to the Supreme Court, by the Act establishing the judicial courts
of the United States, to Issue writs of mandamus to public officers, appears not to be warranted by
the Constitution; and it becomes necessary to inquire whether a jurisdiction so conferred can be
exercised.

The question whether an Act reieugnant to the Constitution canibecome the law of the land, is a
question deeply interesting to the Un7ted States; but, happlly,7let of an intricacy proportioned to its
interest. It seem? only necessary to recognize certain principles, supposed to have,been long and well
established, to decide it.

That the people have an original right to establish, for their, future government, such principles
as, in their opinion, shall most conduce to their own happiness, is the basis on which the whole
American fabric has been erected. The exercise of this original right is a very great exertion; nor can it
nor ought it to be frequently repeated. The principles, therefore, so established, are deemed funda-

. mental. And as the authority from which they-proceed Is supreme, and can seldom act, they are
designed to be permanent.

.

This original and supreme will organizes the government, and assigns to different departm;nts
their, respective powers. It may either stop here, or establish- certain limits not to be transcended by,

_ those departments.

,
The government of the United States is of the latter description. The powers of the 'legislature are

'defined_ and limited; and that those limits may not be mistaken, or forgotten, the Constitution Is
written. TO what purpose are powers limited, and to what purpose is that limitation committed to
1\ritifig, if these limits may, at any time, be passed by those intended to be restrained? The distinction
between a government with limited and unlimited powers igbolished, if those limits do not confine
the persons on- who

N
they are imposed, and if acts' pr 'bited and acts allowed, are of equal

obliggtiort_lt is a proposition too plain to be contested,that the Constitution controls any legislative
act-repugnantIO it; or, that tile legislature may alter the Constitution by an ordinary act.

Between these alternatives there is .nn middle ground The Constitution is either a superior
. 5 paramoot lark> unchangeable by ordinary means? or it is on a level with ordinary legislative acts, and,l '

_- like other acts), is alterable When the legislature shall please to alter it.
1 .1 , 7

-:;11 \\\ ..e.4,..-
.., ,

I, r t forrner port of the alternative be true,.then a legislative act contrary to the Constitution is
not,k --- = not low: if the fluer be true, then written constitutions are absurd attempts, on the part of the,
peoplet_to-limli a pox;er in its own nature illimitable.

--. / , .

- \ ---' , ,r'. - _--

. - ..., - Certainly all those who have framed written constitutions contemplate them forming the
'I. - .-' ' fithdarnental and paramount law of the nation, d consequently, the theory of eve such govern-, -, .-.. ....- 1: O en t must be, l, that -an act of the legislature, repug nt to the constitution, Is void.- ,

- \ Thls,theory is essentially attached to a written constitution, and Is, consequekly, to be consid-
:.. erect* this court, as one of the fundamental principles of our society. It is not therefore to be lost

sighfoi in the further consideration of this subject. ,',

.
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If art act of the legislature, repugnant to the Constitalon, is void, does it, notwithstanding Its
Invalidity, bind the courts, and oblige them to give it effect? Or, In other words, MO-ugh it be not low,
does it constitute a rule as operative as If It was a law? This would be to overteow in fact what was
established in theory; and would seem, at first view, an absurdity too gross t%be insisted on. It shall, °
however, receive a more attentive consideration.

It Is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say what the law Is. Those
who apply the rule to particular cases, must of necessity expound and interpret that rule. If two laws
conflict with:each other, the courts must decide on the operation of each? 4

So if d /ow, be in opposition to the Constitution; if.bolh the law and the Constitution apply to a
particular case, Aso that the court must either decliki that case conformably to the law, disregarding
the Constitution; or conformably to the Constitution, disregarding the law; the court must determine
which of these conflicting rules governs the case. Mi. is of the very essence of judicial duty.

If then, the courts are to regard the Constitution, and the Constitution Is superior to any ordinary
act of the legislature, the Constitution, and not such ordinary act, must govern, the case to which they
both apply. A

Y

Those then who controvert the' principle that the Constitution Is to be considered i court, tts a
paramount law, are reduced to the necessity of maintaining that courts Must close triAyes on the
Constitution, and see only theaw.

This -doctrine would, subvert the very foundation of all written constitutions. It would declare
that an Act .which, according to the principles and theory of our government, is entirely void, is yet,1
in practice, completely obligatory. It would declare that if the legislature ,shall do what is expressly'
forbidden, .such Act, notwithstanding the express prohibition, Is in reality effectual. It would be
giving( to the legislature a practkal and real omnipotence, with the;same breath which professes to
restrict their powers within narrow limits. It is prescribing limits, and declaring that those limits may
be passed at pleasure.

That It thus reduces to nothing what we have deemed the greatest Improvement o political, institutions, a written constitution, would of itself LI sufficient, in America, where written constitu-
tions have been v7ewed with so much reverence, for rejecting the construction. But the peculiar
expressions of the Constitution of the United States furbish additional arguments in favor of its

it rejection. s

The judicial poWer of the United States is extended to all cases arising under the Constitution.

Could it be' the Intention of those who gave this power, to say that In using It the Constitution
sliould not be rooked ihto? Thata case arising under the Constitution should be decided without
examining the Instrument under which it arises?

This is too extratiagant to be maintained.

In some cases, then, tneConstitutiOn must be looked into by the Judges: And if they can open it
at all,'what part of It are they forbidden to read or to obey?

There are many other parts of the Constitution which sensto Illustrate thrsobject.
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.
It is declared that ""no ,tax or duty shall be laid on articles exported from any State. "Suppose a

duty on the export of cotton,, of tobacco, or of flour; and a suit instituted to recover It. Ought
judgment to be rendered in such a case? Ought the judges-to close their eyes on the Constitution; and
only see the law?

\.;
The Constitution declares "that no bill of attainder or ex post facto law shall be passed.

,
- . .

If, however, such a bill should be passed, and .4 person should be prosecuted, under it, must the
court condemn to death those ,vjetims whom, the Constitution endeavors to preserve? \

"No person," says titConstitution,``!shall be convicted of treason unless On the testimony of
two witnesses to the-same Xvert act, or on confession-in open court."

INis .

Here the language of the Constitution is addressed especially to the courts. It prescribes, directly
for them, a rule of evidence not to be departed from. If the legislature should change that rule, and
declai-e one witness, or a confession out of court, sufficient for conviction, must the constitutional
principle yield to the legislative act? .

Q . 4,

: .
. . . .

From these, and many other selections which might be made, it is apparent, that the framers of
.the Constitution contemplated that instrument as &wile for. the government of courts, as well as of
the legliiature. .

: -44, f

Why otherwise does it direct the judges to take an oath to support It? This oath certainly applies
. in an especial manner, to their conduct in their official 'character. How linmonil to Impose it on them,

if they were to be used as the instruments, and knowing instruments, for violatinNhat they
. . ,

swear to support! .
.

,

, . . . .

The oath of office; too, imposed by the legislature, is completely demonstrative of the legislative
opinion on ,this subject. it is in these words: "I do solemnly 'swear that f will administer justice
without respect to persons,- and do equal right to the poor and to the rich; and that I will faithfully
and impartially discharge all the e-duties incumbent on me as. ;: , according to the best of my

. abilities and understanqIng agreeably to the Constitution and laws Of the United States." ,

9 P
.Why efloeF a judge,swear to discharge his duties agreeably to: the constitution of the United'

States, if tsat Constitution forms no rule for his gbvemment? if it is closed upon him, and cannot be
in115:ecte s m him?, .., ,li

t .
V

0 4' 0
If such be the real state of things,'thiS is worse than solemn mockery. To prescribe, or to take

' this oath, bec'omefetokfly a crime. ` -. .

0., ,,
, ,o `...

It is alsoWt entirely unworthy of observation, that in detlaring what ihallhe the supremeslaw of
Ci the land, the Constitution itself is first Mentioned; and not the laws of the United States generally,

but those only whitp4all be made in pursuance of the Constitution, have that rank.

Thus,-the partitular 'phraseology of the Constitution of the United States confirms and strength-
ens the "principle, supposed to be, essential to all written constitutions, that a IA repugnant to the
Conititution is vold;,and thbt courts, as well as other departments, are bound by that instrument.

The rule must be discharied
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ROCHIN V. CALIFORNIA

Having "some information that [Rochin] was selling narcotics," three deputy sheriffs of the County of
Lot Angeles, on the morning of July 1,1949, made for-the two-story dwelling house in which Rochin lived
with his mother, common-law wife, brothers and sisters. Finding the outside door Open, they entered and
then forced open the door to Rochin's room on the.seconefictorInside they found him sitting partly
dressed on the side of the bed, upon which his wife was lying. On a "night stand" beside the bed the
deputies spied. two capsules. When asked "Whose stuff is this?:' Rochin seized the.capsules and put.them in
his mouth. A struggle ensued, in tli* course of which the three officers "jumped upon him" and attempted
to extract the capsules. The force they applied proved unavailing against Rochin'oresistance. He was

handtuffed and taken to a hospital. At the direction of one of the officers a doctor forcedan emetic
solution through a tube into Rochin's stomach against his will. This'stomach pumping" produced vomit- I
ing. In the vomited matter were found two capsules which proved to contain morphine.

Rochin was convicted foossessing morphine) and sentenced to sixty days' imprisonment. The chief
evidence against him was the two capsules.

Justice FRANKFURTER delivered the opinion of the court.
o

ft, ... The vague contours of the Due Process Clause do not leave Judges, at large. We may not draw

' on our merely personal and private notions and disregard the limits that bind judges In their judicial
function. Even though the concept of due process of law is not tint/ and fixed,, these limits,are

' derived from considerations that are fused In the whole nature of our judicial process. These are -
considerations deeply rooted in reason and in the compelling traditions of the legal profession. The

Due Process Clause places upon this Court the duty of exercising a Judgment, within the narrow
confines of judicial power in reviewing State convictions, ,upon interest of society pusking in opposite

directions.

Due process of law thus conceived is not to be derided as resort to a revival of "natural law." To
believe that this judicial exergse of Judgment could be avoided by freezing "due process of law" at

itome fixed stage of time or thought is to suggest that the most important aspect of constitutional
djudkation is a function for Inanimate machines and not for Judges, for whom the independence

,,safeguarded, by Article Ill of the Constitution was designed and who are presumably guided by

established standards of judicial behavior. Even cybernetics has not yet made that haughty claim. To

practice the requisite detachment and to achieve sufficient objectivity no doubt demands of judges

the habit of self-discipline and self-crWcism, incertitude that one's own views are incontestable and

alert tolerance toward ,views not shared. But these ale precisely the7IresupposItions of our judicial

process. They are precisely the qualities society has a right to expect from those entrusted with

ultimate judicial power.

Restraints on our jurisdiction are self - imposed Only in the sense that therels from our decisions

no Immediate appeal short of impeachment or constitutional amendment. But that does not make

due process of law a matter of judicial caprice. The faculties of the Due Process Clause may bye

indelinite,and vague, but the mode of their ascertainment is not self-willed. In each casse-"due process
lof law" reqiiires an evaluation based on a disinterested inquiry pursued in the spiiit of science, on a

balanced order of facts exactly and fairly stated, on the detached consideration of conflicting claims,

on a judgment norad hoc and episodic but duly mindful of reconciling the needstboth of continuity
r-

and of change in a progressive society.
Av.
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I

nerarconsiderations to the circumstances of the present case, we.are compelled
ttrtonclude that the i?rocefdings by which this conviction was 'obtained do more than 4ffend some
fastidious squeamishness or private sentlmentalitm about combatting crime too energetialy. This is
conduct that shocks the conscience. Illegally breaking into Ihe privacy of the petitioner, the struggle
to open his mouth and remove what was there, the forcikie extraction of his stomach's contentsthis
course of proceeding by agents of government to obtain evidence Is bound to offend even hardened
sensibilities. They arc methods too close to the ra and the screw- to permit of constitutional
differentiation. .:. °

Due process of law; as a historic and generative] prin
confining, these staB. dards of conduct more precisely than to say
abouttby methods that offerid "a sense of justice." It would be a stu

e, precludes defining, cid thereby
at convictions cannot be brought

ification of the responsibility
which the course qt constitutional history has cast upon this Court to hold that In order ?oconvict a
man the police cannot extract by force what is in his mind but can extract what iOn kk stomach:

.
To attempt in this case to distinguish what lawyers call "real evidence" from verbal evidence Is

to ignore the reasons for excluding coerced confessions. Use of involuntary verbal confessions In State
criminal trials is constitutionally obnoxious not only because of their unreliability. They are 'had:
missible under the' Due Process Clause even though statements contained In them May be Inde-
pendently established as true. Coerced confessIbns offend the community's sense of fair play and
decency. So here, td sanction the brutal conduct which naturally enough was condemned by the
court whose Judgment is before us, would be to afford brutality the cloak of law. Nothing would be
more calculated to discredit law and thereby to brutalize the temper of a society.

IRVINE V. CALIFORNIA

Police made illegal entries into Irvine's hdtrie to install initially hidden recording divices and in subsequent
entries to move such mechanisms to the bedroom in order to ascertain the conversations of theoccupants.
Justice Jackson in announcing the judgment of the Court *claimed that "few police measures have come
to our attention that most flagrantly, deliberately and persistently viojated the fundamental principles
declared by the Fourth Amendment..."

STRA UDER V. WEST VIRGINIA

Mr. Justice STRONG delivered the opinion of the court.

[The Supreme Court of Appeals of West Viiginia affirmed the conviction of a Negro for murder
despite his contention that "by virtue of'the laws of the State of West Virginia no colored mah was
eligible to be a member of the grand jury or to serve on a petit Jury in the State. "J

It is to be observed that [the question] is not whether a coloredman ... has a right to a grand.
or a petit jury composed whole or in part of perions of his own race of color, but It Is whether, In

(the composition or selection of Jurors by whom he Is to be indicted °riffled, all persons of his race or
color may be excluded by law solely because of their race or color, so.that by no possibility can any
colored man sit upon the Jury. ...
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[The Fourteenth Amendment' Is one of a series of constitutional provisions having a common
purpose; namely, securing to a race recently emancipated, a rdee that through many grerations bad

been held In slavery, all the civil rights that the superlorrace enjoy:ithe true-spirit and meaning of the

amendments, as we saidin the Slaughter-Hopse Caies,scannot be understood without keeping Iv vie

the history of the times when they were adopted, and the general ofijecerthey plainly sought" o.
accomplish. At the time when they werelncorpotated Into theConstitution, itiequfred little k2o l-
edge of human nature to anticipate that these whd hed long been regarded as an Inferior and subject

'race would, when suddenly' raised to-the rank of citizenship, be'lookedAno with jealou and

positive dislike, and that State laws niight be enacted 0-pr'-enforced to perpetuate t dlstinctia s that
had before .existed. . . . It was weill(nown that in some States laws making such discrlird trot-Ions then - -'
existed, and others might well be expected. The colored, race, as a race; wasabject and ignoydntiond
in that condition was unfitted to almond the respect ofthese who had superior intelligence. Their'
training pad left them-mere children, and as such 'they;needed the protection which a wise govern-
ment extends to those whn'are unable to protect themselves. : 2 It was in Ow of these co-tisk/era-.
tions the Fourteenth Amendmenrwas framed and adopted. . .

the condition of a subject race.

That the West 'Virginia statute respecting j .. Is stick, a discrimination ought not to'be
doutted. Nor would it be4f the persons excluded b it were whilk men. If in those States where 4he

colored people constitute a majority of the entire p pulation a law should be enacted excluding all
white men from jury servke, thus denying to them the privilege ofparticipatirig equally with the
bligks in the administration of justice, we apprehend no one would be heard to claim that it would

not be a denial to'i'v'hite men of the equal protection of the laws. Nor if a law should be passed
excluding all naturalized CeltIC Irishmen, would there be any doubt of Its inconsistency with the

spirit of the amendment. The very' fact that colored people are singled out and expreS.-.Is fdenled by a

statute all right to participate in theoadministration of the law, as jurors, because of their color,
though they are citizens, and may be In other respects fully qualified, is practically a brand upon

them, affixed by the law, an assertion of their Inferiority, and `a stimulant to that race prejudice
.,whkly is an impediment to securing to Individuals of the race. that equaljustice which the law alms to =

secure to all others.

if this is the spirit and meaning 0.the amendment, whether it means more or;not, ii is to e

construed liberally, to cat), out the purposes Orirs-framets. It-ordains that no State shall .. . deny to
4

any person, within Its jur dktion the equal prote5tionof the 104s:1i/hat is this but declaring`that the / 4

law in the States shall be the same for the blatk as for the white; that all persons;-\witether,-colcired or,

white, shall stand 4iial before thellaws of-the States, and, in regard to the colored race;Tor whose.
:.-,

4 -,protection the amendment was primarily designedtthakno discrimination shall bsmade agalat them k

by law beeause, of their color? The words of the amendment,"it 7s true, are prohibitory, but .they
....,,,,,,, I

contain a necessary implication of a positive Immunity, or right, Most valuable to the cOlored face, -

the right to exemption from unfriendly legislation- against them distinctively as colored, --° exemptipn

, from legal discriminations, Implying Inferlorfty In civil society, lessening the security oftheir enjoy- ,
meht of the rIghts-,which others enjoy, and discriminations which are steps towards &diking them to _,.

The right to a trial by Jury is guaranteed to every citizen of West Virginia by the Constitution df
that State, and the constitution of juries is a very essential part of the protection such a mode of trial

Is-intended to-secure.-The-very-klea-of-a Jury-is-a body of men compoied of the peers or equals of the

person whose rights It Is selected or summoned to determine; that is, of his neighbors, fellows
associates, persons having* the same legal status In society as thatwhich he holds.

. tp....1
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/ Is well known thatprejudlces often exist against particular classes in drwommunitx, which '. '1 'S;'

sway th udgment of jurors, and which, therefore, operate Ip some-coses to deny, to peripns of those
0

1 c:lasses' th full ehjoymnt of that protectlorikohkh others enjoy. ... The frop,rfof The consiitu;1

tional a endment must have knovVn full will the existence of such' prejudice andilts likelihood to -:
continue against the manumitted slaves and their race, and that kndwledge-was daithtless q m tive t 'T .1

that led to the amendme9t. . .. It is not easy to comprehend how it co be said that while every
white man is entitled to a trial by a Jury selected from l'xrsons of his ow race or color, or, rather, ii , -
selected without diseciminatitfn against his color, and a negro is not, the I tter is equally pgotected by 4,

the law with the (ormer. Is not protection Of life and liberty against race or color prejudice, a rigq,C a
legal right, under-107e constitutional amendment? And how can It be maintained that compelling P 0, -0,-

tItt -colored man to submit to a trial for his life by a Jury drawn from a panel from Mich the StgOros 7,

expressly excluded every man of his race, because of color alone, however well qualified-in other a.
respects, is not a denial tp him of equal legal protection? . . ,.1) .

...

,

We do not say that Ithin the liMits from which It is not excluded the amendment a State-
7

may not prescribe the ualifications of fts jurors, and in so dolit make rim /nations. It nfay 1 ,

confine the selection to males, to freeholders, tp citigens, to persons within rt ages, or to, persons'..
, having educational qualifications. We do not believe the ourteenth Amendment was t,ver Intended

al , prohibit this. , -
, r
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CHAPTER III

FREEDOM OF 'EXPRESSION-

INTRODUCTION

Some of the fundamental issues concerning freedom of expression Which have come before the Supreme
Court may never be resolved. New ones will no doubt arise and the old ones might return in otherforms:
However; Thee is a' deep commitment by the Supreme Court to define the limitations of freedom of
expression that respond to the needs of the changing society.

This chapter introduces the historical aspdcts ac expression, seditious speech, public and private forums,
and symbolic speech. -Students will first investigate, through a classroom activity, their own concepts of
what the Constitution allows in the First Amendment.

They will also be expected to define or explain the First Amendment's treatment of obscenity, or reference
to sex.and pornography as exPiession, as evidenced in Roth v. United States, a case kkudy activity. Further
discussion will be held in regard tolibel, New York Times v. Sullivan, and dissent in a democracy.

In Mock Trial: Tinker v. Des Moines; a simulation activity, students will becothe familiar with the freedom
of expression by assuming roles of individuals associated with the freedom of expression.
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FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION: HISTORICAL ASPECT

Directive: To provide the ,student with theopportunity to formulate definitions dealing, with the media
of speech. .

Informat: The First Amendment provides that "Congress shall make no law ... abridging the freedom of
speech, or of-the, press; or the right of people peaceably t4 assemble, and to petition the
Governrrientr:for a redress of grieifnas2:' Although there hive been occasional suggestions that
the dilevroceis,clause of the Fourteenth Amendment applies a lesser restriction as against
state and local goVernments [Justice Jackson, dissenting in 'Beauharnals v. Illinois, 343 U.S.
2,50 (1952); Justice Harlan, concurring in Roth v. United States 354, U.S. 476 (1957)), it is
clear that the guarantees of .the First Amendment have been fully incorporated into the
Fourteentilt Amendment, and are thus applicable to the states. Gitlow v. Nelarbrk, 268 U.S.
652 (1925).

Major Goals. of Freedom of Expressicin

Freedom of expression is the cornerstone of representative government. The theory that major
governmental decisions are not imposed upon the people by their rulers but that governments

in the lariguage of the Declaration of, Independence "derive their just powers from the
consent of the governed," depends upon the opportunity of citizens to be informed. That
\freedom of expression is, in part, a necessary precondition to government by the people is
emphasized by the First Amendment's expressed recognition of the right of the people to
assemble and petition the government for a redress of grievances, and by recent 'decisions
which have treated the right of:groups and individuils to space 'On the allot as a right' with
First Amendment implications. Williams v. Rhodes, 393 U.S. 23 (1968).

Freedom of expro:sion of ideas is essential for the search for truth, the improvement of ideas,
and individual growth. and social chinge. The "market place of ideas" concept is applicable
beyond the politiCal,proCes.s;:alhappltei to all human inquiry. This theory may have been more
a product of Nineteenth h-CentUry thought, and not widely ,held when, the Bill of Rights was
adopted. It was most-0004 stated in -John Stuart Mill's essay, On Liberty (1859). Mill
argued that suppressed opinionS wrOu141compeFrethinking of established opinions and that this
was of value even top kissessing a "true" belief.

Freedo$ of epreSsion israsi,,importapt personal right. The two theories above mentioned have
stressed the' rights of thelistelier, 4r, the potential audience as the basis for the .speaker's
freedom. But the First' AMendment recognizes freedom of expression, along with freedom of
religion, as parrf, a concept of ,.the individual's right to free intellectual and emotional
development. Justice taiksOeniphaSized this aspect of freedom of expression in his opinion
for the Court in 'West Virginla Boar .of Education v. Barnette, 319 U.S. 624 (1943), which
struck down a law-'punishing public school. students for refusal to participate in compulsory
Salute of the American :flag. Emphasizing "the sphere of intellect and spirit which it is the
purpose of the First Amendment to our Constitution to reserve from all official control," he
concluded: If there is arlif7iixed star in our'constitutional constellation, it is that no official,
high or petty, can prescrikwilat shall-be orthodox in polities, nationalism, religion, or other
matters of opinion 19I1:5 :4t 642, .
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The First Amendment and Court Opinions:
A Preliminary Word of Caution

Court opinions, of course, ancir particularly, Uriited States Supreme Coutlopinions, are an

excellent.vehicle for analysis of the basic issues of freedom of speech. They present the
generalities about free expression_ in concrete factual situatiolie, and have produced articulate
and forceful opinions by thoughtful judges about the ramifications of our commitment to that
freedom. But if one looks at freedom of expression solely from the point of view of judicial
decisions, there are distortions which should, be taken into account.

First, court cases particularly United States Supreme urt cases often focuson the most
difficult, perplexing problems of the conflict between th values of freedom of expression and
other community values. Those cases should not detra from the fact that, for the most part,'
Americans can say and write whatrwhen and wher they want, without punishment and
without the necessity of receiving official approval vance.

t.

/

Second, a constitutional law is not necessarily a wise one, nor are Supreme Court decisions the
only guide. Citizens shouldbe concerned with eval ting the peiformance of legislative bodies
in enacting laws, of government officials in enforci g them, and the sense of responsibility and
self-restraint exercised by private individuals and agencies including the media who

exercise them.

Seditious Speech

The control of speech critical of government presents th
speech and of the pzess. Every period of national stres
produced significant issues concerning the extent of
in some cases, to advocate its forceful overthrow.

("
Symbolic Expression

ost central problem of freedom of..,
om colonial times to the present, has
dom to criticize the government and,

When is conduct free expression? Cohepil. California, 403 U.S. 15 (1971) is a recent dramatic
example. But there are others, including cases occasioned by the draft; the Vietnam War, and
political activism in the schools, which fdcus on the problem.

. . .

In 1966, Clavid O'Brien burned his draft card on a courthouse step as a protest against the
draft. He was convicted under a federal law which made it a crime to destroy or mutilate a
draft card. The Supreme Court held that O'Brien's conviction did not violate the First Amend-
ment. United States v. O'Brien, 391 U.S. 367 (1968). The rationale of Chief Justice Warren'i:

opinion was that the government had legitimate reasons for requiring selective service regis-
trants to carry draft cards, and had reason to prevent their destruction, other than_an interest
in preventing people from communicatingprotest by burning their cards.'
But what-of statutes that prohibit burning or mutilating the American flag? While it is true
that burning a flag is condkct, isn't the governmental purpose thereto prohibit the conduct
because of what that conduct communicates? The constitutionality of flag-burning statutes
was argued before the Court in Street v. New York, 394 U.S. 576 (1969). A majority of the
Court avoided the issue, however, 'reversing Street's conviction because it rested, in part, upon
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his having 'verpally cast contempt upon the flag 7 sSmething he had a constitutional right to
do (or; mire accurately, to say). But three of thi four dissenting Justices (Warren, Black, end
Fortas) argued that burning a flag was "conduct" which could constitutionally be punished.
(Refer gage 53 for the Ray Brown activity on perceptions of freedom of speech)

The Conflict Between F 'om of Expression and
Other Governmen r terests

As one approaches problems ,of freedom of expression other than those concerned with the
danger of speech spawning unlawful conduct, the Supreme Court's approach to the issues has
been eclectic. While it is possible to'hiake useful generalizations about discrete areas, it is not.
possible to generalize about &single overall approach to free speech doctrine.

Press Discussion and Criticism of the Judicial Process:

Pri r to a trio of Supreme Court decisions in the 1940's, the power of courts to punish
blications which were either critical of a court's handling\ of pending cases, or were other-

wise concluded to'be detrimental to the administration of stice, had been conceded. In those

cases, however, the Court applied the clear and prese 'anger test to e issue of contempt by
publication. Bridges v. California, 314 U.S. 252 41); Pennekamp v Florida, 328 U.S. 331
(1946); Craig v. Harney, 331 U.S. 367 (1947). *gniflcantly, in none f those cases wasJi clear
and plesent danger to the administration of ju tice found. Because ese cases were decided at

a.time sii,f judicial enthusiasm for the Holmes- randeis phrase, the set doctrinal pattern and
clear and present danger continues to be the venial fgrmula for di iition of such cases. Wood

Georgia, 370 i.J.S. 375 (1962). They .seem suggest that ntempt is a proper sanction for
newspaper criticisrrof a judge's conduct in a ndin: cas the danger to the fair administra-

tion of `ittstfce is serious enough. The cases cate,towever, thata-newsmati`cannot be
punished for conteerlpt in any case,,simbly because his criticism of a judge's cohduct is seen by

the judge as distorted or unfair.

A question to whicliothe Supreme Court has not addressed itself is whether direct restraints can
be placed on the press to precludescomment on a pending criminal trial which would interfere
with the defendant's right to a fair trial. The court has set aside convictions blcause of .

prejudicial pretrial publicity.*

.

Irvin v. Dowd, 366 U.S. 717' (1961); Rideau v. Louisiana, 373 U.S. 723 (1963);Sheppard v.
Maxwell, 384 U.S. 333, (19.66): Judicial "gag orders" directed to the defendant, the polices
prosecutor?. and defense 'attorneys hr.:pending criminItcases themselves raised issues about
freedom of the press* and the public's tight to know. In an opinion commenting on the denial
of Supreme Court to review of a state court decision reversing a contempt conviction of a
radio station,yistice Frankfurter suggested, citing English practice, that .the "contempt by
publication" cases would not preclude* punishment of the press itself for disclosures which .
prejudiced defendants' rights to a fair criminal trial. Maryland v, Baltimoi-e Radio Show, 338
U.S. 912 (1,950). Most lower courts, however, have held that the principle; of those cases
precludes extending a "gag order" to the press.

-*See IPLE manual Fair Trial v. FreeePress for full examination of this issue.
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In National Association for the Advancement of Colored People v. Alabama, 357 US. 449
(1948), the Supreme Coprt recognized for the first time that members of unpopular- organiza-
tions. had a right to refuse to make public disclosure of their; affiliation in that organization. In
holding that Alabama 'could not cdmperdisclosure of NAACP's membership lists, the Court
distinguished an old Case which had permitted New York to compel disclosure of Ku Klux
Klan activities [Bryant v. Zimmerman, 278 U.S. 63 (1928)] on the ground that the Klanhad

been shown to be engaged in unlawful activities.

Most recently the issue of compelled disclosure has been raised in the context of the news-
man's privilege. Newsmen have invoked the First Amendment, in those jurisdictions without
statutory newsmen's privileges, claiming a right not to disclose ccinfidential" sources. The
argument has been that, without the credible promise of confidentiality, news sources would

dry up, and that, without the ability to gather information,, freedom of the press would be a

hollow right. The contention that the First Amendment grants to newsmen a broad privilege to
refuse to disclose their sources was rejected by the Supreme Court in a 54 decision, Branzbarg

v. 'ayes, 408 U.S. 665 (1972). Among the majority's arguments for rejecting the privilege was
that the suggested uonst*onal privilege should not be absolute. The reporter could be
compelled to testify in cases where the state had a compelling need for the information. Thus,
sources could not know whether their confidence would be kept. They emphasized, too, the

difficulty of defining the limits and exceptions to The privilege. [it should be pointed out that

jitice Powell, who joined the majority opinion (and thus was the crucial fifth vote) suggested
in a separatetconcurrence that a newsman's privilege based on the First Amendment might be
recognized in an individual case if the information sought bore a tenuous relationship to the
subject of the investigation or there_tgits. no legitimate governmental need for the in-

formation.j* ..

Debate in Congress over the scope of a proposed federal statutofy newsman's privilege has

emphasized the dilemma highlighted by the Court's Branzburg opinion. Would a flat, unquali-
fied newsman's privilege deny the governmentacces's to vitally needed information? On the
other hand, would a qualified privilege be,so unpredictable that the newsman's source could
not know in advance whether the privilege would to respected? Debate has centered, too, on
the empirical issue of the extent to which newsmen's sources'dry up if no privilege is granted

qr if the privilege is significantly qualified.

Prior Rest*int
e*4

Traditional English-common law reflected an abhorrence of prior restraints. The issue.hasnot

been settled whether freedom of speech and of the press is limited to a protection against prior

restraint. But modern case law indicates that the special constitutional inhibition agairist prior

restraint is viable Traditionally, prior restraints involved a system of administrative licensing.
One who wanted to 'publish a book needed prior approvil from an administrative official. It is
all *too easy'for the administrative official or censor to sayno, and the one wishing to-speak or
publish then cantles the burden of going forward to test the lawfulness of the censor'saction.

This can be contrasted to a criminal prosecution where a prosecutor must bear his burden

making a case in court before official action is taken. It is this evil of the priOr restraint system
stopping speech or publication by arbitrary denials of permission and then placing the

ti burden of proof and the burden of initiating court action on the speaker or publisher to

which the later cases refer. And it is thisleature of the ancient system of prior restraints which
furnishes a clue to identifying modern prior restraints.

A not court activity based on the Branzburg case and others is included in the-IPLE manual

,

Fair Trial v. Free Press.
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Thus, for example, while a state may initiate proceedings to enjoin distribution of an allegedly
obscene book [Kingsley Books v. Etro$On, 354 US. 436 (1957)1, the prosecution carries the
biirden of bringing court action and the burden of proof, just as it would in a criminal case. On
the. other hand, isystern in which an official state body sent out lists of obkectionable books

.with threats to prosecute those who sold them was held to be an unconstitutional prior
restraint. TheCourt emphasized that the formalized list of banned books, coupled with threats
of prosecution, had been so effective since booksellers complied that the necessity of
instituting criminal proceedings with their procedural safeguards had been eliminated. Bantam
Books v: Suilfran, 372 US. 58 (1963). The Court has refused to strike down, in an across-the-
board fashion, all motion pictUre licensing ordinances. Times Film Corp. v. Chicago,. 365 US.
43 (1961): But, the Court insisted that no censor, after denying permissionAo show the film,
to shoulder the affirmative burden of going to court to restrain its showing. Freedman v. 4
Maryland, 380 US. 51 (1965).

Permits for the use of parks and streets for parades, demonstrations, and meetings present a
special problem. Because there is the possibility of traffic congestion and the like, and because
not all can use the same public facility at once, a system requiring approval in advance is
permissible. Cox v. New Hampshire, 312 US. 569 (1941). The law requiring a permit must,
hogOever, be narrowly drawn. Parade permits, for example, must be granted or denied with
references to such considerations as traffic congestion, and not because the permit-granting
official agrees or disagrees with the parade's,message. A law giving the permit-granting official
unbridled discretion to grant or to deny permits, or one that directs him to take into account
the substantive content of speeches, meetings and the like, is unconstitutional. Shuttlesworth
v. Birmingham,. 394 US. 147 (1969).

Parade permit cases have presented important procedural issues when permits are arbitrarily
denied. Can the paraders ignore the decision denying them permission, parade without their
permit, and then raise the legality of the adverse decision in a criminal prosecution for par-21-

ing without a permit? Or must they first have the official decision denying the permit set
aside? It is clear that if the ordinance oriaw providing for permits is unconstitutional, as in
Shuttlesworrh, the paraders may raise their constitutional defense and are not required either
to apply for,the permit orrifthey do apply, challenge its denial. What-if the _law reqUiringa
permit is constitutional, but the official administering it in fact denies permission for an
unconstitutional reason? Here, the state can require the paraders to first challenge and set aside
the official's decision in court. Pou/os v. New Hampshire343 US. 355 0953).

What, finally, of court injunctions issued against particular parades, rallies, and meetings? In a
5-4 opinion in Walker v. City of Birmingham, 388 US. 307 (1967), the Court upheld a state
court decisiciof that a court injunction against a parade must be obeyed, until it is set-aside,
deipite constitutional objections to the court order. -But, in the following year the Court held
that the issuance of an ex parte injunction, without notice and hearing, against rallies and
political speeches, is an unconstitutional' prior restraint;:carroll v.-PresIdent and Commissioners
of Princess Anne; 393 US. 175 (1968).

Probably, the. most celebrated case-raising the prior: restraint issue is 'the Pentagon Papers case,
New York- limes Co. v. United States, 403 US. 715 (1971). isit issue was. the propriety of
injunctions against the New York Times and the Washington Post which would have precluded,
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them from publishing the contents of a claisified study. While the Court's 6-3 decision win-
marily concluded that the government had not carried its "heavy burden of proof" for the
enfotcement of a prior restraint, only two of the Justices in the majority Black and Douglas

clearly stated, a position that such injunctive relief-was unconstitutional in any and all
circumstances. Justices Stewart and White emphasiz that, in the particular case, the govern-

ment had not proved its contention that disclosu would result in irreparable damage to

national security.

lime, Placeand Manner Public and to Forums
.

It goes without saying that the right to speak is subject to time, place, and manner regulation.
A itudent<annot insist on the right to give an anti-war speech in the middle of a mathematics
class, a speaker caniTot insist on the use of loudspeakers in a quiet hospital zone, and so on.
But, to what extent must a municipality make its streets, public parks, public meeting rooms
and other .public facilities available for speeches, meetings, rallies and demonstrations? It is
clear enough that if a city permits some groups to use the parks for meetings an speeches, it

cannot arbitrarily deny them to others. Hague v. C.1.0., 307 US. 496 (1939). B what if a
city were to set aside all -its parks actranquil retreats, and deny all persons the ri to use

therWfor meetings and speeches?_

There are two views. One emphasizes that public streets and parks haversditionally been a
public forum the poor man's printing press available to those who can't afford access to the
mass media or the hiring of private halls. Thus, if a city were to bar the public from using

'streets for parades and parks for meetings, even if it were to do so even:handedly, it would still
be necessary to balance the citizen's First Amendment rights to access to the public forum
_against asserted governmental interests. Thus, a city might bar speeches in a particular area in a

park; but not in all its parks. A city might bar nighttime parades in residential areas, but could

not ban all of its streets to protest parades. This view is most clearly reflected in the handbill

cases, which have struck down across-the-board lavh prohibiting all distribution of leaflets in,
public-streets. Schneider v. New Jersey, 3081J3.147 (1939); Jamison v. Texas, 318 US. 41,3
(1943). [And see justice Forms' opinion, for himself and two other justices, in Brown v.
Louisiana, 383 US. 131 (1966), involving a peaceful sit-in at a public library.]

The competing view is that all time, place and manner restrictions on the use of public
property are constitutional as long as they are even - handedly applied. This view stresses the

impossibility of judicial balancing in particular cases of the interests of the government as
landowner and interest of individuals in access to the public forum. If a city has only one small

public park, may the city reserve it for those who want peace and quiet? If a town has no
-business district and is entirely residential, may it deny all the permission to paradeThii view
is most Clearly expressed in Justice Black's opinion for a 5-4 Court in Aciderley v. Flo lido, 385
U.S. 39 (1966). The defendants were demonstrators convicted of trespass after they refused
tie sheriff's order, to leave the grounds outside the jail. Justice Black's'opinion concluded that:

"The United States Constitution does not forbiq a State to'control the use of its own property
foc its own lawful nondiscriminatory purpose,"485 U.S. at 8. But elsewhere irrhis opinion,
he emphasize the narrower considerations that the defendants trespassed in an area not open.

to the general public, and that the-case did not involve use of the public parks and public
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streets. The most recent Supreme Court treatment of the problem is in Grayned v. City of
Rockford, 408 US. 104 (1972), where the Court found that a law prohibiting a noisy demon-

stration near a school during hours was constitutional. The Court suggested that apublic street

even next to a school was a public forum but that the freedom to demonstiate ends when "the

manner-of expression is basically incompatible with the normal activity of a particular place at

a particular time." Free speech may not be restricted more than is necessary but it can be

regulated as to time and place to allow' the functioning of normal processes: Whether the

educational setting gave special force to the rule is an open and interesting question.

Do those who wish tb speak, distribute handbills or picket, have a constitutional right of
-

access to private property, which is open to the public? In Marsh v. Alatama., 326 US. 501

(1946), the trespass conviction of Jehovah's Witnesses who distributed literature in the busi-

ness block of a company town was-re-versed...The corporate ownerof the town had barred the

distribUtion of all literature. justice Black's opinion for the Court emphasized that the corn-

pany, town was like a municipality in all Tespects, except that it was privately owned. The

company town thus was bound by the restrictions placed upon a conventional municipality by

the First Amendment.

Marsh was significantly extended in the 5-4 decision in Amalgamated Food Employees v.

Logan Valley Plaza, 391 11.S.308 (1968), which struck down a state court injunction against

peaceful labor picketers*in a private shopping center. justice Marshall's opinion argued that the

-shopping center was just like the busingss block of the company town. justice Black, this time

in dissent, argued that the significant factor in Marsh had been that the entire town was

company owned. Another- 5-4 decision limited the Logan Valley case. In Lloyd Crop. v.
Tanner, 407 US. 551. (1972), the Court held that a state court had improperly enjoined a

shopping center from barring the distribution of anti-war leaflets. justice Powell's opinion

distinguished Logan Valley, on the ground that in this case thelteafleting was unrelated to any

activity within the center, and that theleafleters had adequate alternative means of communi-

cating their views.

Motivat: This section of freedom of speech serves as an introduction to
students should list items they feel are applicable to syml

following headings: otricene, subversive, 'libelous, or other.

Reference: See Resource Material

0
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SPECIAL CASE STUDY: RAY GROWN AND FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION

e

Directive: To proAde students with an opportunity to investigate their own concepts of what the Consti-
tution allows in Amendment I Freedom of Speech Statement.

Informat: The special case activity is provided on the following pages.

Motivat: This case study activity is designed to demonstrate the viability of the Constitution. Through
insiolviment in the prescribed activity, students will be able to challenge their own precon-
ceptions of freedom of speech and be aware of the various interpretations exhibited by the
ccitrt throughout history:

iltts.use of this activity will provide the basis for further research into the question of "What is
freedom of speech?" It will take three to five days to explore fully the components of this
activity. -

Reference: See Bibliography, Section EL
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FREE SPEECH AND YOUTH

The following activity was prepared for a' workshop on law-related education by Northan 'Gross of the

American Bar Association's Committee on Youth Education for Citizenship, and has been adapted for use

here with his permission.

Ray Brown is a senior at.Public High School. Ray is black and has been very active-In the Afro-American

Society during his years at the school which is co=ed and has an evenly balanced racial composition. Ray

feels that, racism pervades the entire school system and that it is especially evident in the principal of his

school. Below is-a list of possible methods by which he could express his concern and dissatisfaction.

1. Ray is speaking on the corner near the school calling for the end of racism:

2. Ray, in front of the school, hands out leaflets to the students as they enter the school. The
leaflet, in an obscene and violent manner, accuses the school of racism and characterizes the

principal as a racist(pig.

3. Ray uses a sound truck to express his viewslin front of the school.

4. Ray pickets in front of the school with a sign saying "End Racism".

5. Ray seeks permission to sklak about racism to the student body at a school assembly.

6. Ray buys spa.ce in the school newspaper to express his views. . *a

7. Ray gets up at halftime of a basketball game and begins speaking about racism in inter-

scholastic athletics. --

8. Ray enters the school library and asks for a book on racism in America. When the librarian

tells him there is no such book, he sits down, and refuses to leave.

9. Ray decides to express his displeasure by refusing to speak at any time during the school day.

10. Ray comes to school dressed like a five-year old declaring, "I will not dress like a man until I

am treated like one."

11. Ray enters the school wearing a black armband to protest its r

-........ 12. Ray burns the American flag in front of the school saying, "I will not respect this flag until

the U.S. stops its policies of dbme§tic colonialism."
....,

1 13. Ray throws a rock through a window into the school. On ittip written the message "End

Racism". 4e
.

' .......-...1

14. When the school committee refuses to replace the principal, initiate black studies, or hire

more black personnel, Ray puts a bomb under the building and bldws it up.

1
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Directions:

a.

1. Have student.9"mark each item on thd list according to the following designations:

DP Definitely Protected
P Protected

NS tjot Sire
'NP t Protected

DNP Definitely Not Protected

They are to mark the items on the basis of whether they believe the activities are or are not'
protected under the First Amendment guarantee of freedom of expression.

'f

2. After doing this, have students design a continuum along which they Hit the activities to clarify
their perception of freedom of speech. . .

e.g.
12 1 4 13 61 7 9 8

DP NS 41 4 DNP '

a
3 Have students break into small groups to compare and contrast their individual responses to the

above questions. Students should examine the Scope of the First Amendment by,,discussing in the
groups why they consider some items more protected than others.

4. After an appropriate amount of time, assign each group one of theiinciilents on the lisf and have
the students list why Ray- would or would not be protected. Also have them indicate what
additjonal facts about the situation are needed to make a decisiocl. They can add further details if
relevant: For instance, on item #2, have the groqp give an example of the limits to which the
leaflet could go. Item #6's group should, if possible, visually depict what the spacein the school
paper would look like.

Each group should select a representative to speak on its behalf. In the discussion on the items,
the following forkat is recommended:

r a. Presentation by representative of group

b. Further comments from other members of that group

c. Dialogue with the rest of the students in the class

The teacher's role is to guide the discussion .and interject pertinent, infoimation, especially
making reference to the "Free Speech and Youth" cases listed in Sectidn B of the bibliography,
P. 119. (Schenck v. U.S., 249 U.S. 47 (1919) is the precedent case for the doctrine of "clear and
present danger.")

, A

5. Upon completion of this discussion, write on the board "Congress shall make no law . : .

ihridgiN the freedom speech" (from the First Amendment). Conduct a discuss* of the mean-
ing and interpretation of the phrase as follows:
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a. What does the phrase mean? '

b. What is the problem in dealing with the phrase? (Interpretation of law)

c. 'What do You mean by interpretation?

d. What "speech"?, Is it pure?

e. What are the types of speech? (Pure, symbolic, gestures,,actionskonduct, silence, appearan

f.; What is "freedom"? (Have them resolve the whole phrase "freedom of speech"

g. Does this conflict with other Constitutional rights?

h. What does "abridge" mean? Why not use another word?

i. "Congress" refers to. What? (U.S. Congress i.e. Federal Government

j. What about states abridging your freedom?

6. Write on the boa d, "No state shall ....deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without
due process of lac" (from the Fourteenth Amendment). Ask the class: Where in.this phrase does
it indicate that states will not interfere with an individual's right to free speech? ("Liberty" is the
key word. The courts have interpreted fundamental freedoms of speech, press, assembly, religion,
etc. to be so rooted in our heritage that the word "liberty" expresses the needed language.)

This can lead to a discussion of the Constitution as a living document which changes thrOugh
time. Draw a scale of justice to show the courts must always weighthe rights_of an individual
versus protection of others.

7.

1st and 14th Amendments
Freedom of Speech

(individual)

8. Further thought-provoking discussion:

i
10th Amendment

Poiice powers to protect
- health, safety, and welfare

(state)

a. Is freedom of speech really the freedom of dissent?

b. Why would the Founding Fathers guarantee the support of dissenters?

Is it the freedom of effective dissent?
(What good is it to makea speech in an empty stadium?)

d. In what,ways can we ,insure that dissenters will be heard?

e. Did the Founding Fathers intend that the in iviklual have enormous freedons, or wasthe
Amendment designed to provide citizens wi h a way to voice their opinions on govern-
mental policies? (Were they insuring the essenc f democraw from a power point of view?)
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FREEDOM OF SPEECH INTERNAL ORDER
v.

The legal controls designed to protect society take

I. In the first form, the government attempts
which it fears may lead to public disorder.

444..b

II.

,

A. Devices

1. Licensing or permit systems
2. Court injunctions

0

three major forms:

a

to prevent in advance communicatio'rf or other conduct

B. CdnsideratiOns
14

1. Doctrine against prior restGint (censorship) clear and present danger test `'

2. ()te process requirements 0

a. Law must be definite, specific, and clear
b. Cannot contain undue breadth of restriction

Cannolive individual unfettered discretion

<
In.the second form, the government fries halt communication. while it is still in progress (e.g., where

the police`order a speaker to desist or a crowd to disperse).

In the third form, the government prosecutes communication which pils already taken pig".

A. ',Devices for II and III

1. Unlawful assembly
2. Inciting to riot
3. Breach, of the peace

4., (Disorderly conduct

t

B. Considerations .rzr
1. Due processcrequtements

2. Was the 'law reasonable (were there other alternatives whicti would
dom of speech)?

3. Was the law designed to stifle the free exchange of ideas?,
Wai the enforcement of the law aimed at stifling freedom of speech?

1.)

a. Key factors

1) Time
2) Place
3)' Manner

b. Other factors

1) Speaker
2) Subject of speech
3) Number of demonstratdrsand. observers

r 4) Composition of crowd
5) Noise Level

5. Doctrine of equal' protectio .

tr.

"
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OBSCENITIES: ROTH v. UNITED STA TES

Directive: To provide the students with a knowledge of the meaning of speech and obscenity.

laormat: , In today's society there is a growing concern.or obsession with sex, pornography, etc., com-
e

monly classified as obscene.

A dictum in Chapllnsky v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568,$%1 -572 (1942), stated that certain
classes. of utterances are of such slight social value that their punishment r ised no constitu-
tional issue. ChaplInsky itself dealt with "fighting words." But, included in list of classes of
speech beyon4 the constitutional pale were "the lewd and the obscene." T e Supreme Court
seized upon the Chapllnsky dictum in Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 47g (1 57), to conclude
that bscenity swas not constitutionally protected speech. The clear agreement among all the
Justi except Black and Douglas, that obscenity could be punished, began the obscenity
contr ersy rather than ended it. The Court insisted in Roth that.the issue, whether a particu-
lar w rk was obscene, was itself a constitutional question. It was not foreclosed by applicatidn
of e obscenity label by the lower courts. The inability to agree upon the definition of

Lobscenityihas marked the area ever since Roth, evitlenced by the frequent inability of the
Court to agree-upon a majority opinion. (In 13 Cases between 1957 and' 1968 in which the,
Court wrote signed opinions in obscenity cases, the J ustices produld 55 separate opinions.)

One-reason for the elusive nature of the definition is the equally elusive nature of the goverd-,
mental interests which justify the punishment of obscenity. The argument that obscenity is
controlled because of, the danger it presents to individual and community moral standards is
foreclosed by the Court's decision 'that a work may not be classified as obscene, because of the
immorality of the ideas which it expresses. Kingsley International Pictures v. Regents, 360 U.S.
684 (1959). The argument that obscenity must be limited because it produces unlawful sexual,
behavior, has, of course, been much disputed as an empirical proposition. Moreover, if this were
the explanation for the special constitutional position of obscenity, it is difficult to explain the
Court's decision that the private possession\of obscene materials may not be punished. Stanley
v. Georgia, 394 U.S. 557 (1969). Not is it easy to square this argument withqhe aevelopihg

case law that regulation of some forms of sexual behavior itself is precluded by a constitution-
ally protected right of privacy. Griswold v. Connettkut, 381 U.S. 479 (1965),(contraception);

, Roe v. Wade, 93 S. Ct. 705 (1973) (abortion).

I The President's Commission on 'Obscenity -concludecba few years ago that two rationales
suggested the legitimacy of some control over obscenity the protection of minors, and the
prevention of displays offinsive to those involuntarily exposed to them. Both rationales fit
uneasily into the existing decisions. Protection of juveniles does not justify reducing adults to
reading only that which is fit for children. Butler v. Michigan, 352 0.5. 380 (1957). Thef.oujt
has permitted the-state to pUnish those whodistribute to children harmful'. matter which could
not be classified as obscene if sold to an. adult. Glnzberg v. New York 390 U.S. 629 (19681 If
a lesser standard of obscenity is permissible in the case of material sold or displayed to;minors,
however, the issue remains lesser than what?

,
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A verbal formula that would best summarize the Court's definition of obscenity would contain
tiles-4' elements: the work Must be viewed as a whole; it must appeal to a prurient interest; it
must be totally without redeeming social importance; it must offend contemporary com-
munity standards. The requirement that the work be wholly without redeeming social im-
portance is seriously qualified by the concept that if the work has only slight redeeming social

Importance, the defendant may still be punished if he "pandered" (commercially exploited for
the sake of prurient appeal) the work. Ginzbeig v, United States, 383 U.S. 563 (1966);
Memoirs v: Massdchusetts, 383 U.S. 413 (1966). The requirement that the work offend con-
temporary community moral standards has been, of all criteria, the most elusive. Those stand-
ards have been in rapid flux and vary widely across the United States. Any individual's
judgment of what those standards are, or ought to be, wintery widely from another's. There
are serious questions as to whether the United States Supi-eThe Court can, or should, second
guess lower federal and state court decisions as to - whether a particular work is offensive. The
precise manner in which these elusive standards will be affected by the Court's decisions in
Miller v. California, 93 S.Ct. 2607 (1973); Paris Adult Theatre v. Slaton, 93 S.Ct. 2628 (1973);
United States v. Odto, 93 S.Ct. 2674 (197,3); Kaplan v. California, 93 S.Ct. 2680 (1973),
merits close attention.

Motivat: The case for this'section is Roth v. Used States dealing with the publication of pornographic.
literature. The students should be asked 'to re-examine the definitions they devised in section
41 (what is obscenity) in light of this case and develop answers to these questfons:

1. Would you classify this case as a libel case, an obscenity case, a subversion case, or a time,
place, and manner case? Why?

° 2. What do you think the trial judge meant when he said "highly prudish"?

3. Do you think the First Amendment should protect any reference to sex in a book; maga-
zine, or photo? Why? Should the amendment distinguish between sex and obscenity? If so,
explain both why and how.

4. How would you define "obscene, lewd and lascivious"?

fl .

5.. Do you agree with t
the trial judge that the test for aft illegal reference to sex in a publication

° should be whether it arouses the average person in the community?
. .

a.

oofrp
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ROTH v UNITED STATES

Samuel Roth ran a mail-order business in New York."-,He published and sold books, magazines, and
photographs. These, however, were not ordinafy; front - counter bookstore items; they were packed with
lurid sex. Roth mailed smutty circulars to lure potential customers. Some of dive advertisements were
answered, by government agents.

1

.Samuel Roth was arrested and charged with violating an 1872 federal law against sending pornography
through* the mails. The statute declared unmailable ."every obscene, lewd, lasciv°ious,--or 'filthy book,
pamphlet, picture, paper, letter, writing,gor publication of arr iodecent character."

At Roth's trial in a federal district court the judge instructed the jury:

1. "The words 'obscene, lewd and lascivious' as used in the law .signify that form of immorality which
has relation to sexuallinpurity and has a tendency to excite lustful thoughts."

2. "The test is not whether it would arouse sexual desires or sexual impure thoughts in those [making up
a part] of the communityi the yUng, the immature or the highly prUdish or would leave another [part]',
the scientific or highly educated dr the so-called worldly-wise- ...unmoved....The test in each case is the effect
of the book, picture, or publication considered as a whole, not upOn any particular class, but upon all those
whom it is likely to reach. In other words, you determine its impact upon the average person in the
community.", ,

' fAfter the jury found Roth guilty, the judge sentenced him to five years in prison and over $5,000 in fines.
The case eventually came before the U.S. Supreme Court, where Roth claimed.that the 1872 federal law
violated the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. He included among his arguments:

1. That the statute punished the stirring up of merely impure sexual thoughts and that there was no
proof that such books; magazines, and photos would lead to anti-social conduct. .

°
2. That the statute was too vague the words "obscene, lewd and lascivious" were not definite enoygh

to clearly tell the difference between a legal publication and Illegal one:And that, said Roth, was
necessary to permit him A fair trial. . )

if6 6
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LIBEL: NEW YORK TIMES v. SULLIVAN

Directive: To provide the student with an understandingoof defamation or libel.

Informat: jhe ChaplInsky dictum mentioned in the previous obscenity section listed, among the cate-
gories of expression beyond constitutional protection, "the libelous." But, in approaching the
consti tional issues in defamation cases, as contrasted to the obscenity cases, the Court has
'insisted at even concededly libelous speech be given a significant measure of constitutional,
protectio Since NewYor Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S.-254 (1964), most -legal issues in even a
routinApriva el action ve a constitutional dimension.

In Sullivan, the Court held that private libel actions against public officials were not actionable
unless the libelous matter was deliberately false, or the defendant was recklessly Indifferent to
its probable falsity. In 1967, the same principle was extended to libel of persons who were not
public officials but were public figures involved with public issues. Curtis Publishing Co. v.
Butts and Associated_ Press v. Walker, 388 U.S. 139 (1967). And, in 1971, the Court was in
agreement that significant constitutional protection should be attached to the case of libel of
someone who was not a public figure, but was involved in a newsworthy event. Rosenbloom v.
Metromedia, Inc., 403 U.S. 29 (1971). In the Rosenbloom case, however, the Court was
divided as to the issue whether the full scope of the privilege applied in New York Tinies v.
Sullivgn,to libel of public officials should be applied to libel of a private citizen involuntarily
involved in a newsworthy event. In 1973, the Supreme Court agreed to review a decision which
appears to raise again the problems of libel.of a privateperson,

Motivat: The students should read the case study provided and, via discussiop, attempt to answer the
following questions:

c

1. What would the difference be between your taking space in the local paper to say deroga-
tory things about your next door neighbor, and criticizing the Mayor of the ctty for neglect-
ing some,of his duties?

2. it necessary fo prove that every. statement in a signed editorial or adVertisement be true
before' the paper prints it? What would the effect of such a policy he do the freedom of the
press?

3. When-he assumed Public office, did Sullivan relinquish any of his rights?

4. What are the advantages of a totally free press? What recent occurrences have illustrated the
effect the press can have on government? (4'f

, lteferencg: Beauharnais v. Illinois, 45 U.S. 250 (1952)
Rosenblatt v. Baer, 383 U.S. 75 (1966)
Associated Press v. Walker) 388 U:s. 130 (1967)
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NEW YORK TIMES COMPANY v. SULLIVAN

On March 29, 1960, the New York Times carried a full page advertisement headlined "Heed Their Rising
Voices," an appeal for public understanding and support of the blacks' problems in the South. It described
specific acts of discriminattOn and physical violence against blacks by Montgomery, Alabama, police and by
other "Southern violators." It also appealed for money to support the non-violent student movement, the
struggle for the right to vote; and to help pay for the legal defense of Dr. Martin Luther King, who was
facing perjury charges in Montgomery.

4A4
1116°

The opening statement was:

As the whole world knows by now, thousands of Negro students are. engadedqn widespread non-
violent demonstrations in positive affirmation of the right to live in human dignity as guaranteed by
the U.S. Constitution and the Bill of Rights.

. ,

Tii i dvertisement went on to charge that:
;-,

11 In their efforts to uphold these guarantees, they are being met y an unprecedentedwave of terror
by those who would deny and negale that document which the whole world looks upon as setting the
pattern for modern freedom....

The specific events described to back up These charges included:
t

In Montgomery, Alabama, after students sang, "My Country 'Tis of Thee" on the State Capitol steps,
their leaders were expelled from school, and truckloads of police armed with shotguns and tear gas
ringed the abarna State College Campus. When the entire student body protested to state authori-
lies by re using to re-register, Ileir dining hall was padlocked in an attempt to starve them into

fluothissio

AgainN-lig n the Southern violators have answered Dr. King's peaceful protests with Intimidation.
and .violence. ave bombed his home, almost killing his wife and child They have assaulted his
person. They h ve arrested him seven times for 'speeding," loitering," and similar "offenses."
And now they have charged him with "perjury" a felony,under which they could imprison him for
ten years.

Although other chargetpere made and grievances aired .in the advertisement, no specific names of the
f'Southern violators," policemen, or other officials were given.

The cost of the advertisement was approximately $4,800 and it was published by the Times under an
order from a New York advertising agency acting for the signatory Committee. A letter from A. Philip
Randolph, Chairman of the Committee, accompanied the copy, certifying that the persons whose names
appeared in the ad had all given their permission Mr, Randolph wasknown to the Times' Advertising
Acceptability Department as a responsible person. With the exception of Randolph, however, none of
twenty persons whose names had appeared on the bottoin of the ad had given their permission.

The Times' staff made no other attempt to'verify the accuracy of the advertisement or the authorization
for the signers' names. The ad was inaccurate in ?Jbe of its charges.
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The black students on the Alabama campus had sung the National Anthem, not "My Country 'Tis
of Thee;"

The campus dining hall had never been padlocked;

Although police had been sent to the campus, they never had completely surrounded or "ringed"
it.

L.B. Sullivan; Ctiiimissioner of Police of Montgomery, said .that the bombings of King's home had taken
place before he had become Commissioner. Sullivan also said that he knew two people who associated him
with the ad. One of them.bad told Sullivan that he "would not want to be associated with anyone who had,
been a party to such thing as stated in the ad." The other had said that "one would not re-employ Sullivan
if he believed that he allowed the Police431epartment to do the things that the paper said."

The circulation of the New York Times the day the advertisement was carried was about 650,000. Of
these approximately 394 copies were circulated in Alabama and about 35 copies were distributed in

,Montgomery"
co

O
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VERDICT ON DISSENT: A READING

4

Directive: " To provide the student with an opportunity to examine an article relative to the importance of
dissent and subvetsion in a democracy.

Informat Th selection "Verdict on Dissent," by Joel F. H g, as it appeared in the Chicago Sunday.
.4_4k S n-Times Viewpoint, February 18, 1973, is provided for is activity.

Motivat: Students shpuld answer the following questions:

1. Why is dissent important in a democracy?

2. Where is dissent mentioned in the Constitution?

3. What is the meaning of subversion?

4. Is a free press mandatory for dissent?

5. Is there a limit to what is dissent?

6. How can dissent be expressed?

Reference: Freedom of Expression: Hisiorical Aspect, page 43.

J
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VERDI-610N DISSENT"

by Henning

"The life of the law," said Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, "has not been logi.c; it has been experience." Law
is not 6etermined as much by reason, Holmes added, as by "the felt necessities of the time...even the
prejudices which judges share with their fellc4 men." ,

In- the history of the Upited States, there has hen no political experience more bitterly disputed than our
:great military involvement in Vietnam except, perhaps, the Civil War. An examination of the major
political trials it had engendered, therefore, tells us much about how the U.S. legal system responds to the
conflict between the "felt necessities" of g,eyernment, on the one hand, and of citizens, on the other.

Thus far, four major political trials have arisen directly out of protests against the Vietnam War. The first
three-are commonly known as the trials of Dr. Spock;the Chicago Seven, and the Harrisburg Seven. The
fourth, in which Daniel Ellsberg and Anthony Russo, Jr. have been indicted for publishing the Pentagon
Papers, is now in process and, therefore, not discussed here. The first three cases are more or iess closed and
involve a number of common elements that make them a useful set to examine together.

In the Spock ease, Dr, Benjamin Spock; the Rev. William Sloane Coffin, Jr., chaplain of Yale University;
Marcus Raskin, a former Kennedy administration official and co-director of the Institute for Policy Studies;
Mitchell Goodman, a New `kick writer; and Michael Ferber, a 23-year-old Harvard University student were
indicted for "a continying conspiracy to aid, abet and counsel violations of the Selective Service law."

In the Chicago case, David Dellinger, a pacifist since before World War II; Rennie-Davis and Tom Hayden,
nonviolent anti-war activists; Abbie Hoffman and Jerry Rubin, organizers of the relatively nonpolitical but
culturally "revolutionary" Yippies; John Froines and Lee Weiner, college teachers; and Bobby Seale, an
official of the Black Panther Party, were indicted for having undertaken to "combine, conspire, confederate
and agree together...to travel in interstate commerce with the intent to incite, organize, promote, encour-
age, participate in and carry on a riot..2nd thereafter to perform overt acts for the purpose of inciting a
riot," in thicago during the 1968 Democratic Convention. Sefle's case was severed from the others during
the trial and ultimately dropped, reducing the original Chicago Eight to Seven..

In the Harrisburg Seven case, the Reverends Phillip Berrigan, Joseph Wenderoth, and Neil McLaughli ,
Roman Catholic priests; Sister Elizabeth McAlister, a Roman Catholic nun; Anthony and Mary Scoblic an

inactive Priest and former nun, now husband and wife; and Dr. Eqbal Ahmad, a Pakistani scholar, were
indicted for conspiri g to "maliciously damage and destroy, by means of explosives, persbnall and real
property owned a possessed by the United States" and "to willfully seize, confine, inveigle, decoy,
kidnap, abduct and carry away in interestate commerce a person (Henry Kissinger) for ransom and

Father Berrigan and Sister McAlister also were charged with unlawfully smuggling letters in and out of the
federal prison where Father Berrigan was serving a term for an earlier.act of protest against the war. A
'second indictment, in which the kidnaping charge was minimized and draft board raids given a prominent
role, superseded the first An eighth defendant, Theodore Glick, was severed fromgthe case before trial.
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All but Raskin were convicted ill the Spock case. However, Spock aria Ferber were freed outright by the
U.S. Coil of Appeals on a finding of insufficient evidence of conspiracy; the cases against Goodman and
Mr. Coffin were remanded fof retrial on finding that the trial judge's instructions to the jury were
defective. The government has not sought to retry titem.

All the Chicago Seven defendants were acquitted of the conspiracy charges.. The U.S. Court of Appeals
reversed their convictions oc the substantive charge of crossing state lines with intent to incite riot, ruling
prejudicial conduct on the part of the judge and prosecutors. The defendants appealed the constitutionality
of the statute under which they were convicted, and the government has announced plans not to retry
them.

In Harrisburg,*the jury failed to reach a verdict on the conspiracy charges, and the government since has
dropped the case. The only convictions, those of Father Berrigan and Sister McAlister for smuggling letters,
are on appeal.

Nature of Political Crimes

What is a political crime? How is,it different from other crimes? Very simply, a political crime is one in
which the defendants, rightly or wrongly, believe that.the government is in error while they are on the side
of justice.

For example, 'William Penn was indicted in England in 1670 for conspiring to incite a riot. In fact, he
merely had preached a Quaker sermon in the street, having been forbidden to do so in the Quaker meeting
house under a law prohibiting "unauthorized preaching." Penn believed in the rightness of his cause. This
trial led to his imprisonment and that of the jury that acquitted him for contempt of court. Seeking
freedom from.such intQlerance,.he emigrated to$e United State:

Many Americans have been jailed for income-tax evasion. Most such cases are not political. But when Henry
David Thoreau was tried for failure to pay his taxes' h?defended himself by arguing that the government
was wrong in collecting them. When Ralph. Waldo Emerson visited Thoreau in jail he asked, "Henry, what
are you doing in here?" Thoreau responded, "Ralph, what-are you doing out there?"

Similarly, the defendants in the political cases arising out of the Vietnam War believed that the United
States was morally and perhaps legally wrong to be invorved militarily in Vietnam. Clergymen who believe
deeply in the immorality of the war have been defendants in two of the cases under discussion. All
defendants agree with those lawyers and legislatorg who have made. arguments against the legality of the
war.

Prof. Telford Taylor of Columbia University's Law School, formerly US. chief counsel at the Nuremberg
war-crimes trials after World War II, has written a book suggesting that the Vietnam War may violate the
international laws we established in trying German officials after World War II.

Others, including many U.S.-senators, contend that our Constitution has been violated because Congress
never has declared war on North Vietnam. Three Presidents, however, saw fit to commit our military power
in Vietnam, supported by their ow moral conviction as well as legal briefs in defense of their actions.
Whether Penn, Thoreau arid the ,critics of our policy in Vietnam were right pr wrong, their belief in the
rightness of their actions rendered their cases political.

. .
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Being political cases, however, does not necessarily mean that they should receive special treatment. Former

Attorney General Ramsey Clark, a deeply moral man, was in charge of the Justice Department when the

Spock case was tried, but he agreed to be a-defense witness in the Chicago Seven case and was a principal

defense attorney in the Harrisburg case. He believed himself on the right side in each case, saying:

"One could believe that Spock was morally right as I may have,-in fact and still believe that the lawts

had to be enforced. As the nation's chief law-enforcement officer, r had the duty to prosecute Spock and

the others when, in my judgment, the facts showed a violation of the law (aiding and abetting violations of

the Selective Service Actj. If you don't enforce the law, it becomes shapeless."

In the Chicago and Harrisburg cases, Clark believed not only in the moral rightness of the defendants'

causes but in their legal innocence as well. Agreeing with the conclusion of a presidential commission that

the police largely incited the riots, he urged that 611y police be iridicted in Chicago. In Harrisburg, he said,,

"There was no conspiracy. There was no agreement. There was no capatity. They could not do it."
0

Appare tly Clark would have had no more problem with Thoreau than he did with Spock. never seemed

Wrong tome, " he said, "that Thoreau...went to jail. That was his point. He so disagreed with the govern-

ment that he would sacrifice freedom itself to show his concern."

What does the moral man who respects the law do? Were the men who violated the law during the Boston

Tea Party right or wrong? What of all the revolutionaries of 1776?
.

Abraham Lincoln went further than Clark when he asserted that law could and should give way to "the

ultimate justice of the people." Would he have -prosecuted Spock? Not on the basis of the above-quoted

statement, However, later in his career,` President Lincoln suspended the writ of habeas corpus, drastically

diminishing the rights of Civil War protesters.

These are troubling questions -that have no simple answers, but 'they are important questions to keep in

mind when examining the cases under discussion.

How Political Cases Are Born

The political nature of these cases is demonstrated by their unusual origins. Such cases are not typically

provoked by a particular criminal act committed by the defendants but by a decision made in government

that it is time to move against political dissidents: Each of the three cases under discussion was prosecuted

against the advice of knowledgeable government attorneys. All three indictments were apparently moti- "ls;

vated by the need to assuage the feelings of pOwerful government officials.

John Van De Kamp, held of the special Justice Department unit that brought the Spock indictment, is
quoted by Jessica Mitford in her book, The Trial of Dr. Spock, as saying, "It was done to provide a graceful

way out for Gen. (Lewis) Hershey," who had just bean publicly rebuked for atteRpting .to abuse the

Selective Service systemto discourage lawful anti-War protests:

The Chicago Seven indictments were brought by a gland jury -over which Mayor Daley's close friend and

political ally, the chief judge of the U.S. District Court in Chicago, exercised rather extpordinary influence

in opposition to the judgment of the attorney general of the United States. The conclusion' seems inescap-

able that the case was brought to redeem Daley's reputation.
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The Harrisburg indictment was precipitated by premature allegations made before Congress by J. Edgar
Hoover, director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, concerning the alleged kidnaping scheme and the
plot to blow up governMent heating tunnels.

Several members of Congress demanded that Hoover retract his statement or bring indictments. Less than a
month later, the hastily prepared indictment was handed down. Later it had to be withdrawn and replacedby a more craftsmahlike document, which nevertheless proved inadequate to the task of substantiating
Hoover's charges.

Another Conspiracy Concept

Another common feature of political trials is-use of the law of conspiracy. All these cases were principally
cast as crimes of conspiracy. According to the trial judge in the Spock case, "a conspiracy may be defined
as a breathing together, a plan, or agreeing together." This seems rather a broad and ineffable definition of a

'rime, and so it has seemed to many jurists.

Supreme Court Justice Robert H. Jackson called conspiracy an "elastic, sprawling and pervasive offense...so
vague that it almost defies definition." The great def'ense lawyer, Clarence Darrow, was less chai-itable in his
definition. He called it a "worn-out piece of tyranny, this dragnet for compassing the imprisonment and
death of men whom the ruling class does not like."

One needn't do anything to be guilty of conspiracy. As Darrow put it, if one boy steals candy, he is guilty
of a misdemeanor. If two boys plareto steal candy but an't do it, they are guilty of conspiracy a felony.

The concept of conspiracy entered °English law in the 14th Century to protect citizens against false
accusations. It -Was used widely in.,England and the United States against trade unions and more recently
against combinations of businessmen insrestraint of trade.

Conspiracy law is justified by the argument that an individual who thinks about robbing a bank is likely to
think better of it, but two, or more persons who agree to rob a bank are more likely to -do it. The danger oTh
conspiracy, law is that the goVernment can punish defendants for a substantive crime without proving thata
substantitecrime was committed. It need only establish the conspiracy.

Thus, Julius and Ethel Rosenberg were electrocuted not for stealing atomic secrets, for which the evidence
*was insufficient, -but foj conspifing to do so. During the height of the cold war, Communist defendant
were convicted of conspiracy to.advocate the overthrow of the government. Hence they were two stes
away from'cloing anything. As Robert O'Rourke, in his book, The Harrisburg Seven & the New Catholic
Left, desdribes the Harrisburg indictment, "The conspiraci'charge they are left with is as faint from the

",deedsit implies as a Xerox of a Xerox ofa Xerox."

The defendants to a conspirac9 charge need not even know each other, but each member of a conspiracy
becomes liable for all the statements and actions of every other member. It is sufficient if A is proved to
know B, who knows C, and they are engaged in common activity. In all three cases under discussion, some
of the defendants had to be introduced to one another for the first time by their attorneys. tack of the
defendants' ability, to agree on trial tactics or even luncheon menus was apparent in all these cases and
belied their ability to conspire effectively.

. 4
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,'Another extraordinary iactopqf conspiracy prosecution is that all the government need prove are entirely
innocent circumstantial acts, such as phqne calls or chance encounters. It need not prove that any in-
herentlyh erently Wrongful 'acts werecommitted.

The extremes to which a government so disposed could take conspiracy law is provided by the Spock trial.
One of the "overt acts" alleged against the defendants was a newspaper ad urging all to resist the, Vietnam
War, signed by 28,000 persons. All signers could have been indicted.

The prosecutor offered evidence against Spock and Raskin to the effect that they had applauded speeches
bydne another and by the other defendants. Ms. Mitford asked the prosecutor if.that meant that all who ,

have applauded such speeches at peace rallies are technically guilty of conspiracy.

1

"That is substajtially.correct," answered the prosecutor.

Beyond its legal reach, the concept of conspiracy has psychological implications for a government attempt-_)
ing to gain political advantage over dissidents. When the acts of dissidents are, politically offensivebutmot,
perhaps, criminal, it is difficult to convince the public of the defendants' guilt. tonspirac, charges, how-
ever, carry the implication that the defendants are making plans and carrying them out in secret.,

Even if the government _loses its case in court, the charges themselves suggest that the defendants are guilty
but cunningly able to conceal their -guilt in the dark recesses of their conspiracy. The American people
believe deeply in the presumption of innocence until guilt is proven. But a charge of conspiracy can cloud
that presumption by raising doubts about the openness and honesty of the defendants.

There are compelling tactical reasons, therefore, why conspiracy h "that darling of the modern prosecutor's
nursery," as Judge Learned Hand remarked. But there are other, more ominous reasons as well. The U.S.
Constitution has provided a system of self- government in which the people protect their own rights and
choose their own political leaders. The success of this system rests largely on the First Amendment
guarantee of freedomott speech.

Free speech distinguishes our democracy froin the totalitarian regimes of China and the Soviet Union. But
when opposition to Vietnam became loud and insisteni, Rep. F. Edward Hebert (D-La.) spoke for many
who felt threatened when he said

"Let's forget the First Amendment. When is the Justice Department going to get hep and do something to
eliminate this rat-infested area? At least the effort -can be made."

The Spock defendants were accused in the main of making statements and speeches (although some of
them collected draft cards). With insignificant exceptionsAvidence of the Chicago conspiracy involved only
speeches and writings. No evidence concerning the Kisiirker kidnapping and the ,bombings was ever pre-
sented in Harrisburg that went beyond desultory dinner-table conversation and incidental gossip in love
letters.

Of course, the right of free speech is_not absolute. One cannot falsely yell fire in a crowded theater. Such '

speech.amounts to criminal action.
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It maybe that the Spock defendants could have been found guilty in a case charging violation of the Jaw
that prohibits abetting and counseling viotiltions against the Selective Service system. The govern-
ment could argue that speeches urging youpginen to refuse induction come close enough to yelling fire in
the theater. But the government attempted" cr make no such,case. Instead, the law of conspiracy was used.
Judge Frank M. Coffin said in concurring i the decision reversing the Spock convictions that "to apply
conspiracy doctrine to these cases is, in my vie , ...not consistent with First Amendment principles."

Why, then, did the government de so? judge Coffin answered this Weston
C

when he said, "There is
the...danger that the casting of the net has sca ed away many whom the government has no right to catch."
The selection of many non-radical, non-young middle-class professionals and clergymen tohe defendants in
all three cases teemed to be an effort c6 ill the desire of others-to speak out against the war. The
prosecutor at the Spock trial made this threat manifest/ When anti-war activist Prof-Koam Chomsky of the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology was introduced during the trial, the prosecutor said, "He is not
sitting here at the bar as a defendant...today!"

Political trials have a tendency to demean those involved on both sides perhaps because political and.
moral issues are being tprtured into a legal framework. Surely, no party to the Chicago Seven case , the
judge, the government prosecutors, the defendants enhanced thr respective reputatidns in the course of
that trial. The specter of Seale, bound and gagged, will not quickly disappear from the U.S. consciousness.

The pp between law and morality becomes apparent when defendants attempt to avoid conviction by
allowing their attorneys to bend and twist their deeply held moral beliefs. The Rev. Williarh'Sloane Coffin's
defense in the Spock case was that the acts alleged against him, urging young merviO air.; in their draft
cards, did not hinder administration of the draft law but facilitate it because the Wators with student
deferments were immediately reclassified 1-4k. An ingenious legal argument but one that derr\eaned the :

essence.of Mr. Coffin's ant-war campaign.

Another issue in political cases is the ethical question involving the use of undercover tactic In the Chicago
and Harrisburg cases, the government relied almost exclusively on testimony of underc er agents and
informers. Since in seioeral instances they appeared to be the only members'of the so-calle4 conspiracies .

advocating violence, thpi might more aptly be termed agents provocateurs. f
The use of undercover agents seems less offensive in unambiguously antisocial cases. A professonal nar- _

cotics pusher, taken in by a policeman piping as an addict-customer, is nevertheless committing4 crime.
The arguments in favor of entrapping anti -War baby doctors, collage professors, students and cler> men !a
by encouraging them to "escalate" their political protests seem much less persuasiVe.

4.

The System Prevails

The outcome of these cases suggests that, with some injustice and much pain And suffering, ourlegil syslm
. .,

does well even in pOlitical cases.

All the convictions have been reversed on appeal in the SpoCk and Chicago Seven cases. In Chicago and\
Harrisburg, the jury failed to convict on riy;counts of conspiracy. This result' was especialry oramatiC
because the Harrisburg defendants did not call any witnesses on their own behalf. The Chicago defendants
considered the same strategy but ultimately put on a large number of witnesses. Little meaningful testi-
mony was allowed to go before the jury. In view of thii and thefclubious level of effettiVeness achieved by

. i .the Chicago defehse counsel, they might have fared better pad they, too-, put on.no defense at all.

;
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In.Chicago, the U.S.Sourt of 'Appeals ndly con mned the' government and Jiiclie Julius J. Hoffman for ''
too obviously displaying their political pre di

.

3 . .--"`\
4 "The deme,anor Of the judge and the prosecutors would require reversal," the, appellate cburt said, if tithe

e errors did not....Judge Hoffman's depreGatory ancfoften antagonistic_attitdde toward the defense is evident

in gfe recojd from the very beginning." ' ...
.

..

The same court earlier had, reversed the judges's citations of contempt for the lou and intemperate

reactions of the defendants to the hostility Of the other side. These contempt citations are to be retyjed15y

another judge.

' yfr,
While the cost in time and money to the defendants in all three cases was enormous, they Were free to

solicit support amongtheir fellow citizens. Ironically, they raised money for their defense by continuing to

speak-out against the war. i sti
...

...

Political acts must not.be immune from prosecution. when they arecriminal, as in the' case of Thoreau's tax

evasion, and especially so when they are 'violent, as in the case of the bombing at the 4niversity of

Wisconsin. But when mere speech is i :Ived, we must not "forget the First Amendment."
0 , -

',We would do Well to heed Justice Hugo Black who wrote that "under our system of government, the
.

remedy for (dissenting ideas) must be...education and ctiktrary argument. If that remedy is..got sufficient,

.. the only meaning of free speech must be that the revolutiopry ideas will be allowed °to prevail."
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MOCK TRIAL: TINKER v, DES MOINES

DireCtive: ` To provide the student with ari opportunity to expetjence the working of symbolic Speech.

Informat: The simulation is provided on pages 79-89.
a

In Des Moines, Iowa, three students Christopher Eckhardt, 16, John Tinker, 16, and his
sister Mary Beth, 13 decided in December, 1965, alolig with their parents and some friends,
to wear black armbands all throuit, the holiday season to protest the War in Vietnam and

"express their public suppcirt for a cease-fire. Hearing of the plans, their school principals ruled
on December 14 that any student:weginian armbarid would be asked to take it off. If he or
she refused, suspension from school would result until the student returned, without the
armband. The students knew of the rule; however, Christopher and Mary Beth wore their
armbands on December 16, iand Johil wore his the following day. All three Were sent home,
under suspension and did Nit choose, to return to school until after New Year's Day the
length of time of their originl plan.

The students took their case to tort, and the District Court upheld the position of the school
authorities on the grounds that the armbands might have tended to "create a disturbance" in
the school. But students in the school had been permitted to wear ordinal:), political buttons
and. even an Iron Cibss (a traditional emblem dof Npism); so Tinker's lawyers argued that the
schoot was restricting the free expression regarding a particular point of view, namely, opposi-
tion to the Vietnam War.

Jhetupreme Court agreed to hear the case on appeal.

Motivat: The simulation is designed to acquaint students with the functioning of the federal court
system. The 'specific events of the simulation' are a district court evidentiary hearing and a
Supreme Court case. Through involvement 9 the prescribed activities, it is hoped that students
will gain an increased awareness of the judicial prOcess.

#

. *In

The roles should be assigned tOtlie students one week in advance'of the commencement of the
simulation. Allow the suldents sufficient time to research their roles-and at least one day of
srnallgroup discussions to alleviate any,p'roblems.

Reference: See Freedom df EXpression: Historical Ispect, page 43..

o f.
Excerpts of th Supreme Court decision in Tinker_ . es Moines are on page 91, but should
not be referred o or distributed, to the students until c rnpletion of the simulation activity,

I.

c.
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Assignment I:

TINKER DES MOINES SIMULATION

pesignation of Roles

001or two lawyers for Tinker
One or two lawyers for School Board
John F. Tinker
Christopher Eckhardt
Mary Beth Tinker
Dennis Pointer
AarOn,McBride
Andrew Burgess
Leonard Carr
Leonard Tinker
William Eckhardt
Court.Officer
Chief Justice Earl Warren
Justice Hugo Black
Justice William 0. Douglas
Justice John, NM. Harlan

Justice William Brennan
Justic,e Potter Ste,liart
Justice Bryon White
justice Abe Fortas
Justice Thurgood Marshall

iss

e

t

cta

a.

r
1. 4

The teacher should assume the role of District Court Judge Stephenson and render Pe -decision 258 F.
SupP. 971 (1966).

Assignment H: Conferences

V

%

I e
e , e

The lawyers, during the first two days, and the Justices, thereafter, have the most difficult roles._It will he

benelicial if the time can be allotted to review with each of these individuals their perception of the way in.
which they should portray their roles. .

, .
.

te .
.

. .

The students who will be witnesses should meet with their respective lawyers to discuss what information
:el

each will contribute at the hearing. (If aln 'attorney is available, hetpuld best be used on this day.)
,

0`.

Assignment HI: Evidentiary Hearing United States District Court for the *
Southern District of Iowa, Central Division 1

f

Judge Stephenson presiding. °

The lawyers' instructions containiall the;information necessary for the trial.

e
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The teacher should allow the lawyers representing Tinker to present their witnesses first. The laiitryers for
the school board may, then cross-examine the Tinker witnesses. The attorneys for the school board may
then call t eir witnesses. The Tinker lawyers may, of course, cross-examine any witnesses presented by the
school o d.

N

,

Assignment IV: Oral Argument Before the Supreme Court

Before the Supreme Court the lawyers may present no witnesses but must present a concise legal argyment
based upon the facts of the case [although the off?dial "facts" are determined by the trial court], the
available legal precedent, and the lawyer's knowledge of what might appeal to at least five justices.

The objective before the Supreme Court is to build a minimum winning coalition of five justices.

During the oraLargument, either the Chief justice or any of the associate justices may, at any time,
fiinterrupt the lawyers for the purpose of clarification of any point beiiig offered.
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Judge,

Court Officer

Tinkers & Counsel

DISTRICT COURT

Witness Chair

Counsel for School Board

WITNESSES

ORAL ARGUMENT

White Brennan Douglas WARREN Black Hirlah Stewart

2

01 susu

COunsel for Tinkers Counsel for School Board.

"IN CAMERA" SESSION

WARREN

Marshall' ,Douglas

11.1r110
A

/
*

Stewart,
.

Brennan

Harlin
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Role 1: Lawyer(s) for Akers 7 Dan Johnson

zThisrole may be shared by more than one participant.

.
Your purpose is to vince the District Cc Art judge that he/should grant an injunction, under 42 U.S.C, §
183, that will r ain the authorities bf the Des Moines Independenrcommunity School bistrict from
disciplining your clients. a.

111110r-
. .

_,- - .

Duringlhe evidentiary hearing (similar to a trial gain proceeding); you Must not only cite the relevant law
but also establish "the facts" of the case. ,...

,
,

.
S 4,

In citing the law, the following cases may be helpful: Gitlow v. New York, 268 U.S. 2, 64 L.Ed. 1138, 45
-S.Ct. 625 (1925) wherein it was determined by the Supreme Court that an indivi4 's right of free speech

' is protected against state infringement by the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment; and West
Virginia Stair Board of Educttion v. Barnette, '319 U.S. 04 87 L.Ed. 1628, 63 S.Ct. 1178 (1943);
Stromberg.v.rPeople of State of California,, 283 U.S. 359, 75 L.Ed. 1117, 51 'S.Ct. 532 (1931), wherein it
was established by the Supreme eourt that the wearing Of an arm band for the purpose of expressing
Certain views is a sytnbolic act and falls within the protection of the First Amendment's free speech clause.

. tw

In particular, you are seeking an injunction under 42 U.S. C. §19$3 (Civil Rights Act).

since tOe factS, of the case may be as important as the law, yo it use those witnesses, and only those
sJho are- most likely to establish the facts you'Avo,u1c1 like on the record. You, therefore, would want to call
John, May Beth, and possibly Leonard Tinker (father), and Chris iskhardt. You might ao consider Chris'
father, William4and John's American History teacher, Aaron McBride (fictional character).

in calling these witnessesi you need to stress,the fact that yo ur Opts acted out of deeply felt convictions
and by no means did they wish to cfisplay, contempt for school authority or did they wish to cause a
disturbance. .

e .7, a. :
During your period of cross-examination *of, the defendantAvitneises-,

:
your purpose is to show That the

school authorities singled out particular type of speech concerning a particular topic (the Vietnam War) to;
prohibit. YOur chiet.concern is. Co show that ,the regulation was unreasonable, or could not reasonably be-

-
defended as being necessary to,the functioning of the school system.

Other cases you may rely upon are BAS/de Byars & 5th Cir. 365 F.2d 744, July 21, 1966 :and Blackwell
. v, Essoguena Coupty Board of.educ:ation, 30 F.2d 749, July 21; 1966, wherein it was held that a
.school regulation prohibiting the wearing of "freedom buttons" was not reasonable. The Court stated that

,
school officials-"...cannot infringe on their students' fight to free and unrestricted expression as guaranteed
to them under.the First Amendment to the Constitbtion where the exercise of such rights in the school
buildings and schobl rooms do not materially and substantially interfere with the requireMentuof apjgopri-
ate discipline in the operation of the school" Burnside v. Byars, 363 F.2d. 749.

Role 21 Attorney(s) for School Districts Allan A. Herrick and Phillip C.-Lovien

Your purpose is to convince thl District Court judge that he should dent the plaintiff's request for an
, injunction. 4

A "
. ,,

s.
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At the evidentiarY,hearing (similar to. a trial court proceeding), you must not only,cite the relevant law but
also establish "the facts)" of the case.

.

In citing the law, the following cases may be helpful: Dennis v. United States, 341 U.S. 494, 95 L.E4. 1137,

.71 S.Ct. 857 (1951 )-Alear v. State of Minnesota, 283 U.S. 697, 75 L.Ed. 1350, 51 S.Ct:625 (1931);IPocket

Books, Inc. v. Walsh, 204 F. Supp. 297 (D. Conn. 1962), wherein iewas established that the protections of
the free speech clause are not absolute; and United States, viDenhis, 183 F.2d 201, 212 (2d dlr. 1950),

wherein it was asserted that "In each case icourts1 must ask whether the gravity of the 'evil,' discounted by

its improbability, justifies such invasion of free speech as is necessary to avoid the danger.".

Since "the facts" of the case may be as important as the laws cited, you must make every effort toinsure

that the recourdisplays those facts which you wish to have on,the,record. In tight of this, you would want
to call Dennis Pointer (Mary Beth's math teacher), Andrew Burgess (the high school principal), Leonard

Carr (the scho board president), and perhaps others.

Your prime concern on examination of your witnesses is to 'display the faci that "there was reason to
expect that the protest would result in a disturbanCe of the scholarly, disciplined atmosphere within the

classroom and halls of yzur schools.

On cross-examination of the plaintiffs, your purpose is only to ascertain if they were aware of the regula-

tion. P

N 7
Role 3: John F. Tinker .
You, your parents, and your friends hive been against the American involvement in the Vietnam War from,

the *ginning. You feel that this is no,justification for American participation in a foreign "civil wat."Es

You have participated in anti-war.krotests in the ;Mt and, along with your parents and friends, you decided

to wear a black armband to school to display yOur support forthe continuation of the Christmas truce and

ykur grief for those who have died in Vietnam. O

Mary Beth and Chris wore their armbands on Monday, but you were a little hesitant. However, after Mary

Beth and Chris were suspended, you decided toy ear your armband on Tuesday. You felt self-conscious

because of the stares your armband drew, u felt determined tprat it was your right 'to express your
views in this way. After'third period, you were called to the principars office: Upon yo refusal to take off

the armband, you were suspended.

Role 4: Christo74- Eckhard
I ' r rz ' 1

A plaintiff fifteen, whqlttended Roosevelt High School. 'V,. . ..
.

. ,
You wore # armband on Monday, the first day of the demonstrations. You are, perhaps, more

Tinkers, voca12l about your opposition to the war. (See role sheet for No. 3, John F. Tinker.)

1,Role 5: Mary Beth Tinker ) . V,

*plaintiffage thirteen, who at ended. Warren Harding Junior High School. (See role sheet for No. 351J ohn

_ F:Tinker; and No. 4, Chris Eckhardt.) .... . A'

. :3. i
A
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Role 6: Leonard Tinker
1,,

You are the father of John and Mary Beth Tinker-and completely support their feelings in regard to the
Vietnam War. (Seg role sheet No. 3, John F. Tinker; and No. 5, Mary Beth Tinker.) For further reference,
see Justice Black's dissent.

.

Role 7: William Eckhardt 4

T. I igh ,

-9nvenai:n.rroorrIS*Ns Ypy..:01

You are the father of Chris Eckhardt and completely support his feelinIsin regard to the Vietnam War.

You and yotir wife gave Chris the idea to wear the black armband. After the school authorities the
wearing of armbands illegal*, you were the first to see the possibilities for a test case on "free speech"
grounds. (See also the role sheet for No. 3, John F. Tinker; and No.4, Chris Eckhardt.)

Role 8: Dennis Poiriter
.

You are Mary Beth Tinker's math teacher:Mary Beth entered your room on the Monday of the demonstra
tion wearing bier armband: The armband caused a discUssion of the war; it lasted all periodand completely
disrupted your class.'

4
o ,

Role 9: Aaron McBride
0 -

You are John tker's history teacher. The wearing of the bands caused no disruption in your class, and
you believe thAthis form of symbolic protest is akin to "pure speech" and as such is protected byTheFirst
Amendment.

4).
. .

John is one of your best and most hard-working students; you believe the school board should never have
prOhibited the armbands.

,

Role 10: Andrew Burgess .

YOU'are the principal of North High School. You heard about the upcoming armband demonstration and
called an, administration meeting p-.) head off the problem. The administrators, fearing a disruption pf the
school program, decided to ban the wearing of armbands.

Role 11: Leonard Carr ,, ,
t . -, .

.

You are the president of the Des Moinei school board. You support the. decision of the s9hool administra-
tors because the community is deeply divided on the war,and yogi fear any disturbance Will lead to a major.
conflict. '' ' -, . .

- , ., *. .
Role 124- Hugo'Black --.--/

:

.

,,,

It 4 4 v

luslice Black is a "New Deal" Democrat and is sometimes. termeka populist.
.Q. . ..

,
..

Black was very much a part of the constitutional revolution of the Warren Court, but to brand Black as a
liberal and associate Mtn with Justices Douglas or Brennan would be. to oversimplify the case and lead to

i
,error m interpretation. . 1 t Adit
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justice Black fought duFing his entire judicial career for "incorporation;' (Making the Bill of Rights appli-
cable to the states through the "due process" clause of the Fourteenth Amendment). This struggle often led
to his agreement with the liberals. For example, in the censorship cases, Douglas and Black took the same

irabsolutist that the First Amendment allows no censorship at aa . .

I .. ..
The Justice from Alabama departsfrom the Positions usually taken by the liberal bloc wfien questions of
quality are reviewed by the Court. The equalitYcategory4 of cases commonly includes poverty law,

indigents, and protest demonstrations. ...

Role 13: Byron White .... 9 ,: .
.

.
A lawyer who was better known:in his colleg4ears as-a football. player, "Whizzer" White was elected to
the National Football Hall of.Fame.

,
12

k % . %

4

Justice White graduated from the University of Colorado;attended Oxford briefly as a Rhodes scholar, and

then attended Yale .Law SthOol. ,
. - t.

...,.., 4
"Whi zer" practiced law in Denver until he was appointed by President Kennedy to serve under Attorney
Gene I Robert Kennedy in the justice

c,
Department. .

..,..... ...f
. . , . ,

White was a "Nei/ Frontier" Democrat and President Kennedy nominated him to the seat left vacant by the
'' retirement of Juslice Charles A. Whittaker. The expectation that White would consistently vote with the
, liberarblock preyed to be in error. .

.

White has been termed a moderate, since his actions as a Supreme Court Justice have Placed him clearly-in
the middle,of the controversy between the liberals and conservatives on;the Court.

N.
,

, -- :
.1) ... I

6 Role 14: John Marshall Harlan . . .-. ,.. *. -

.
,r Born in Chicago in 1899, Harlan wasthe grandson and namesake of a Supreme Court Justice. He

'from, Princeton in 1920, Oxford in 1923, and New York Law School in-1924.1-Ie wasadmitted to the bar
in 1925, practiced law in New. York City, and warappointed to the Supreme Court by. President Eisqne
bower in 1954., ' .

.- "' ',
w .: -

- . ...'
... a

. Although his dissents from the decisiolls,of the activist Warren Court won him a reputation a conserva-

tivehe may moresaccurateiy be descr7 73)1---s-a PM believer in the.strictly judicial nature of the Court's
'-` function. He considered it his dutyy6 decide each case according to the jitw, as the law had Been determined,r ,,

.4
. ..

. Role 15! Chief Justiceearl Warren
..

... . -. . ' 4110,_

. . i
The yeas that Earl Warren presided on tb.e Supreme Court'were years oflegal revolutiote Warren Court

,set a new Path'intwOrelations (Brown v. bird of education 4 n;peka, 'Calms), wiping out the legal basis
for discriminatiqbaancOs it fiappened, helping toreleast lonVsup9ressed emotional results oferacism.dt

. wrote practically a whole new constitutional code TN criminal, justice, one restraining the whole process of

law enforcement from investigation through' arrest and trial, and applied the code rigOropsly to state andin, local activities torMerly, outs* of federal standards, t greatly restricted _governmental authority to
penalize the individuak6ecause of his beliefs or associations..

.. . tr..,
. .. -
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Warren ,favored most of the major changes in. constitutional doctrine undertaken by the Court. As a
statesman, Warren had a sense of history, an understanding of people and firmness of character. He was
open, optimistic, and idealistic without ideology. He saw good in other human beings and he was decisive.

Earl Warren achieved his great fame as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court but Warren began his career as
a California politician. Prior to his appointment by President Eisenhower to the Court, Warren served as
Governor of California.

After he retired from the Supreme Court, Warren revealed, in a televised interview, that he was still a
politician at heart when he responded that he felt his most significant decision was Baker v. Carr beca'use it
removed the greatest single impediment to the democratic election of representatives of the people.

Role 1f r, Thurgod Marshall

Justice' Mars all is part of the "activist" and "liberal" section of the Court. He will tend to favor individuals
against the state or weak against strong. Marshall spent twenty-five years developing his judicial philosophy
'while serving as a civil rights lawyer,

Marshall., was intimately associated with the modern civil rights movement. leis great-grandfather was a
Maryland `slave and ilYth-e-year Marshall was born, two Negroes had been lynched near his home. He had
been brought up by his parents (his mother taught in an all-black school and his father was a chief steward
at a country club) to very independent in thought.

Thurgood Marshall was admitted 'to the MaryJend -Bar in f933, and his association with the N.A.A.C.P.
began in 1935. Frail that point on, Marshall, as chief counsel, worked for, the iirinciples of the

to advance the interests Of black citizens, to secure suffrage, to increase educational and employment
opportunities, and to achieve equalitrundei the laws '

Role 17: Abe Fortas 0
Justice Fortasiad a broad 1431 knowledge, sound judgment, and a liberal philosoAy. It is not uncommon
for Supreme Court Justices to change the .character of their legal opinions after their appointment to the
bench, Fortas' performance, however, has been entirely consistent with the- refutation hei"Ipad established as
a private lawyer. He not only championtd the civil rights of the small and often obscure indiVidual but also
defended corporate giants such as the Coca Cola Compin,y. He aroused national interest When -he defended
a number of individuals termed "Security. Risks." -

jtole 18: Potter Stewart

Justice Stewart was *pointed to the Siith Circuit Court of Appeals by President Eisenhower in 1954 and
W the Supreme Court in 1958

7.%Ise,

After S$ewart took his seat on the Supreme Court he frequently cast the swing vote on a court evsnly
divided- between a liberal aot a conservative faction. The conservative group in,-1958 consisted ofJustices
Frankfurter, Clark, Harlan, and Whittiker. The liberal group consisted of Chief Justice Warreri'and Justices
Black,.Douglas5 find Brennan. .

fr-
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The basic difference between these groups related primarily to the 'Justices' differing views as to the
appropriate use of the Court's powei to hold unconstitutional the actions of other !Stanches of government.
The "liberals" saw the Court as a guardian of individual liberties protected by the Bill of Rights. They
tended to interpret the Bill of Rights inebroad fashion.

The conservatives adopted a narrow view of the Bill of Rights and in a situation wherein a trice was
necessary between indivjdual liberty and the power of the state, the conservatives supported the power of

the state. . .

In the majority of the cases in which the Court has divided along liberal/conservative liara, and this includes
only about half of the "Civil Liberties" cases decided during Stewart's tenure, he has clearly sided with

. ,
those justices commonly identifie&vonservatives. ,

... 1

From 1958 to 1961 Justice Stewar was the "swing man" on the Court: the justices divided 5-4 along
liberal conservative. lines in fgrty-two cases involving issues ofindividual liberties yet, Stewart joined the

liberals iR only nine. dasesrsbch as Deutch v.'Unfted States (1961); Russell v. United States (1962); Shelton

v. Tucker (1960). . .)

Deutch and Russell dealt, with-citations against witnesses whq had refused to answer questions posed by a
House COmmittet. Shglton dealt \vith requirements that teachers list every organization of which they were
members, as a-condition of employment.

The 'significance of Stewart's vote was diminished somewhatcin 1 62 with Frankfurter's resignation and the

appointment of Justice Arthur J. Goldberg gave the liberals a fri y solid majority. '

Role 19: .WVAM J. Brennan. .

William J. Bierman, Jr. was bon(on April 4 1906 in Newark, New J jersey. Brennan graduated from the

University of Pennsylvania and Harvard Law School.
.

.
. ... . .

Probably thernost important force in the judge's early life Was his father. Justice Brennan'sfather worked

for the estiblisltmerit of labor 41nions in the City of Trenton. When the opportunity arose, the elder

Brennan'ran for aaancil seat on the labor ticket. This involvement with the labor movement had the
...A

effect pf interesting the young lawyer in latbortlaw, aninterest which would greatly affect-his career.
o I t I

'' , . 1
, , r, I

The future justice gained e'partnership in iNewark law firm because of his expertise in labor taw. During

thi partnership, Brennan became involved in a movement that sought the restructuring,of the court systemis
n New' Jersey. He felt thatithe court system would be improve it was consolidated, ail idea based on his

belief that courts existed to serve the people and to prottst eir rights. After a considerable battle, the

. court system,was changed to one of general jurisdiction. His appointment to the New Jersey Superior Court-

in 1901bayhave.been a result of his work in the reform movement:

. ' # .

Although hewas ainsidered a liberal judge whiii lie served on the court, this opiniqn was perhaps based less

on any of his decisions than on his personal beliefs in the obligatiods of the citizen. These values forced
Brennan to speak out against Sedator McCarthy at the peak of the Senator's power. r

0, ,
. .4, . Having gained national recognition while he sat on the Supreme"Couri of New jersey, Brennan was

appointed by Eisenhower to the Supreme Court in 1957.

t ,
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The two most important decisions of Justice Brennan are Baker v. Carr, and Katzenbach v. Morgan. The
former mandated 'the use of the famous "one man one vote" principle in the apportionment of con-
gressional districts by state legislatures and the latter decision well displays the commitment of the Justice
to individual liberty. .-"`
A speech of the Justice best expresses his feelings in rega'rd to the role of the court: "The constant for
Americans, for our ancestors, for ourselves, and we hope for futdre generations is our commitment to the
constitutional ideal of liberty protected by the law....I t will remain the business of judges to protect the
fundamental constitutional rights which will be threatened in ways not possibly envisaged by the
Framers....the role of the Supreme Court will be the same....as the guai-dians of (conkitutional) rights."

Role 20: William 0. Douglas, '1 ,,

. William 0. Douglas is the foremost cons%vationalist, naturalist, and traveler in the history of the Supreme
Court. He has written more books, mainly on conservation and travel, than any figure, judicial or otherwise,
on the American scene. Douglas is the only individual justice whose picture is likely to appear, as it ha in

i
Field and Stream magazine singing, "The Song of Sergeant Parker." Commonly referred to as "Bill," he is
an experiertced fisherman, traveler,'and camper. .

.
-

ip °

f k
. . .

Douglas has served on the Court longer than a ylistire in the Court's hiitory_ale was appointed to the-
Supreme Court by F.D.R. in 1939, when he as orty-one. Since his appointment, he has been the
foremost exponent of individual liberty and, particu , of freedom of speech.'

"Bill"itas born AOctober 16, 1898, at Maine, Minnesota. His father vas a home missionary for the
. Presbyterian Church. As asmall child, Douglas had infantile paralysis:The'doctors'told hire that he would

lose the use of both his legs. But he never learned how to'be a loser. He hiked the mountains every cilly to
-reb"uild his limbs. - .

-
As he Va S growing up, he rode freight cars with hobos, shared meals with them, and slept outdoors with
them. He has told,of his enjoyable experiences in many of his speeches.

o
. .

1.4. , .

,

.

William 0. Douglas is probably best known for his.advocacy of freedom of speech. A good example of this
may be found in the,Deniiis i. United Sktes case. A group of mert were accused of advocating ford*
overthrow of the government by organizing a group which in turn would advocate such ovqrthrov.c. Mote
precisely, the charge was not that the defendants themselves had advocated)or organized such actionobut
that they had conspired and organized to teach others to do so by teaching from books written by'Maric,
Lenin, Stalin, and others, who in turn were assertedlo have advocated forcible overthrow of the, govern-
merit. The statute, as construed and applied to support the conviction of these defendants, was upheld by
the majority of the Court. Justice Douglas dissented. He said he Would-have no difficulty if the defendants
had been teaching people to opmmit sabotage ok assassinate the President or plant bombs. But he found no
evidence that such a thing occurred. Douglas did this to preserve the right of free speech as an American

.., value. v . '
4 C.

. .
.,..

- Douglas. iutotalLy capable o f doing his judicial work by himself and he uses law decks probably less than
any other justice. Because of his extraordinary brilliance, he is the fastest wor.ker.of any Justice of this

1 century, except, perhaps Justice Holmes. The range of his 4erk is v4st, running not Merely to great

e
, Vonstitutional questions, but also to meters of taxation and of business re or nization ill bankruytcy, an of
. which are difficult questions °flaw. t ...

:. a '4, if .
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Douglas can often make his point with just one sentence. An example of this power are his Ards in a case
in which a doctor was excibded from the practice of his professjon in New YOrk: "When a doctor cannon
save lives in America because he is oppoged to Franco in Spain, it is time to call a halt and look critically at
the neurosisithat has possessed us."

Suggested Readings:

An Introduction to Supreme Ceurtckcisloii Making. Harold J. Spaeth. Chandler Publihing Company,
1972.

.
The Nature of the Judicial Process. Benjamin N. Cardozo, LL.D. Yale University Press, 1921,

The Warrep Colin. Archibald Cox. Harvard University Press, 1968.

'45
Equal Justice Under 14w. The Foundation of the Fedgiil Bar Association, 1965.
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SUPREME COURT DECISION IN TINKEKv. DES MOINES

bt.'s
i

' .16 Tinker v. Des Moines, 393 'U.S. 593 (1969), symbblid expression was characterized as
First Amendnent" righeuakin to 'pure speech.' " The Court noted that "itcan hardly be argue

.0., ..
A students or teachers shed their constitutional rights to freedom of speech or expressi9n at the

.gate." ,,

A majorif the Court concluded that, since the ban was based on the mosage'communicated by the
,.. -

Armbands, and since there was no
-,evidence that wearing the armbands had disrupted school activities, the

' ban was equivalent to forbidding verbal expression of the students' views during school hours.
vo i',' t, . , 0

.. .1

P

In protecting the First A endment rights of public. school .students,
.

the Court ruled that speech during

school. hours may be contro e Cool authorities reasonably forecaktlisruption or material interference
,.., ,

schoolschool activities. The opinion, however; noted thaethe particular armbands were prohibited because of
the message they conveyed, and school authorities had, not prohibited the wearing of all symbols of . ---,,,
political or controversial significance. ° , . ,.

'or

. , ..

)--
Thus, to prohibit the expression of one particular opinion without evidence that it is necessary to avoid

(1. material an substantial interference with school work4or discipline is unconstitutional:

ect primary
hat eitr

os

(house '

0
04

,/
,,
EXCerpts from the majority opinion (written by Justice Fortas):. IP 4.-

.0., .

'The school officials banned and sought to punishpetitioneg fora silent, passive, expression, of `
..

opfnioi anaccdrnpanied' by any.disorder or disturbance on the part of petitioners. There is here no
`evidence whatever of petitioners' Interference, 'actual or nascent, with the school's woriror of colli-
sion with the rights of other-studentsto be secure and to be let alone, Accordingly, this case does not;

concern speech or action that intrudes upon the work of the school or the rights of otherestudenfs.$"0
...: '

'Only a few of the 18,000 stuing in the school system wore the bled- armbands. Only five
students were suspended for wearing them. There is no Indication that the wok ofThe scho8lorany
class was' disrupted. Outside the classrooms, a few students made hostile remarks to the children
wearing armbands, butiheri were no th4ats or acts of violence on school premises."

z.
"11.our system updifferentiated fear or apprehension of disturbance (the District Courestasis

for sustaining'the school authorities' actiorrAls not enough to'overcomet,the right to freedom ,of
expression. Any departure from absolute regimentation' ay cause troubles Any varldtIon front the

majority's opinion may inspire fear. Any words spok'en, in class, in the lin4hroei et or on the cain.pus;

that deviateslirSm the views of anotherpersr, may start an argument or c&se a disturbance. But'our

Constitution says we must take this risk. ..

'It Is also relevant that the school authorities did not purport to prohibit the wearing of all
symbols of political or cpntioversial significance. The record shows that students in some of the
khools wore buffoons relating to,national political campaigns, and some even Wore the iron Cross,

traditionally a symbol of nazi m. The 'order prohibiting the wearing of armbands did not extend to

these. Instead, a particular s)hibol black armbands worn to exhibit oppositIort to this Nation's

.4involvement in Vietnam was singled out for prohibition. Clearly) the' prohibition o Avression of

one particular opinion, at least without evidence that it is necessary to avoid material and substantfal

Inteilerena with .fchool work or discipline, Is not constitutionally permissible."
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- < DEDICATION `.

. '
r` This guide is dedicated to three groups that have had a tremendoustifluence on the success of the Institute

..- for Political and Legal Education: i :
.

To the Board of Directors, which has served unselfishly and with much dedication and comprise some of

P
the finest persons with whom I have becomeassociated in a profes'sional relationship.

\
To the Teacher-Coordinators of the InItitute for'Political and Legal Education program, who have dedi-
ated themselves to excellence irLprogra.mming. They, together with the Institute students, are responsible

Tor the fine reputation Of the project. . .

I
i .

And, to the Educational Improvement Center of South Jersey for their professional assistance and
,t,

e

%:1

O

guidance.

This manual is also dedicated to three fmpOreant individuals, Ronald Maniglia, Dotti Donovan, and Helen.
Klubal, and a special tribute is extenthif to Judy, Tova, and Chava.
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."

"If a regulation were adopted by school officials forbidding discussion of the Vietnam conflict,
or the, expression by any student of opposition to it anywhere on school property except as part of a

prescribed classroom exe?cise, it would be obvious that the regulation, would violate the con-

,siittional rights of students, at least If it could not be justified by a showing that the students.'
activities would materially and substantially disrupt the work and discipline of the school."

"In the, circumstances of they present case, the prohibition of the silent, passive 'witness of the
\armixinds,' as one of the children called it,. is no less offensive to the constitution's guaranties."

Eicerpt from a dissenting opinion (Justice Black):

"While the absence f obscene or boisterous and loud disorder perhaps justifies the Court's
statement that the few ar band students did not actually 'disrupt' the classwork, I think the record

overwhelmingly shows that the armbands didexactly what the elected school officials and principclls

foresaw.it would, that is, took the students' minds off their classwork and diverted them to thoughts
about the highly emotional subject of the Vietnam Wag

^
,.

. 0

,
N.

.

' "Even if the record wii
I
silent as to protests against-the Vietnam War distracting students from

their assigned glasswork, /ne rb rs of this Court like alrother cioizens, know; without being told, ih6t
the disputes over the wisdom f the Vietnam War have disrupted and divided this country as few

I

other issues ever have. Cif course Students, like other people, cannot concentrate on lesser issues when

bk;ck armbands are being ostentatiodsly displayed in their presence tp call attention to the,wounded N.

and dead of the war, some ,of th
%
Wunder/ and dead being their friends and neighbors: It was of

s

course, to distract the attention if o ar students that some students insisted up to the very point of' ,

their own swspension from that they were determined, to sit in school with their sYmbolic,
armbands. . A 0 .. 1 /
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APPENDIX A

SELECTED SECTIONS OF THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION

ARTICLE

SECT/ON:.... The privilege of the Writ of Habeas Corpus shall not,be suspended, unless when in
Cases of Rebellion or Invasion the public Safety may require it,

No Bill of Attainder or ex post facto Law shall be passed.

./----fr-2
ARTICLE III

SECTION' . 'The judicial Power of the United States, shallln vested in onesupremeCoutt, and in .

such inferior Courts as the Congress may from time to time Ordain and establish. The Judges, both of
the supreme and inferior Courts, shall hold their Offices during good Behavior, and shall, at stated
Tim s, receive for their Services, a Compensation, which shall not be diminished during their Con-

...

nuance'in Office....
..

AMENDMENT I
, . -

Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment or religion, or prohibiting the free exercise
thereof; or .abridging the freedom of speech or of the press; or the right of the peoplePeaceably to °. I ,

ryassemble, and to petition the government fora redress of grievances. .

AMENDMENT IV

The right of the people to be secure in their persons, houses, papers, and effects, againsunreasonable
searches and seizures, shall not be violated, and no Warrants Shall issue, but upon prcibableca- use;

supported by Oath or affirmation, and partiEujarly describing the place to,be searched, and the
persons or things to be seiied.

AMENDMENT V

tVo persdn shall be held to answer f a capital, or otherwise infamous crime, unless on a, presentment
or indictinent of a Grand jury,,excepe in cases arising in the land or naval forces, or in,,the Militia,
When iniactual service intime of War or public danger; ,or shall any person be subject for the same

. k

offence to be twice put in jeopardy of life or limb; nor shall be compelled in any criminal case to be a
witness against himself, nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, without due process of law; nor , ,

shall private property be taken for public use, without just compensation.

AMENDMENT VI

In all criminal prosecutidns, the accused shall enjoy the right,to a speedy and public trial, byan
impartial jury of the State and district wherein the crime shall have,been committed, which district
shall have been previously as$rtained by law, and to be informed of the nature and cause of the
accusation; to be confronted with the witnesses against him; to have compulsory process for obtain-
frig witnesses in his favor, and to have the,Assistance of Counsel for his defense.

93
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V

AMENDMENT VIII

0.
a

Excessive bail shall not be required, lor,, excessive fines imposed, nor cruel and unusual punishments
inflicted. °

.
SECTION 1. All persons born or ena ralized in the United States, and ,subject to the jurisdiction,
thereof, are citizens of the United Stat s and of the State wherein they reside. No State shall make or
enforce any law which shall abridge t _Orimmunities of citizens of the United States; nor
shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property, withoutdue'process of law; nor deny
to any person within its jurisdiction' the equal protection of the laws....

AMENDMENT XIV'
(Ratified july.9, 1868)
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' APPENIJIX B'
.

CARDOZA READING

"History, Tradition and Sociology"

v

The -.method of philosophy comes in competition ...with other tendencies which find their,
outlet in other methods.:On Of these is the historical -method, or the method of :evolution. The

°tendency of a principle tcr parid itself to the limit of its logic may. tie counteracted b'Y.the tendency'

to confine itself within limits of its history. I do not mean that even then the two methods are

always in opposition. classification which treats then) as distinct is, doubtless, subject to the
reproach that it.involves a certain oVerlapPing of the line's: and principles of'division. Veripften, the
effect of history is to make tht,path of logic clear. Growth may be logical whether it is shaped by the

principle of consistency with the past or by that of consistencywith some pre-establisled norm, some
° general "conception, some "indwellfng, and'creativerrinciple."-.The directive iorcioi: the precedent

may be found either in the events thit made it what it is, or in some principle wh ch enal?les us to say

of it that it is what it ought -to'be. Development may involve either an investigation oforigins or an

effort of pure, reason. Both methods have their logic. For the moment, however, it will be convenient

to identify the 'method of history with the one, and to confine the method of logic orphilosophy,to

the other. Souse conceptions of thee law owe their existing form almost exclusively tO history. They

are not to be understood except as historical growths. In the development of such principles, history

is likely fo'predominate over logic or pure reason. Other conceptions, though they hive, of course, a

history, have taken form and shape toa larger extent under the influence of reason or of comparative

risprudence. They are part of °the jus geritIum. ln the.development of such principles logic is likely

to predominate met history. An illustration is the conception of juristic or corporate personality With

the long train of consequences which that conception has engendered. Sometimes the subject matter,

will /end itself as naturally to phe method as to another. In such circumstances, considerations of

custom or utility will often be present to regulate the.choice. A residuum will be left where the

personality of the judge, his taste, his training or his bend of mind, May prove the controlling factor. I

do not mean that the directive forceof history;even where its claims are most assertive; Confines the

law of thefuture to uninspired repetition of the law af the present and the pait. I mean simply that

hiStory, in illuminating the past, illuminates the present, and At illuminating the pre;ent, illuminates

the future: "If at one tine it seemed likely," says Maitland; "that the historical spirit (the spirit which

strove to uncterstand the siassicial jurisprudence of Rome and the Twelve Tables, and the Lex Salica,

and law of all ages and climes) was fata.listic and inimical to reform, that time already lies in the

past....Nowadays we may see the office -of historical research as that,of explaining, and therefore

lightening, the pressurethat the past must exercise upon the present and the present upon the future.

Today we study the day before yesterday, in order 'that yesterday ay not paralyze today, and today

may riot paralyze tomorrow." .

Let me speak first of those fields where there'can be no, progress without,histery. I think the law of
deal property supplies the readiest example. No. lawgiver meditating a code of laws conceived the

'system of feudal tenures. History built up the system and the latv that went with it. Never by a
- .

1 1:14ansin N. Cardoza. The Nature of the Judicial Process (New Haven, Conhectictit: Yale University Press, 1949).
- eta'
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prodess of logical deduction from the idea of abstract ownership could we distingOish the incidents of
.

an estate in fee simple;from those of an estate for life, or those of an estate for life from those of an

estate for yealhs. Upon these points, "a page of, history is worth a votume of logic.:' So it ks wherever

we turn in the forest of the law of land. Restraints upon alienation, the susdehsion °b'f absolute

ownership, contingent remainders: executory devises, private trusts and trusts forIcharitieS, all these

. hea'ds of the law are intelligible only in the light of history, and get from history thevimpetus which
must shape their subsequent development. I do not mearr that even in this field the method gf .:

philosophy plays no part at all. Some of the conceptions of the lard law, once fixed, are pushed to
their logical- conclusions with inexorable severity. The pointris rattier that the conceptions themselves

, have come tcf us from without and not from within, that they embody the thoirght,not so much of
(

' the present as of tAe past, that separated &orb the past their form and meaning are unintelligible and
7-arbitrary, and hence that their development,, in order. to be truly logical,inust" be mindful of their

origins. In a measure that is true of most of the conceptions of our law..Metaphysical principles have

seldom been their life. If I emphasize the law of real estate, it is merely as a conspictfoui example.

, Other illustrations,, even though less conspicuous, abound. "The formof action 'we have buried,"
saVi Maitland., "bin they ;still rule us from their gily'es." Holmes has the same thought: "If we

,:. consider the law of contract," he says, "we find it'full o1 history. The distinctions between debt,
convenant and assumpsit are merely historical. The classificatidn of certain obligations to paymoneyn,

imposed by the law irrespective of any bargain as quasi-Contracts, is merely historical. Thei trine of
consideration is merely historical. The effect given to a seal is to be explained by history alone. ' The,

poWers and functions of an executor, the distinctions between larceny and embezzlement, the rut

. of venue and the jurisdiction over foreign trespass, these are a few haphazard illustrItions of growths
which history has fostered; and which history must tend to shape. There are times when the subject

matter lends itself almost indifferently to the application of one method or another, and"the predilec-

tion or training of the judge determines, the, choice of paths. The (subject has been penetratingly

discussed by Pound. I borrow One of 's illustrations. Is a gift of rhiniAblis inter vivos' effective
withoutdelivery? The controversy raged f many years before it. as set at rest. Some judges relied

on the analogy of the Roman Law. Others upon the history, of f 4,of conveyance in Our law. With

some, it was the analysis of fundamental conceptions, followed y the extension of the results of
.analysis to logical conclusions. The declared Will to give and to accept was to have that effect and no
More which was,consistent with some-pre-established definition o a Ie i! transaction, an act in the'
law. With others, the central thought was not consistency with i conception,' the consideration pf

06

what logically ought to be done, but rather consistency with history; the consideration of whrit had

t been done. I think the opinions ih Lumley v. Gye, 2 El. & Bli, 216, which establishedia Light c
action against A. for malicious interference with a contract between B. and C., exhibit the same

divergent strains, the same variance in emphasis20ften, the two methods supplement each other.

Which method will predominate in any case may depend at times upon intuitions of convenience or

/ fitness too subtle to be formulated, too imponderable to be valued, too volatile to be localized or

. even fully apprehended. Sometimes the prevailing tencrenties ekhibited in the currerit'writings of,

,.

philosophical jurists may sway the balance. There are vog
1 es and fashions in jurisprudence as in

,
i } . literature and art and dressAut of this there 41 be more t10 say when we deal with the forces tt,t t

'work subetinsciou,sly' in the shaping of the law.

1..
.

.
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If history and osophy do not serve to fix the direction of a principle, custom may step in. When
we speak of custom we may mean more things than One.-4!Consuetudo," say; Coke, "is one of the

maine triangles of the lawes of England; these lawgbeing divicltd into commOn.law, statute law and
customs." Here common law and,ctistom are pought of as distinct. No so, however, Blackstone:
4"fhis unwritten or Common Lay; Is properly distinguishable into three kinds: (1) General bus toms,
which are the universal rule of. the whole Kingdom, and iform the Common L'aw, in its stricter and
more usual signification. (2) Particular customs which for,the most part affect only the inhabitants of
particular districts. (3) Certain particular laws, which by custom are adopted and used by some
particulai courts of pretty general extensive jurisdiction."
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APPENDIX'C

kgeneral,view of The Criminal JU6tice Syitem
° This chart seeks ,to present .a simple yet comprehensive view

of the, movement of cases through thp criminal justice systeni.
Procedures in individual jurisdictions may vary from the
pattern shown here. The differing 'weights of line indicate
the relative ervolumes of cases disposed of at various points
in the system, but this is only .aggeStlie since no nationwide

' data of this sort exists.
Police Prosecution

r
Urratxted
Crama

U,,SCA.C) W Sd 04.101 R.0.0100 0441..1
0401 Str 0,014,:u1tO Ovalftul.O a 0.1M.Smo

Cwo.s d000.o
4

Chins% door.,
04...wo Grand Ju,

140.44, 10 ,CCl

Misdemeanors

Information

14.1eaSe0

4

I May cciritinue until

2. Adm....strati.% record of arrest. First stepik
winch temporary release on bad may be
available. .;

I

P

, Non-Ponce Referrals
.

3 Before magistrate; cocornissiOner, of histidgi of;
peace. Formal notice of charge. advice of,
rights. Batt seL Summary trials for peft
offenses usually conducted here without "?'
further practising,

4 Preliminary testing of evidence 'twist
defendant. amps may be reduced. No
tes citrate prehminary,mring for misdemeanors

4 sr, sysiiims.
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honk Offenses

Charge filed by prosecutor on basis of
infornsetion submitted by Police or citizens

. Alternative toegrand Jury indiCtment, often
used in feilanieealmOst always in
misdemeanori.

Fievlaws Aelher Government evidence %

sufficient to justify trial: Some State; have 4)o.
grand fury system. others seldom use tt.



7 Appearance lorrbles. defendant elects trial by
judge or pry (it eyailable): counsel for indigent
usuailiappointed here I felonies. Often not
at all in other ,cases.

Charge may be reduced at any time prior to
trial in return for plea of %pity or for pther
reasons.

,t

c.

C

APPENDIX C (Continued)

Challenge on constitutional grounds to legality
of detention. May be sought at any p6int in
process.

IS et:4ms often hold Informal hearings. dismiss or
adjust many cues without further processieg.

Corrections

I.

17 Probation office,' deckles diMinibilety of further
court action.

1, Welfare abency, social servicU. counselling,
7mectiCill tart Ott.. for CUSS whilllt

adjudicator/ handling not needed. :'

s

a

P,

0

4 if

a

Chart courtesy of The Pmitieste's Cortleehgen on Law folowetwene arid Arirelnlation el justice
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D. ADDITIONAL TEACHING STRATEGjES

STRATEGY: POLL ti

Purpose: 4

This exercise has been designed to allow students to examine their values concerning the First Amendment
rightsof freedom of expression. It can be used before a study of these rights as a springboard for discussion,
after the study of these'rights, or both before and after the study's° that value changes or modification may
be detected'.

Procedure:

The poll on the following page should be given to studentsiwho themespond individually. Responses may
be tallied and diScussedby the whole clasi or by small discussion groups.

rt.

1

7,

v
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POLL .

1J

Instructions:

Select the response which most closely indicates the way you feel about each item.

Item:

SA
AS

DS

SD

= Strongly Agree ;
= Agree Somewhat;

Disagree Somewhat

= Strongly Disagree,

1. In'a democracy an individual should be able to say anything hewants to.

2. There is never justification for government censystiip in any form.

3. The people of the United States really believe in freedom of speech.

4. Atheists should not be allowed to speak in a pUblic high school.

5. Any government censorship should be imposed by the Congress.

6. The President should be allowed to impose censorship during a time of war. I

7. An individual should be allowed to say anything he Wishes during a time of war.

8. Public libraries ,should not be allowed to have books that have dirty words or pictures in
them.

91, Communist should not be allowed to speak in a, high school.

10. The President of the U.S. should not allow newspapers to print stories that he thinks are npt1
in,the public interest. t , .

11. I would rather have my minister, priest, or rabbi rather than my parents determine what I
, should read.

12. Each cbmnithity should have a citizen's review board to determine'what bOOks
are to be, sold by area dealers. .

1'3. OnI? religious gr% rups should determine if books, movies, and magazines ar
pornographic. , , , - , .

S. /4. 'The Supreme Court of the U.S. squid determine what books, magazines, and 'movies should
be banned. .

... .. ., :
* _ 15. Only the Congress Should have the right to determine what book stores should or should not

sell. .

16. Each communky should determine what books, magazines or Movies are to 'be available to
the public.'1- , `' -
17. State legislators should determine if albook, movie, or magazine should be permitted to be

.

distributed in thit state.

18. Book on Comrrwniim should be banned. e

19.
§
Antiwar demonstrators should not he allowed to demonstratigainst the government..

,

.20. An individual should not be allowed to give speeche in favor of abOrtion. 4
v I I o

21. When the /U.S. is at war, newspapers should not be allowed to carrystories critical of our
7-7 conduct of the war.

ti

/
magazines

ob e or

&

o

4.
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1e. 4

%

.3%

..

* .

._____. 22. Derhocratic govermnient is inpssible without ajinformed people. / ,c

23. The news media are a threat to continued democracy in thit.couniry. e
SP

. .
24. The government should exercise some control over the "liberal" television news commen
tors. r

25. Reporters shobld no be allowed to criticize religion in this` country. 0.

OainteresKof the U.S. fb '

Since the-President i electeil, by all of the people, he alone should deteriOrhat is in the

-) ,.-.,,

27. Reporters should not be permitted to cr icize decisions ma I 11 the'President or Congress:-:
. a

28. Local television stations uld monitor netWork ne, ,rogram and censor 'them if theyieel
that the facts or opinions should not,be broadcast to local vie .... .,
29. "R" rated movies shown on television should not be:censorecl. . .,

t . .
30. Student and parent boards of review:should deilermine what books,should nat be permittedIt
in\school libraries. `..- f ; t

, 31. Teachers should be pOmitted to seize any book or magazine of a student. . 3

32. School administrator's Orould determine what books and mapzines a teacher is permitted to
use in the FlassrOom. :.

A -.°t1
/

33. Black 'Militants should notibe allowed to 'speak at public rapes,.

.
. 34. The Federal Communications pommi

i
ssion should deterkineo the .corttent of programs on the

, .
..

Public Broadcasting System. . - * -

4.

1 1.

0

. 1
35. Ku Klux Klan rallies which cohdemn Blacfci, Catholics, nd Jews should npt be 'allowed. , -

i ,
that

/%, .4

..... 36: Educational television 4iould not be allolkectlqo car if programs that dtpict values that are - 1'.

different from thoSe of most Americans. 1 r-i, . V

, 4 ..
37. Teachers who express.unOopular views in the classy ormshould be fired, .

-

; 38! if the evictenceshows clearly that the Preside is guilty of a criminItact, then the "people: & ' , b 4

should not be told of this fact for fear that his aut ority will be underminecf Kboth.thiscountry lb
and abroad. e . ." ,

vo
.

39. , The government - be allowed :to clas y anything At wisheS is secret trt the interest? of s

* k national security. -` ' . ,, ',

46. Most people. do4't lenow-, what's gocid r--;t1Jem-so that the kiwernitent mot see-it it that,
...,::

P
they dorrt hear or read anythinethat's erobs for them to Rear or mark c e

t i fr
.

_-__ ,, * 0,- , ;)- ---' ,

Questions: li 4,4 . C*;
.. a d .

., c -
.4 Who-should control in orinavon ensorship? . .

7 , -
, f . Op 41

----. Whd should have flee speec YZ
, .

,- ,-_ . .

it

V

.

o

or
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,
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STRATEGY: CONTINUUM/RANKING

. Consideration-of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and the issue of civil disobedience.
4 e

Procedure:
ob

Mark ypyr position along the series of points along the continuum. Takel'ajgeneral poll of positiPris first;
, then diSCpss positions.

'Most despicable characterMost desirable character

1. George Wallace's ,blocking the doors of the state university so that black students co4Idn'l attend
(even though the National Guard was present to insure the black student's entry).

2. A.ghetto youth's, during a riot, kicking out the window of a neighborhood store and running off with
a portable color T.V. 4 r " - i

. N . .

3. Stokely Carmichae
r,s calling for armed revolution by black in U.S. in order to achieve eiiiial4 in his

.
latest book.

A. .. a

4. A televised news coverage of a Ku .Klux' Klan rally where the grand dragon called *forthe mass,killing

of black and Jews, .. .
. 5. A black ,teenager .calls a police a White M ,_.4 F_ Pig, when the police respond to a c.

disturbance of the peace by a large crowd.
. .

%.
. 6

- 6. The white policeman who arrests'the fellow in no. 5.

7. .A teacher who uses profanity toward a student. i
i:-, 8. A student who uses profantowarcr a teache

. , ..
. , '

9. Vice-President of the U.S. criticizing rt media for one-sided reporting on- the 'President's recent :
. . , -

''.,speech. , tf t
.10: An, investigative nelkgrri an who refuses to divulge the identify of informants to the prosecutor's office.

11. A demonstration by 2,000 people oh the grounds of the work house in protest of the arrest ofjames
I ....,

Hardy.
:, -.

12: National Guard called into a university because students have taken over administration office.

13. Federal official whtdivulgts"top secret" documents to newspaper reporters. ' ..

'j4. 'A policeman receives a call at &30 p.m. that there is excessive noise around a church in a neighbOr-

hoqd of elderly persons. He asks a groip or teenagers to 'Move down the.street to a park that stays open

until 11:00p.m. - .;,
Ls.

,,,,-",--.
,)

..- ., ;
..:i '

4-', `,

..-

Questions:

Who,did>you select as most desirabiepriost despicable? Why?,
t
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Springboard Qaeitionnaire.

ANN.

1. How have you defined the limits of dissent?

2. When does dissent become unjust (illegal)?

3. Why did the class feel that numbers were justifiable and numbers were not?

TOPIC: DEMOCRACY AND DISSENT

1 A sit-Ili-that does not interfere with the constitutional rights of others.

2. Anti-war protestors chaining themselves to the courthouse walls.

3. Burning draft records.

I. The publication of top secret'government papers(Pentagon papers).

'S. Bombing a segregated restaurant.,.

6: A classroom boycott hecaufe a well -liked teacher has been lima.

7. Burning the American flag.

8. Refusal to pay taxes as a Protest against the war.

The students shyd respond to, the statements by indicating whether they

1. strongly agree with the action
2. mildly agree .

3... mildly disagree
4. strongly disagree
5. no opinion or undecided

Student response should be recorded.,`

Questions:

_

4. Should dissent stop short of violence?

5. Should the end justify the means?

6. Do you agree or disagree with the results of the questionnaire? Why?.

7. In which of the ab ve forms of dissent would you.become involved? Why? What would 6-e the
consequences;

,

41

.
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HOW TO FIND LEGA CASES'

Any, case which has been adjudicated in a court of law is given a title, reference letters and numbers. The
"citation," as it is galled, 'hich follows the title of the case (plaintiff,v. defendant), indicates what court
decided the case and when and where the decision is printed. Therefore, if a teacher or student wishes to
consult the text of a decision on a case cited in this manual,orelsewhere, he or she should be able to find it
in a laW library: There are law libraries at all college and university law schools and in the Federal Court
Buildings and State House. If still at a loss, there will _usually be/tomeone there willing to help a "be-

. wildered layman."

Use the following examples as a guide:

1. Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Community School District, 393 U.S. 503 (1969). The letters "U.S."
indicate that this case wash decided by the United States, Supreme Court, the highest court in the
Country, and can be found in the United States Reports. From the numbers, it becomes clear that the
case is located in Volume 393 of the U.S. Repoils at page 503, and tat it was decided in 1969.

,

21 Richards v. Thurston, 424 F. 2nd 1281 (1st Cir. 1970). This case is found in volume 424 of the Federal,
Reporter, Second Series, at page 1281. Cases found in the Federal Reporter ("Fed.") ,or Federal
Reporter, 2nd .Series ("F.,'2d".) were decided by the United States Courts of Appeals, of whichthere
are eleven one level below the Supreme Court. In this one, the notation within the parenthgsis
indicates the case was decided by the Court of Appeals for the First Circuit in 1970.

3. Hammond v. South Carolina State College, 272 F. Supp. 947 (D.S.C. 1967). The Federal Supplement
("F.Supp.") reports, for the most part, cases from the United States District Courts, of which there are.,
one or more in each state. This case, found in volume 272 of the Federal Supplement at page 947, was -

decided by the U.S. District Court for the District of5puth Carolina in 1967.

4. State Board of Education v. Board of Education, Netcong, 57, N./. 172 (1970).' Only,decisions of the
New Jersey State Supreme Court, the state's highest court, are ftortecl in the New Jersey Reports.
This particular case can be found in volume 309 of the Reports at page 476, and was decided by the
State Stipreme "Court in 1970.

A..
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F. LEGAL GLOSSARY 1

accom lice. One who knowingly, volonte.-ily, and with a common interest with oth*,ers participates in the

mission,of a crime as a principal, accessory, or aider and abettor.
o far as his criminal liability is concerned, the question is'whether he paiiicipated as a principal

or as a accessory,. aider or abettor; the term "accomplice" haS no legal. significance in deciding' the ,

question o his own guilt. Such term becomes significant if he is called as a, witness and testifies ujion

the trial o another person and it is contended that, since he is fan accomplice, his testimony is

insufficient o supporta conviction. 21.Am )2d Crim L §118; 26 Am ) 1st Hbrni §458.

`.;

acquittal. A verdict of not guilty of a crime as chargedf a setting free frorl the charge of an offense.

amicus curiae. A "friend of the court," o'te who volunteers informal on to a court on a case in which he

has no right to appear as a party but in which he has been allow d to introduce arguments, often to

protect his own interests.

apparent jeopardy. The status of the defendant 'in a criminal case or trial before a .ompetent court and a

jury impaneled and sworn.

appeal. The review by ailighef court of a trial held, in &lower court on the complaint' that an error has been

Committed.

appellate court. A court having the power to hear appeals, review the decisions of lower courts, and reverse

lower court decisions when they are in error:

""Pr

arraignment. The act of bringing an accused before a court to answer the_ charge made against him by

indictment, information, qr contplaint. It consists of bringing the accused into court, reading the

charge to him then and there, ant then calling upon him to plead thereto asE "guilty" or "not guilty."

artest. The seizing, detaining, or taking into custody of a person by all officer of the law.

attorney at law. One of ,a class of persons who are by license constituted officerS of courts of justice, and

who are empowered to appear and prosecute and defend, and on whom peculiar duties, responsibilities

and liabilities are devolted in consequence.,7 Am )2d Attys § 1. A quasi-judicial officer,. 7 Am )2d

Attys g 3.
.Of course, the of an attorney is not confined to appearances in'toUr' for prosecutions and

defenses. A person acting professionally in legal formalities, negotiations; r proceedings, by the

warranty or authority of his chenits is an attorney at lay.% within the usual mea ing of the ,term. The

distinction between attorneys or solicitors and counsel or barristers is practical ty abolished in nearly

all the states. 7 Am J 2d Attys § 1. While some men of the professipn devote their time and talents to

the trial of cases and others appear in court only rarely',4he law imposesithe same requirements for

admission and the same standards of ethics for both classes.

a*iey's' implied authority. The authority which an attorney has, by 'virtue of his employment as an
attorney, to do all acts necessary and proper to the regular and orderly conduct of the case; being such

acts as affect the remedy only and not the cause-of action. Such acts of the attorney are binding on his

client, though done without consulting him. 7 AM )2d Attys § 120.
An attorney employed to conduct a transaction not invoyng an appearance in court al st has a

measure of implied authority, although not in the broad scope accorded that a a counsel in litigation.

For example an attorney employed to collect a claim has no implied authority to accept anything "

except lawful money in payment. Anno.: 66 ALR 116, s. 30 ALR2d 949, § 5. 1

?Compiled in part from James A. Itallentine. Ballentine's Law Dictionary,,(Rochester, New York: The Lawyers Co-Operative

f Publishing Compiny.
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attorney's privilege or immunity. The immunity or privilege of an atujrney at 'law against being subjected
to arrest or the service of process in a civil action while going to the place of trial of an action in Which
he appears in his professional capacity, during the trial, and while returning to his office or. residence.
42 Am j1s't floc § 140.

bail. The cash or bond security given for a,defendant's future appearance in court, thereby releasing the,
defendant from custody until his hearing or trial.

booking. A police-station term for the entry of an arrest and the charge for which the.arrest was made.

breach of the pejte. An nlawful vicstftifn of the public peace and order disorderly conduct, ..
.

bribery. The crime of offering, giving,"or accepting anything of value to influe certhe behavior of a public
official in the performance of his public duty.

brief. -A written argument prepared by a lawyer to serve as the basis of his argument before a court.

burden of proof. The responsibility for producing enough evidence to prove the facts in tlawsuit.

burglary. The breaking and'unlawfUl entering of a dwelling (or other structure) belonging to another with
the intent to commit a felony, therein; also inch-ides attempted forcible entry;

capital c,rime. A criminal offense for which the maximum penalty is death.

certiorari. A writ, or order, from an appellate court to a lower court reqUesting for review a recOrd of the
proceedings-of a trial.

change of vetnue. A change in the place where'' trial will beherd.

civil law. One of two broacl fields of law, involving legal disputes between private individua

common law..The body ,of legal principles based on precedents set by court decisions rattler than on
statutes passed byegIslatures. 42-

.5

concurring opinion. An opinion filed by peals judge or a justice of the Supreme Court, agreeing with
other opiniops in the case but giving d Ting 'masons for so concurring,

confession. A. voluntary admission, declaration or acknowledgment by one who has 'cbmmitted, a
felony or a misdemeanor tt he committed the crime or offense or participated in its commission; a
voluntary admission or declIration of zont's-ageriCy OrparticipatiOn in a crime. 29 Am j2d_Ev § 523.

-confession is volt)ritary when made of the free will and accord of, the accused, without fear or ,
threat of harm and without hope or promise of benefit, reward, or immunity. 29 Am j2d Ev § 529. ;

conviction. A verdict of guilty in a criminal case.

criminal homicide. The unlawful taking by one hurnan being of the life o ar other in such a manner that he
dies within a year and a day from the time of the giving of the mortal wound. If committed with
malice, express or implied by law, it is murder; if without malice, it is manslaughter. No pei-sonal
injury, however gxavt,'which does not destroy life, will constitute either of these crimes. The injury
must continue to affect the.body of the victim until his death. If it ceases to operate, and death ensues
from another cause,'no murder or manslaughter has been committed\Commonwealth v. Macloon, 101
Mass. 1.

,o
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criminal law. One of two broad fields of law, involving legal action taken by the state ag4st a pers'on

accused of committing a crime,or offense against society.

cross-examination. In a legal proceeding, the close questioning of ope party's witness, by an attorney for
the opposite side, to test the truth of the testimony he has given.

de facto. In fact; in deed; actually 'so, but norsanctioned by law.

defendant. The accused in a criminal case or, in a civil suit, the party sued by the plaintiff.

de jure. According to law; by right; by lawful,title.

dismissal. An order for a termination of a case without a trial, freeing the defendant livithout a verdict.

dissenting opinion. A court,opinion delivered by one or more judges or justices, disagreeing with both the
ruling and theriasoning of the majority opinion.

double jeopardy. Twice subjecting an accused person to the danger inherent in a trial for a criminal
offense. (Citizens are protected under the FifthAmendment"dgainst,being tried twice for the same
crime.)

.

due process of law. Al I the proper steps required for a fair hearing in a legal'proceeding, guaranteed in the
United States by'the "Bill of Rights" and the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution.

equal Protection of the laws. The constitutional requirement, guaranteed by the Fourteenth Amendment,
that all perions in Re circumstances are entitled to equal treatment by the law and, especially, in legal

proceedings. s.^

evidence, Any of the various,types of information including testimony; documents, and physical Objects
that a7court allows a lawyer. to introduce in a legal proceeding in order to attempt to convince the

court or jury of the truth of his client's contentions.

exoneration:Absolving of at-Charge -or imanation of guilt; the lifting of a burden; a discharge; a release'
from liability; the application of the inrsonal property of an intestate to the payment of his debts and
the relief of his real property therefrom.,21 Am J 2d Ex & Ad § 391 .

ex parte. In law', a term used to describe a.legal proceeding undertaken for or:on behalf of one side only.

felony. A generic term for any of several high crimes such as murder, rape, robbery, for the purpose of .
distinguishing them from less serious crimes (called 'Misdemeanors); offenses punishable by death or
imprisonment in a state prisonor penitentiary.

- grand jury. A jury of inquiry called to hear the government make charges and present evidence in criminal

cases to determine if a trial should be held. When the evidence warrants, the grand jury makes an
indictment. t -

habeas corpus.- A writ, or court order, requiring that a prisoner be brought before a judge to determine

.+ whether he is being held legally.

r
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immunity. The protection given a witness against criminal prosecution in return for inforitation.

indictment. A formal, written accusation of a crime drawn up by a grand.jury after hearing the facts of the
case.

information, A formal charge of ttkeicrime made by a law officer, usually the Prosecutingattorney. He
presents enough evidence against the accused to show that a trial should take place.

injurictlein. A writ, or court order, forbidding the defendant to do a threatened harmful act or directing.
him to stop such an act already in progress.

. inquest. A judicial inquiry, usually held before a fury, to'determine an issue of fact. One-type of inquest is
a coroner's inquest, an inquiry into the causes and circumstances of any death that occurs violently,
sUcidenly,'or suspiciously.

in re. "In the matter of or "concerning," a term used to entitle a legal caseor proCeeding in which two
parties do not oppose each other, or in which orre person begins an action on his own behalf.

k,
instructions to the jury. The advice or direction that th'judgegives_the jury on the law applicable to the

case under consideration. ..
.

.

interlocutory ruling. A judgment:or decree prondunced during the progress of a legal action and having
only temporaty or provisional force.

. ____ .. .
judicial review. The power or, authority of the U.S. Supreme Court to interpret the Constitution, by.,-,

reviewing and ruling on the constitutionality of ord. issued by.the President and of legislation passed .

by Congress and the states.

jurisdiction'. The right to exercise authority in.a given matter, such as the right of a court to hear and give
' ju,dgment on a kind of legal action. 3

.t .4stices,. Judges, jacial officials. The U.S. Supreme Court is composed of nine ices the Chief Justice
I. 1and eight Associate Justices. ., !.

justiciable. Proper for examination in and subject to the action of a court of justice.
. .

I

larceny. The felonious stealing, theft, leading or riding away of personal property from the possession of
another. °

libelous-per se. Written or printed words of such kind that when applied to a person they will necessallty
.

cause injury to him in his personal, social, official,-or business relatio,ds of life,,so that legal injury may
be presumed or implied from the bare fact of publication. 33 Am 11 st L & S § 5. Written or printed ,
words so obviously hurtful to the person aggrieved by them that po explanation of their meaning and"
no proof of their injurious character is required in order to make them actionable. Jerald v. Huston,
120 Kan 3, 242 P 472.

.
Mandamus. A writ issued by a court ordering an official to carry out a specified official duty.

. . .

martial law. Overriding rule by state or military' forces imposed upon a civilian population in time of war or
critical public emergency when normal civil authority has failed to function.

..._ .
misdemeanor. An offense, less serious than,a felony, for which the punishment may be a fine or imprison-

: ment in a local rather than a state institution.

.
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nonjusticiable. Not proper for examination-in nor subject to the action of a court of justice.

original jurisdiction., in law, the authority of a. tc

cases.

Overrule. To set aside; to reject. A judicial decision
question either by the same court or by I su
then followed as a precedent.

parole. The release of a prisoner or detainee before
behavior (post - incarceration).

perjury. The willful giving of false testimony while un

petit jury atrial jury). A group of citizens, usually
investigate certain questions of fact and to retu

r

plaintiff. The party who initiates an action, or lawsu

police powers. The general power, or authority, of s
and welfare of their, people. This power is based

Amendment. To some extent, the federal govern
Commerce-Clause as well as on the Preamble to

-
prima facie. Legally valid and sufficient to establish a

precedent. A judicial decision that may be used as a

probable cause. Reasonable ground to believe that a
government's action in searching or arresting a su

probable cause for a prosecution. A reasonable gro
ficiently strong id, themselves to warrant a ca
believing that the party charged is guilty.of th
such facts and circumstances would excite belie
knowledge of the prosecutor, that the person c
cuted. Such facts and circumstances, as, when co
impartial minds, are sufficient to raisl in them
person charged. 34 Am Jlst Mal Pros .§47.

probable cause for arrest. A reasonable, ground of sus
in themselves to warrant a cautious man in deli
able ground for belief in guilt. Brinegar v. Uni
reh den 338 US 839, 94 L Ed 513, 70 S Ct 31.

r1 .
probable cause for issuance of a search warrant. .A

i
easo

I

hable ground of suspicion, supported by circum-
stances sufficiently strong in themselves to warrant a Rrudent and cautious man in the belief that the

1 14 is charged. 47 Am jlst Search § 22.

die

$

be tl? firSt to hear and decide certain kinds of

ay be overruled by a later judgment on the same legal
erick court. The later decisionnot the earlier one, is

is
-

s term has expired on condition of continued good

e
1r

oath in a judicial proceeding.

twelve in number, selected by, law and sworn 'to'
a truthful verdict_based on the evidence presented.

t, against another, who then becomes the defendant.

teigovernments to protect the health, safety, morals,
on the powers reserved to the states under the Tenths
ent has evolved similar general powers, based on the

e U:S. Constitution.

unless disproved. ,

ide in deciding similar cases in the future.

crime has been or will be commitd, justifying the
pect.,

nd Tor suspicion, supported by circumstances stif-
ous, or as some'courts:put it, a prudent man, in
offense with which he is charged. The existence of
in a reasonable mind, acting on the facts within the
argedds guilty of the offense for which he is prose-
municated to the generality of mervf ordinary and

a brief of real, gravetsuspicion of the guilt of the

icio , supported by circumstances sufficiently strong
ving the accused to be guilty. In substance, a reason;

States:338 US "10, 9T L Ed 1879, 69 fPCt 1302,

person accused is guilty of the offense with w

probation. A suspended sentence for a Minor trim
his behavior remains good. Normally, he is
(Pre-incarceration).

44,

115

in viihich the persion convicted can go free provided,
laced under the supervision of a probation officer.
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prosecuting attorney: The Jawyer who conducts theovernnieht's case against a person accused of a crime.
. He is often called the districtattorneypr the state's attorney. # -

. .,

public,clefender. An attorney-at-law apptinted to aid'a person accused of crime or 'taken-into custody as
delinquent who cannot afford- a' lawyer, acting as counsel to the same degree' as if he/she had been
retained by the accused person in the case. '

quasti. To put an end to, set aside, or make void, especially t5y judicial action (such as to quash a subpoena
or an indictment). . -r .P. 1 o a

.

recidivism. The relapse into crime and return to prisop of one who -has been previously convicted and
punished for a crime. , i - .

, . .

,---
. I t i 4.%

robbery. The felonious taking of Money or good of value from the person of another or in his presence,
against his will, by force or by pirtting him in fear:

, . . .
search and seizure. Means for the'detection and punishrhent of crime;;the search for and taking custody of

..
goods,property unlawfully Obtiined or unlawfully held, such as stolen goods, property forfeited for violation

_,,Of the law, aneriroperty the use or poisessicin of which is prohibited by law, And the discovery and
raking into legal- cukody of books, papers, and other things Constituting or taining eyidence of
4rime.

..- .
, .

search_warr ant. A form of criminal process Which may be invdked only in furtherar4qf a public prosecu-
.

4ion. An order in writing, in the name of the people, the state, or the commonwealth, according to. the
local practice signed By a magistrate, and directed to a peace officer, Commanding Aim to search for

-.. Personal property and bring it before a magistrate. 47 Am jlst Search § 3. An examination or
. ....-
inspection, by authority of law, of one's premises or person, with a iiiewto the discovery of stolen,
contraband, or illicit property, or some evidence of guilt to be used in th'e prosecution of-a criminal
action for, some crime or offense with which he is charged. 47 Am jlst Search §4'.
, . - . - .

,
.......

self-inttimination. Testimony or other evidence given by. a person, which tends to expose Min to prosecu-
tion for a crime.

- c
sentaxce. In criminal proceedings, the frirmar judgment in which a judge states the penalty or punishment

for a defendant who has been convicted of a crime.

stare decisis. The doctrine under which courts decide cases on the basis of prededentS rules-established in
iire/ious similar cases.

subpRe, na. A writ commanding a person designated in it to appear in court for testifying as a Witness, or to
._produce in court certain designated documents or other evidence:.

.

trial) y jury. A trial in which the jurors are the judges of thefacts and the court is the judge of the law.
f

;verdict. The formal decision of a jury regarding the facts`Of a legal case submitted to it at a trial.

waif The voluntary surrender of one's legal rights.

Warfant. An order issued by a judge or other authority, directing a law officer, to carry out an action, such
4-v

.
an arrett or a teach.

writ-A written order from a court, commanding or prohibiting a specified act.
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A. HUMAN AND ORGANIZATIONAL RESOURCES

A list of thenames, addresses and telephone numbers-of key resource people is important in legal educa-
tion. StUdents can develop 'tech a list as part of a classroom assignment from which they can determine the
individuals to contact by, telephone or letter for classroom presentation or for specific information. The
official State telephone directory is most helpful.

I
A list might Be organized in the followin& manner,.

Position or
Organization a Name

State Bar Association lepreserttitive

Local Police Chief

Attorney General

or Local American Civil
erties Union

ublic Defender's Offic.4t

Consumer Protection Agency
v.

Department of Corrections
and Parole" .y

Judges Juvenile Court
Municipal Court
Superior Court

Office of Probation

Legal Service's Office

Broadcasters Association

tress Association

Criminal Justice Commission

Others

" .

4

If

a

Address Telephone

Cr
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1. Feiner v. New York, 340 U.S. 315 (1951)

.

B. ADDITIONAL CASES

"FREE SPEECH-AND YOUTH"

CASE REFERENCES

a-

t.

Feiner, from a wooden box on a street corner, was addressing a crowd of about 80 people, both
black and white. During the speech he made derogatory remarks about several political officials and 'called
upon slacks to demand their rights.

Terminiello v. City of Chicago, 337 U.S. 1 (1949)

Terminiello, a suspended Catholic .priest, -addressed. a public meeting during which he attacked
"Communistic Zionistic Jews." A crowd gathered outside the auditorium to protest the meeting.

/11

2. Talley v. California, 362 U.S. 60 (1960)

Talley,passed out handbills urging readers to boycott certain merchants and businessmen who carried
products oe manufacturers who will not offer equal employmentoporgunities to Negroes, Mexicans,

and Orientals."

Scoville v. Board of Education of Joliet, 425 F. 2d 10 (1970) frr

A group of high school ttutlertts' were expelled.for selling a literary magazine highly critical of the

Khooi.

3. Kovacs v. Cover, '336 U:S. 77 (1942)

A city ordinance made it unlawful for sgund trucks emitting "loud and raucous" noises, to be

operated on the streets.

Wigonsin StodentAssociation v. University of Wisconsin Regents 39 L.S. 2259 (1970)

A state statute made it Unlawful for any person to utilize sound-amOfying equipment in a state
institution of higher learning without.the perMission of the administrative head of institution.

4. Hugheis v. Superior Co urt,of California,'339115. 460 (1950)

The Progressive-Citizensof America picketed a grocery store in support of its demand for more black

personnel.

Cox v. Louitiana, 379 U.S. 5367(1965)

Reverend Cox, the leader of a, civil rights demonstration, was charged with sever offenses including

disturbing the peace, obstructing public passages, and picketing before a courthouse.

5. Kunz v. New Yoik, 340 U.S. 290 (1951)--

Kunz received a permit to hold 13iiblic worship meetings but it was revoked after evidence was

presented that he had ridiculed and denounced other religious beliefs at his meetings. His subsequent-

applications for another permit were denied.
k,
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Stacy v. Williams, 30V.F. Supp. 963 (1969)

1 , .

Students questionea the cOnstisiutionality of regulations for offcampus speakers at State colleges and
: i

. .
universities. . . . . ,

0

6. °- Zucker v. PanItz, 299 F. Sdpp.:1 02 (1969) 1

Students wanted to place an ad in tlieir school paperto express their oppositioi to

7. Barker v. Hardway, 283 F. Supp. 228 (1967)

group of students demonstrated at a football game against the racist and authori
the school.

8. Brown v. Louisiana, 383 U.S. 131 (1966)
1'

.

the Vknani War.
- 4

, '

Blacks were not allowed to use the reading room in a public library. ,it group of black
library, asked for,a book, and then wenf to the reading room and refuse to leave.

,

9. 'West Virginia State Board of Education v. Barnette, 319 U1S. 624 (1943)

Vupils in public schools refs sed to participate in the ceremony of saluting the national flag.

10. Breen v. Kahl, 419 F. 2d 1034 (1969)and Richards v. Thurston, 424 F. 2d 128 (1970)

Students were suspended because of the length of their hair..

'11. Tinker v. Des Moines Independent Corninunit0ScirDIstrkt, 393 U.S. 503 (1969)

Several students were suspended for wearing a black armband to school in protest of the Vietnam
War in violation of a school regulation forbidding such action. S

12, Street v. New York, 394 U.S. 576 (1969)

Street, after hearing about the shooting ()flames Meredith, took an Amerman flag to a street corner
and'burned it.

.

United States v. O'Brien, 61 U.S. 37 (1967)
.

. O'Brien burned his draft catc irfprotest of the war in Vietnam.
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Abington Scho eDistrict v.Schefnpp

374:U.S. 20 (x1963)
Adler v. Board Education

342 U.S. 485 (1952)
Alberts v. California

354 U.S. 476 (1957)
Avery v. Midland

390 U.S. 474 (1968)

Baggett v. Bullitt
377 U.S. 360 (1964)

;Baker v. Cair
4369 U.S: 186 (1962)

Barrows v..) ackson
s- 346 IJ.S. 249 (1953)

poaid of Education v. Allen
392'U:S. 236 (1968) .

,'oiling v. Sharpe -

347 U.S. 497 (1954),, - ,

Breedlove v. Suttles ".
302 U.S. 277 (1937).

Breithaupt v. Abram
352 U.S, 432(19)

ErinstYn, Inc. V. Wilson
343 US. 495 (1952)

Butler v:Thompson
341 U.S. 937 (1951)

Civil Rights Cases
109 U.S. X(1883)

Coctg,an,v. Louisiana State
Board of educatiori
28TeilS. 370 (1930)

Colegroye v. Green
328 U.S. 549 (1946)t

4.

*It

Cummings v. Board of Education,
11.S.4428 (1899r

Dennis v. United States
341 U.S. 494 (1951)

Edwards v. South Carolina
'372 U.S. 229 (1963)

Elfbrandf v Russell
384 U.S. 11 (1966) .

s

OM

OTHER CASES

-
Engel v:Vitale.

370 U.S. 421 (1962)
ce.., Estes v. fent

381 U.S. Air2 (1965) 9

4. x Everson v: Bo d of Education
330 U.S. 1 (1947)'

.

*ederal BasebaIPCItili v. Nalional League
259 U.S. 2q0 (1922)

Feiner V. NeW York '
34011.S. 315 (1951)

Flast v..cohen
392 U.S, 83 (196

Freedman v. Maryland
380 U.S. 51 (1965)

Gatnerv. Board of:Pliblic Works
,341 U.S. 7T6 (1951)

Gig ibuig v: Unitet Stato
. '383 U.S. 40(1966)

Girouard v..United States
328 U.S. 61k (1946)

Goldman v. United States
3161.1.S.129 (194i)

Gomillion v. Lightfoot
364 U.S. 339'0960r -4

Gray v. handers
372 U-ST 368 (13)

Griffin v. County School, Board of
Prihee Edward Couhty
337 U.S. 218 (1964).

r%s

t

,e
Hannegan -v. Esquire, Inc:

' 327, U.S. .146 (1946)
Harper v.Board of Elections

383 U.S.'663 1966)
Heart of Attaiita Mbtel, Inc. v.

United States, . -

379 (1964) .'
s

Jacobejlis v. Ohio
. 37084.11,.§184 (1964),

)9nes v. Alfred4H. Mayer Co..
392 U.S. 409 (1468)

.'

.
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Kitz v. United Statesj
389 U.S. 437 (1967)

Katzenbach N4. McClung

379 U:s. 294 (1964)
'Keyishian v. Board of Regents of

New York . -

385 U.S:.589 (1967)
Kunz v. New York

340 U.S. 290 (1951)

-CO

Lopez v. United States
373 U.S. 427 (1963)

Mallory v. United States
354 U.S. 499 (1957)

.Mallory v. Hogan
3784t.J.S. 1 (1964)

McQollum v. Board of Education
333 U.S. 203 (1948)

McLaurin v. Oklahoma State Regents
339 U.S. 637 (1950)

Miller v: United States
392 U.S. 857 (1968)

Mitchell v. United States
386 U.S. 972,(1968)

Morris v. Rockwell
- 368 U.S. 913 (1961)
Murray G. Curlett

374 U.S. 20,3 (1963)

. Near v. Minnesota
283 U.S. 697 (1931)

Niemotko Maryland

340 U.S..5 268 (1951)
Noto v. "United States

367 U.S. 290 (1961)

Olmstead v. United States
177 U.S. 438 (1928)

On Lee v. United States
343U.S. 747 (1952)

Petersong:Greenville
373 0.5. 244 (1963)

Pickering v. Board of Eduption
391 .R.S. 563I,(1968)

Plessy v. erglison ,

163 U.S. 537 (1896)

N.

v.

4.4 I

.4

Radovich'v.National Football League
352 U.S. 445`(1957)

Reitman v. Mulkey
387 U.S. 369 (1967).

`1 Reynolds v, Sims
377 U.S.533 (1964)

Rochin v. California
34'2 U.S. 165 (1952)

ccales,v. United tates

:::367 U.S. 203 (1961f
Schwerber v. California

* U.S. 757 (1966)
Sheiley'v. 'Kraemer

334 U.S. 1 (1948)
Shelton v. Tucker

364 U.S. 479 (1960)
'Sheppard v. Maxwell

384 U.S. 333 (1966)
Silverman /. United Statei

_365 U.S. 505 (1961)
Sipuel v.,UniversitV of Oklahoma

332 U.S. 631 (1948)
Slochower v. Board of.Education

350 U.S. 551 (1956)
Smith v. Allwright

321. U.S. 649 (1944)
Sweatt v. Painter

339 U.S. 629 (1950) .

Sweezy v. New Hampshire, by Wyman
354 U.S. 24 (1957)

Terry v. Adams
U.S. 461 (1953)

.CTirnes Film Corp. v. Chicago
f 365 U.S. 43 (1961)

I

122
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Toolson v. New York Yankees, Inc.
346 U.S. 356 (1953)

Ullmann Ei.-UnitedStates,
350 U.S. 422 (1956)

United States v. Aluminum Company of
America 144 F. 2d

-416 (1945)
United States v. DuPont (E.I.)

de Nemours & Co.
351.U.S. 377 (1956)
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United States v. DuPont (E.I.)
de Klemburs
353 U.S. 586 (1957)

United States v. International
Boxing Club
348 U.S. 236 (1955)

United States v. Schwimmer
279 U.S. 644 (1929)

United States v. Seeger

380 U.S. 163 (1965)
United States v. Wade

388 LYS. 218 (1967)

J

2
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4.

Weeks v. United States
232 U.S. 383 (1914)

Wesberry v. Sanders

376 U.S. 1(1964)
Wieman v. Updegraff

344 U.S. 183 (1952)
Witherspoon v. Illinois

391 U.S. 510 (1968)

'Yates v. United States
354 U.S.,298 (1957)

Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co. v.
Sawyer 343 U,S. 579 (1952)

2.orach v. Clauson

343 U.S. 306 (1952)
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C. SUGGESTED READINCIS

Abernathy, Gless. The Right of Assembly and Association. Uniiersity of South Carolina Press, Columbia, 1961.

Traces legal principles governing the right to meet and associate with °titers.

Barth, Alan. Law Enforcement Versus the Law. Collier-Macmillan Library Service, New York, 1963.

,Diffuses conflicts between individual rights and law enforcement and,tensions resulting from
Supreme Court interpretations of the Fourth and Fifth Amendments.

Bartholomew, Paul C. Summaries of Leading Cases on the Constitution. Littlefield, Adams; Totowa, Nei,/

Jersey, 1968.
Basic points of major decisions of the Supreme Court since its establishment.

q

Berman, Harold J. (ed.). Talks on American Law. Random House, NeW York, 1961.

Lectures by members of the Harvard Law SchoOl faculty on various aspects of the law:
;

Bragdon; Henry W., and Pittenger, John C. The Pursuit of Justice. Crowell Collier, New York, 1969.
A distinguished historian and a respected lawyer-legislator view the Bill of Rights as a flexible part of

America's laws. 1 7- -

Brant, Irving. The Bill of Rights. its Origins and Meaning. Bobbs-Merrill, Indianapolis, 1965.

Traces, the history of the liberties included lb the first ten ,amendments and ekamthes important
,s

Supreme court' decisions dealing_with. basic freedoms.

Chafee; Zechariah, Jr. Free Speech in the United States. Atheneum, New York, 1969.

Deals with freedom of expression from the opening of World War I until the start of World War II ,

(1917-1941). 4
Cohen, William, Schwartz, Murray, and Sobul, DeAnne. The Bill pf Rights: A Source Book: Benziger, New

York. 1970.
HiStorical origins and present problems of application of the first ten amendments.

Commager, Henry Steele. Freedom, Loyalty, skirt. Oxford University Press, New York, 1954.
An endtiing work dealing with the necessity and vital importance offreedom of speech and thought.

The Constitution of the United States: Analysis,and Interpretation. United States Printing Office, Washing-

ton, D.C., 1964.
Annotations of cases decided by the Supreme Court up to 1964.

s.
'Cox, Archibald, Howe, Mark, and Wiggins, ).R. Civil Rights, the Constitution, and the Courts. Harvard

University Press, Cambridge, Mass. 19t,.
Presents essays oif the limits of ci2il disobedience, the history of the Constitution and the Negro, and

the responsibility of the press in the administration of justice. "*.

Daniels, Walter Machary get). The Censorship of Books. The Reference Shelf Series, Vol. xxvi, No. 5.

Wilson, 1954.
A collection of articles relating to free speech and freedom to publish.

00
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Douglas, William (P. nring Bill of Rights. Doubleday, Long Island, New York, 1961.
Justice Douglas explains the reasons.for the first ten amendments and discusses a number of relevant

. cases.
?

Dumbauld, Edward. The Bill of Rights and What it Means Today. University of Oklahoma Press, Norman,
1968. .

A study of the origins, values, and various interpretations of the first ten amendments.

Emerson, Thomas I., Haber, ,David, and Dorsen, Norman (eds.). Political and Civil Rights in the United
States, 2 vols. (Vol. 1, Individual Rights; Vol. 2, Discrimination), 3rd. ed. Little,\ Boston, 1967.
A reference work, containing a collection of -cases, materials, and bibliography dealing with individual
rights and liberties.

Emerson, Thomas I. Toward a Geneial Theory of the First Amendment. Random House, New York, 1966.
A comprehensive study of freedom of expression, relevant laws, and legal institutions.

Ernst, Morris, L., and Schwartz, Alan U. Privacy. Macmillan, New York, 1962.
Analyzes the "right of privacy" in modern America and what the courts, especially the Supreme
t-O-Ort, have done to protect it.

Ernst, Morris, and Schwartz, Alan IL Censorship: The Search for the Obscene. Macmillan, New York, 1964.

An entertaining history of anti-obscenity movements and legislation.in the United States.

Friendly, Alfred, and Goldfarb, Ronald L. Crime and Publicity, the Impact of News on the Admin. istration

of Justice. Twentieth Century Fund, 1967.
Analyzes the conflict between fair trial and free press generated by press and television coverage of
crime news.

Gelhorn, Walter. American Rights: The Constitution in Action. Macmillan, New York, 196b.
Surveys the origin, scon, and limitations odour basic human rights.

iloadbook on the:l.aw of Search and Seizure. Legislation and Special Projects Section, Criminal Division,
U.S. Department of Justice. Superintendent of Doduments, U.S. Government Printing Offices Washing-
ton, D.C., 1968.

.Provides law-enforcement officers with a readily available source of information ?egarding the current

status of search-and-seizure law.

Hurst, lames Willard. The Growth of American Law: The Law Makers. Little, Boston, 1950.
Studithe development of lawmaking agencies, especially the federal judiciary.

Judgment: Supreme Coda Case Studies. National Cctuncil for the Social Studies, Washington, D.C.,

1963-1967.
A series of pamphlets presenting abridged versions of court opinions with background information and

commentaries.
I

Knight, Harold V. With Liberty and Justice for All. Oceana, 1967.
Surveys the Bill of Rights and later amendments affecting civil liberties, ai'well as recent laws.

Konvitz, Milton R. (ed.). Bill of Rights Reader: 4ading ConstitutiOndl Cases, 4th.ed. Cornell University

Press; Ithaca, New York,1968.
Describes major issues and cases based upon the Bill of Rights.

V
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Levy, Leonard William. Legacy of Suppression: Freedom of Speech and Press in Early American History.
Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Miss:, 1960.
A historical study of the origins of the constitutional guarantees of freedom of expregian.

Lofton, John. Justice and the Press. Beacon Press, Boston, 1964.p .
Suggests under what circumstances and in what ways the individu4 right to due processshould take
precedence over the collective public right to know and, converseIW..vhen the right to know should be

`given priority.

r

.fti
1.7

Konvitz, Milton R. Fundamental Liberties of a Free People: Religion, Speech, Press, Assembly. Cornell
University Press,Ithaca, New York, 1957.
Traces the historital ifackgrounds Of the basic rights of religion-, speech,. press, and assembly and

t analyzes Supreme Court decisions dealin'witb First Amendment freedoms.

Kutler, Stanley I. (ed.). The Supreme Court and the Conititution. Houghton, Boston, 1969.
These readings present significant Supreme Court cases, arranged chronologically under topical cate-
gories. Traces the historical role of the Court in American constitutional development end in the
making of public policy.

Landynski, Jacpb,W. Search and Seizure and the Supreme Court. Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Mary-
land, .1966.

Outlines the development of concepts embodied in the Fourth Amendment, from English common
law to recent decisions of the Supreme Court.

Long, Edward V. The Intruders: The Invasion of Privacy by Government and Industry. Praeger, New York,
1967.
A study of search and seizure, with an attempt to show how new electronic devices threaten the
fundamental right of privacy.

McClellan, Grant S. ted.). Censorship in the United States. Wilson, 1967.
ShoWs how.the freedom to read and the freedom of speech are currently affected by censorship .

activities, public and priVate. -

Medina, Harold R. (ed.). Freedom of the Press and Fair Trial. Columbia University Press, Ithaca, New
York, 1967.
A committee of the New York Bar Association examines the problem and suggests some possible
solutions.

Parker, Donald, O'Neil, Robert'M., and Econopoult, Nicholas. Civil Liberties: Case Studies and the Law.
Houghton, Boston, 1965. '

Hypothetical case studies are Ssed to show how individual rights become involved in everyday oc-,
currences. Each goup of cases is followed by a discussion of relevant aspects of the tAv.

Skolnick, Jerome H. Justice Without Trial. Wiley, New York, 1967.
A study of the police force in, a California city.wftich raises the question of how the 4iolice should
function in a democratic society. . .

,

Spaeth, Harold J: Tice Warren Court: Casesland Commentarp. Chandler, Scranton, Pennsylvania, 1966.
Analyzes leading cases decided by the Suppeme Court under the. leadership of Chief 'Justice. Earl
Warren.

127
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. Spicir, George W. 77* Supreme. Court and,Fundgmental Freedoms, 2nd ed., Appleton-Century-Crofts,
New York, 1967.
Describes the Supreme Court's role in preserving and extending personal freedoms.

,Starr, Isidore. The Supreme-Court and Contemporary Issues. Encyclopaedia Britannica Educational Cori:,
Chicago, 1969.

Discusses major constitutional themes dealing with current concerns.

-Westin, Alan F. Pr Ittcy and Freedom. Atheneum, New York, 1967.
Describes the increasing threat to privacy.and offers suggestions for safeguarding this fundamental
right.

5
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D. AUDIO/VISUALS

The intent of this section is to provide an annotated list of MOtiOri pictures, filinstrips, transparencies, and
recordings (tapes and discs) whiCh may be used in conjunction with individual Rights. Each entry includes
the title and pertinent information.

I

,AMatter of Conscience. (28 minutes, black and white) Film Associates, Los Angeles, lifornia..
Documents the personal struggles of two young Americans in open rebellion agai st the wit and draft.
It explores the philosophy of.non-violence.

Basic Court Procedures. (black and white, color 13-1/2 minutes) Coronet Films.
Explains the function and legal processes of the judicial system in a democracy.

Backgrounds for Understanding the Judiciary. (black and white) Coronet
Describes the role of the courts in government and their importance to a democratic society.

The Bill of Rights in Action: Story of a Trial. (color, 22 minutes) Bailey-Film Associates.
Due process of law is ,demonstrated in the arrest and trial of two young/ men accusecrof a misde-

meanor.

TkeBillof Rights in Action: Freedom of Speech. (color, 21 minutes) Bailey-Film Associates.
Challenges students to balance an individual's expression of unpOpular views against society's need for

order.

The Bill of Rights of the United States. (black and white, color, 20 minutes) Encyclopaedia Britanntca.
Traces the historical developments which ultimately lsd to the adoption of the first ten amendments.

6

Bill of Rights Series. (color) International Film Bureau.
Discusses the events and developments which made the first ten amendmen6 necessary and which
require their continued enforcement today. Individual titles are: The First Amenchhent; The fourth
Amendment; The Fifth Amendment; ThelSixth Amendment; The Eighth Amendment

-Changing the Law. (color 23 minutes) Bailey-Film Associates.
Explores the dynamic nature of our legal system and 'shows the advantages of changing laws by
peaceful rather than violent Means.

Debt to the Past Government and Law. (color, 16 minutes) Moody Institute of Siience.
Describes the origins and development of our systems of constitutional goverginent andlaw.

Decision for Justice: John Marshall. (black and white, 20 minutes) Teaching Film Custodians.
The Chief -Justice's decision in the Macbury case establishes thd authority of the Supreme Court to
decide on the constitutionality of congressionallegislation.

Decision, The Constitution in Action. (series title) (black and white, 29 minutes each) NET.
Contemporary film clips examine the activities of the Supreme Court on a number of key issues. The
Constitution and Censorship deals with censorship of Motion pictures and of printed matter; The
Gonstftutlon and Employment; Standards examines U.S. vs. Darby Luinber in the light of federal
attempts to regulate wages and hours; The Constitution and Fair Procedure deals with the rights of the
accused, especially as defined in Levra vs. Denno; The Constitution and Labor Unions traces the right
to work laws, centering on Whittaker vs. North Carolina; The Constitution and Military Power ex-

amines the Kerematsu case; The Constftuti6h: Whose Interpretation? deals with conflicts of jurisdic-

tion within the federal government, especially during FDR's prgidency.
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Due Process of Lay). (21 minutes, color) Film Associates,, Los Angeles, California.
In the setting of a hearing to reinstate a student who has been summarily suspended after an act of

r. violence during a campus demonstration, questions are raised regarding due process and the values
surrciunding it. Open-ended.

Freedoth of Expression: The Feiner Case. (color, 30 minutes).Encyclopaedia Britannica.
' The SupremeCourt rules in favor of a young college student arrested arid convicted of violating a

-disorderly conduct ordinance whet he used public property to voice/his private views. . t

Freedom of the Press Today. (color, sound, 2 parts) Guidance Associates.'
Examines freedom of the press in the light of government control, military censorship, and a recent
Supreme Court decision.

Freedom of Speech. (21 minutes, colbr). Film Associates, Los Angeles, California.
This film follows the case of an unpopular speaker who is convicted of disturbing the peace.tawyers
argue the constitutional issue before a court of appeals. Opep- ended.

I

The Fight for Our Rights. (color, und) Warren Schloat Productions.
Documents the changing inte etations applied to eight of the freedoms covered by constitutional

, 0 amendments. Titles in Set One ire: Freedom of the, Press; Freedom ofReligion; The Right of Peaceful
, Assembly. Ties in Set Two are: Freedom of Speech; The Right to Bear Arms; The Right to Counsel.

Hard Labor for Life The Court at Work. (black and white, 30 minutts) Encyclopaedia Brit'annica.
Describes the work of the Supreme Court and the experience required of justices.

Interrogation and Counsel B/ /I of Rights Series. (22 minutes, color) Film Associates, Los e,kngeles Calf
fornia. .

These films deal with lecific amendments in the Bill of Rights:. In each film the coqflict isade
immediate by interviewrwith critics and supporters of recent Supienie Court rulings, with students,
police, and people who feel they have suffered, injustices. The films prescnt a dramatic episode with
provision to stop the projector for discussion between sequences. A very good series.

Justice. (black and white, 30 minutes) State Bar of Michigan.
Discusses the problems of justice and law, andinginguishes betvfeen justice in general and what is
justice in a specific case.

Justice Eiidck and the Bill of Rights. (32 minutes, color) Film Assotiates, Los Angeles, California.
Associate justice Hugh MvBlack of the SugemeCourt is interviewed and discusses possible confli
between constitutional law Ind morality, freedom'of speech, and police powers versus the rights of the
accused.

Justice, Liberty and Law Bill of Rights Series. (20 minutes, color) Film Associates, Los Angeles, Cali-
fornia.-
An introduction to one of the conflicts of a free society: how gur government is to'enforce order
while providing justice and a maximum of freedom to the individual. The film sets the Bill of Rights in ;
an historical perspective and provides an introduction to the other filmin the series.

The Justice of Loi'v. (black and White, 29 minutes) Indiana University.
Ddines laws, just laws, equal protection, and natural law.
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justice Under Law: The Gideon Case. (black and white, color, 23 minutes) Encyclopaedia efitanni(a.
Traces this case from the ,arrest of Clarence Gideon to the landmark Supreme Court decision whicha
interpreted the Constitution as guaranteeing the right of free counselto indigent persons accused of

serious crimes,
.

The Making of Law. (black and white, 29 minutes) Indiana Univeisityo $.

'',, I", Deals with the need for law, various kinds of law, and problems of enforOmerit, and interpretation.

Mightier Than the Sword: Zenger-and Freedom of the Press. (bIgk and white; 23 minutes) Teaching Film '

Custodians.
Describes the famous case which established the principle that publishing the truth is not libel.

The Nature of Law. (black and white, 29 minutes) Indiana University.
Explains civiland criminal law and gives various'vjews on the role of law in society.

The Nature and Scope of Judicial Power. (black and white, 30 minutes) encyclopaedia Britannica.
,

Reviews the judicial powers of the Supreme Court.

Police Unit. (20 minutes, black and white) Filth Associates, Los Angeles, California.
Viewers accompany police team on a daily routine tour of duty.

Price of Freedom. (black and white; 22 Minutes) National Association of Manufacturers. ,

Emphasizes important role 9f a free press in maintaining and fostering a democratic society.

.;Right to Be Let Alone: The Rapp Case. (color 30 minutes) Encyclopaedia Britannica. -

=4;4. . Discusses searches and seizures, and whether evidence found in an illegal search and seizure is admis-

sible in a state court as well as in a federal court.

f '
% .

Right to Counsel: The Gideon Case. (color, 30 minutes) Encyclopaedia Britannica. . .
Describes Gideon's single-handed fight to require a state court to appoint counsel tokrepresent indigent

defendants accused of serious crimes. )- -

Right to Legal Counsel. (color, 14 minutes) Bailey-Film AssociateS.
Discusses the Gideon v. Wainwright case and-the 1963 Supreme Court decision stating that ids:Agent

defendants accused of serious crimes must be offered counsel:

Right to Privacy. (25 minutes, color) Film Associates, Los Angeles, California.
o ,

Electronic surveillance by the police results in the issuance of a search warrant. The filth concerns a
pee-trial hearing on a motion to suppress the evidence. Open-ended.

Right to Remain Silent: The Miranda Case., (color, 30 minutes) Encyclopaedia Btitanni,
Presents the case on which the Supreme Court based its decision that unless an individual taken into,

- custody is informed prior to questioning of his right to remain silent, any evidence obtained as a result

of interrogation cannot be used against him. . . , .
, .-J=1

O

0

Search and Privacy Bill of Rights Series. (22 minutes, color) Film Associates, Los Angeles, California.

Speech and Protest Bill of Rights Series. (22 minutes, color) Film AKsociates, Los Angeles, California.
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Search Ond Selzdre. (black and white, 30 Minutes) State Aar of Michigan.

) DesCribes the development of search and seizure legislation since ;Stapp v. Ohio (1961).

The Supreme Court. (black and white, oolor, 1 1 minutes) Coronet Films. -

Follows a case from its inception, through the loWer courts, to its final hearing before the Supreme

5,

The Changing RoleioffltheSupreme Court. (Washington Tapes). Doubleday & Co., Inc.
.

.
Reps. William Craftier and Robert Kastenmeir discuss the separation of powers among the branches of
the federaghernmeht, and debate the question of the Supreme Court's assumption of legislative
'powers.

,..- .
.-.4" .

', ....

The Supiime Court Couh of Lost kesort...(Washington Tapes). Doubleday & Co.; Inc.
Assocjate J.Uttice Potter Stewart describes the role and powers of.the Supreme Court. Alsosovers how
a jtaice reaches his individual decision, qualifications of a Supreme Court) Justice, and the increasing
impoitaa of the bigtrsOurt.

, , . ,

5
C. e .

Trial By lxirxerta.
arts One and Two. (National Tape Repository).

A district'court judge explains the intricacies of trial by jury.

When Men Are Free (series title). (15 minutes each) National Tape Repository.
eh."' ,

These tapes analyze the basic treedoins, rights, and respOnsibilities of an AnVerican citizen.

Plessy v. Ft rguson.(1896). Enrichment Teaching.
The .case which gave the high courts sanction, to the "separate but equal" prindple, and which was
overturned in,1954.
.1
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E. CREDITS

° I

Permission has been granted from the following sources to reprint portions of the material contained in the
following entries. The institute for Political and Legal Education recommends the purchase of these -'

materials as an excellent educational supplement to Individual Rights.

411antine, James A. Ballentine's Law Dictionary. (c) 1969 by The Lawyers Co-Operative Publishing Company.

Cardoza, Benjamin N. The Nature of the Judicial Process. (c) 1949' by Yale University PressText obtainable
;frSin: Yale University Viess, 92A Yale Station, New Haven, Connecticut.

fot

Clark, Todd, Police Patrol. (c) 1973 by SIMILE II. Manual/Game obtainable from: SIMILE II, 1150
; Silrerado, La Jolla, California 92037.

Gillers, Stephen. 'Getting Justice. (c)' 1971 by Basic Books, Inc:, Publishers. Text obtainable from: Basic
Books, i0 East 53rd Street, New York, New York 10012.

High School Law Program ,4 ttorney's Source Book. (c) 1973 by Law and American Youtilt Committee,
Young Lawyers Section, American Bar Association. (Permission granted by Jeffrey L. Esq.).

'40

.1:ockfiart, William (ed.). i The Anzerican Constitution: Cases-Comments-Questions. (c) 1970 Lockhart,

Kamisar, and Choper by West Publishing Company, St. Paul, Minnesota.

Starr, Isidore. The Supreme Court and Contemporary Issues. (c) 1959 by Encyclopaedia Britannica Educa;

tional Corporation. (Permission granted by author.)
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